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35c PER COPY

A "ORIGINAL"
#6404

$49.95

A Recipe for Instant Beauty:
To a fluff of spring green 100%
dacron whipped cream, acid yards
and yards of white lace with dainty
pink bows, flavor with pink velvet
ribbon. .
.
with the CoDistinctive
ordinated look of, Matching
Petticoat and custom made
Pantalettes.

Our Dancing Model
Sherry Smith

PLUS

Mint Green or Pink
Petticoat - $14.95
Matching Custom Made
Pantalettes - $ 8.95
Result:
A peppermint flavored Beauty!

The Finest Shoes of All for Dancing

8.95
Ladies
Black White
Kid

e4iio

Men —$18.95
Black Kid

calk• s Nct

Brochure of New Spring of '64 Designs\ Now Available.

Write for complete catalog & ordering Instructions:

FASHIONS by NITA SMITH
113 Walton - Box A

College Station, Texas

It

From
The Floor

("From The Floor" is the Square dancer's opportunity
to take "pot shots" at "Sets in Order" or the Square
Dancing picture in general. Send your comments to the
Editor, "Sets in Order," giving full name and address.
Unsigned letters will be disregarded.)

Dear Editor:
We have been subscribers to Sets in Order
since we first learned to square dance 8 years
ago and have every issue. More and more we
use the new, as well as the old, issues for many
ideas from you and your subscribers. Thanks
again for Sets in Order.
Bob Stone
Melbourne Beach, Fla.
Dear Editor:
. . . We enjoy reading your magazine. I particularly am interested in your Overseas column
because we occasionally find the name of a
square dancer or caller we have known before.
Patricia Kriesten
Teheran, Iran
Dear Editor:
We want to express our thanks for the help
your staff gave us on our recent trip to Hawaii.
We wanted to square dance while there and a
member of your office force told us to call
Wayne Machida when we arrived in Honolulu.
Well, Wayne not only got us to a square
dance with the Y Square Wheelers but also
loaded us down with information and material
on what to see and visit while in Hawaii. The
Y Square Wheelers are a wonderful club to
dance with and they are blessed with an excellent caller, Dick Weaver . . .
Ray and Helen Dahl
Independence, Mo.
Dear Editor:
. . . A comment on a letter "From the Floor"
S.I.O., November 1963) from William Heinrich. I was very surprised to see his request
because I thought that there was an International Square Dance silhouette used to mark
square dance activities. At least there is in
Europe. It is the linked squares, similar to the
Recognition Pin, with each square being about
two feet across — a white background with a
red border and a red arrow thru the squares
which can be turned in any direction.
(Please turn to page 46)
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Starting

JULY26

7

160

the day after the National Cony...,
in Long Beach, California
be a part of the finest

SQUARE DANCE

VACATION of them
all !
It's Sets in Order at

ASILOMAR
Six wonderful days of dancing, workshops,
squares, rounds, etc. Party dances each nite,
delicious food, sight-seeing galore, after
parties you'll always remember.

ALL
THIS
AT A
VERY REASONABLE PRICE
Attention Callers: Write about the special
Callers Course conducted by Ed Gilmore
during this week.
CHECK THE STAFF:
Arnie Kronenberger
Bob Van Antwerp
Ed Gilmore
Bob Osgood
and
the Richards and
the Chaffees on rounds

Plus a deluxe young person's program
For free information brochure, application
forms, costs, etc., write today to:

Ors
462 North Robertson Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90048

Let Your Square Dance Clothier Help You

Dread

de Dace

AMOS SQUARE DANCE SQUARE
624 West Main, Alhambra, California

JEANNE AND PHIL'S
St. Anthony Village Shop'g Ctr., Minneapolis 18, Minn.

ARROWHEAD TRADING POST
433 N. Washington Ave., Royal Oak, Michigan

KAY WILSON
5022 Nokomis Ave., Minneapolis 17, Minn.

BILL & VALS CARRIAGE HOUSE
140 E. Butler Ave., Chalfont, Bucks County, Penn.
BOB JOHNSTON WESTERN WEAR
5701 Atlantic Ave., Long Beach 5, Calif.
BONEY'S S/DANCE & WESTERN WEAR
Corner So. Slappey & Whitney, Albany, Georgia
COUNT'S WESTERN STORE
4903 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, D.C.
CIRCLE EIGHT WESTERN WEAR
195 N. Hawthorne Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif.
DART WESTERN SHOP
4400 Portage St., N.W., North Canton, Ohio 44720
DIXON'S WESTERN WAR
1112 W. Broad St., Falls Church, Virginia
DUDES & DOLLS S.D. & WESTERN WEAR SHOP
7 S. Ritter Ave., Indianapolis 19, Indiana

MANGUM'S SQUARE BARN AND WESTERN STORE
Highway 191, North of Blackfoot, Blackfoot, Idaho
THE OX YOKE SHOP
56 Winthrop St., Tariffville, Conn.
THE PROMENADE SHOP
12401 S.E. Division St., Portland 33, Oregon
RAY WESTERN WEAR
Rock Springs Road, Decatur, Ill.
SQUARE DANCE and GIFT SHOP
28933 Euclid Ave., Wickliffe, Ohio
SQUARE DANCE AND RECORD SHOP
U.S. Route 20, 4 miles East of Geneva, Ohio
SQUARE TOGS
11757 Hwy. 42, Sharonville, Ohio
VERNIE'S DRESS SHOP
12301/2 Westlake Ave., Seattle 9, Wash.
VIVIAN PORTER'S WESTERNWEAR
1320 E. Highland Ave., San Bernardino, Calif.
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STORES handling square dance clothing are welcome to write
Sets in Order for information regarding a listing on this page.

magazines may be purchased at these stores.

Published monthly for and by Square Dancers
and for the general enjoyment of all.
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SINGING CALLS

Copyright 1964, Sets in Order, Incorporated

WHEN YOU AND I WERE YOUNG — Keeno 2290
Key: G
Tempo: 132
Range: High HE
Caller: Harold Bausch
Low LD
Music: Western 2/4 — Piano, Guitar, Drums,

All Rights Reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced without written permission of the publisher.

Second class postage paid at Los Angeles,
California

Accordion, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — swing — sides
face, grand square — allemande — grand right
and left — do sa do — promenade. (Figure)
Heads star thru — substitute — star thru —
circle — around corner — see saw — face
corner, all eight chain — grand chain — corner
swing — promenade.
Comment: Music is quite acceptable. Dance patterns are conventional and have good timing
and meter. Tune will influence the user.
Rating: *

Subscription: $3.70 per year (12 issues)
American Funds

PLEASE NOTE: Allow at least three weeks'
notice on changes of address and be sure to
give the old address as well as the new one.

GENERAL STAFF
Editor
Assistant Editor
Contributing Editor
Subscriptions
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Dancer's Walkthru
Record Reviews
Art Department
Photographer
Art Consultant

I WALK THE LINE — Jewel 119
Key: D
Range: High HB
Tempo: 124
Caller: Louis Calhoun
Low LA
Music: Western 2/4 — Guitar, Piano, Drums, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain 3/4 — circle — allemande — forward two for a thar star — shoot
star, promenade — heads wheel — right and
left thru — cross trail — box the flea — promenade. (Figure) Side ladies chain — heads
right, circle to a line — pass thru — wheel and
deal — double pass thru — centersin — cast off
rolla3/4 — center two right and left thru
way — allemande — weave — promenade.
Comment: The music is well played and the
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(Reviews continued on page 63)
HF
EtE
HHC
5 :g)
HA
LG

HOW TO USE THE RECORD REPORTS
Each report gives an analysis of the record
and the dance. The shaded area in the
chart indicates the voice range used by
most recording companies. By comparing
the voice range letters in each analysis
LF '444
with those on the chart, you should be
0
able to determine the record's suitability
_LC
LB
to your voice. Occasionally a report will
be starred (*) in which case you will find
E 1.G
ELF
the calls reproduced in the Workshop section of the same issue.
Some of the square dance records reported will have
rating symbols at the end of the "Comment" section.
These represent the opinion of the reviewing committee.
Symbols used indicate as follow: *Average, **Above
Average, ***Exceptional, ****Outstanding.
No rating will be shown for Sets in Order records as the
reviewer is a member of the S.I.O. staff. In place of the
rating symbol will be the initials S.I.O.
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Bob Osgood
Helen Orem
Chuck Jones
Jane McDonald
Jay Orem
Marvin Franzen
Becky Osgood
Merl Olds
Ross Reeder
Joe Fadler
Frank Grundeen

37 Workshop
55 The Caller of the Month: Linc. Gallacher
61 Paging the Roundancers: Carl & Pat Smith
78 Experimental Lab: Cast Off Like a Wheel
and Deal

1

462 NorthRobertson Boulevard
Los Angeles,California 90048
Olympia 2-7434

BOYNE-MT. SQUARAMA
AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING SQUARE DANCE VACATION
IF YOU LIKE LUXURY —YOU'LL LOVE BOYNE
Fantastically Luxurious — Completely Air Conditioned — Greatest Staff Ever

Meals for the Royalty of Square Dancing

OUR 1964 SCHEDULE HAS EXPANDED TO
FIRST WEEK

SECOND WEEK

JUNE 28-JULY 3

JULY 5-10

JOHNNY LE CLAIR
DAVE TAYLOR
JERRY HAAG
STAPLETONS

6 GREAT WEEKS

MAX FORSYTH
DAVE TAYLOR
WALLY SCHULTZ
STAPLETONS

THIRD. WEEK

JULY 12-17
BRUCE JOHNSON
BOB PAGE
JOHNNY ROTH
STAPLETONS

FOURTH WEEK

FIFTH WEEK

SIXTH WEEK

JULY 19-24

JULY 26-31

AUGUST 23-28

JOHNNY DAVIS
DAVE TAYLOR
JACK MAY
WILEYS

RONNIE SCHNEIDER
SINGIN SAM MITCHELL
JOHN HENDRON
NORTONS

* ATTENTION ALL CALLERS
The Third Week will also feature the most extensive
CALLERS' COLLEGE ever . . . with
WILLARD ORLICH
BRUCE JOHNSON
BOB PAGE

—

—

—

World's Greatest Square Dance Choreographer
Outstanding Caller & Authority on Music

Outstanding Caller & Workshop Editor
for Sets in Order Square Dancing Magazine

LEE HELSEL
BOB FISK
DAVE TAYLOR
BILLARDS

Don't Delay
WRITE

SQUARAMA
BOX 5183
GROSSE POINTE 36,
MICHIGAN

7..

:" Spare Dance
Date Book

April 3-4—New England Square Dance Cony.
New Ocean House, Swampscott, Mass.
April 3-4—New Mexico State S/ D Festival
Roswell, N.M.
April 3-4-11th Annual Alabama Jubilee
Munic. Audit., Birmingham, Ala.
April 3-4-9th Ann. Southwest Kansas S/D Fes.
Munic. Audit., Dodge City, Kansas
April 3-4—West Texas S/ D Festival
Munic. Colis., Lubbock, Texas
April 3-5—European Assn. Am. S/D Clubs
Spring Jamb., London, England
April 4-4th Ann. Western Jubilee S/ D Festival
Lewis Cent. School Gym, Council Bluffs, Ia.
April 4—Guys & Dolls Ann. Spring Festival
Community Bldg., Tecumseh, Nebr.
April 4-10th Virginia S/D Festival
Univ. of Va., Charlottesville, Va.
April 4—IDA Heart Fund Dance
Med, Center, Indianapolis, Ind.
April 4-16th Ann. Houston Council S/D Fest.
Sam Houston Colis., Houston, Texas
April 4-3rd Ann. Fox Valley Mixers Night Owl
Dance, Kane Co. Fair Grounds, St. Charles, Ill.
April 5— Guest Caller Dance
Ranchland, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
April 5—Promenade Jamboree
Toledo Sports Arena, Toledo, Ohio
April 11-9th Spring Roundup
UMC Ballroom, Boulder, Colo.
April 11-17th Ann. N.E. Okla. S/D Festival
Fairgds. Pavil., Tulsa, Okla.
April 12—Mid-State Square Dance Festival
Columbus, Nebr.
April 12—Western Assn. Spring Jamboree
Montebello Sr. H.S. Gym. Montebello, Calif.
April 13-18—Dogwood Arts Festival Square
Dances, Knoxville, Tenn.
April 17-18-9th Ann. Las Vegas S/ D Conven.
Conven. Center, Las Vegas, Nev.
April 17-19-6th Ann. Buckeye S/D Conven.
Music Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio
April 18—Rochester Fed. Dance-O-Rama
Eastman Kodak Recr. Cen., Rochester, N.Y.
April 18—Holiday in Dixie Si D Festival
Munic. Audit., Shreveport, La.

1

fin IIVA\ J
the FIRST
SQUARE DANCE CALLERS
AND TEACHERS
UNIVERSITY CONFERENCE
JULY 20, 21, 22, 1964

For a period of three days, just before the
coming National Square Dance Convention, one of the Nation's leading universities will play host to a limited number of
square and round dance teaching and
calling leaders. During the specially designed laboratory, leaders in the business
and teaching world — outside of square
dancing — will bring to those attending,
ideas and planning pertinent to the future
of this activity.
Working closely with each "outside"
professional leader will be one recognized "inside" square dance leader whose
job it will be to apply the thinking expressed directly to the current field of
American square dancing. Among the
square dance leaders behind this course
are Ed Gilmore, Lee Helsel, Bruce Johnson, Arnie Kronenberger, Bob Osgood,
Bob Page and Bob Van Antwerp,
If you are actively teaching and calling
at the present time and are vitally interested in the years ahead—where square
dancing is concerned—then you may wish
to apply for admittance to this course.
Simply send your name and address on
a postcard to this magazine, attention
University Conference, 462 North Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90048.
NOTE: This laboratory is NOT designed to
teach calling.

(Please turn to page 8)
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Spend your tax savings on Sets in Order subscriptions-7

(Date Book continued from page 7)
WE HAVE BEEN MAKING ROUND DANCE RECORDS
WITH SPOKEN CUES SINCE 1950!
Our first 24 rounds and mixers had spoken cue bands
by Lloyd Shaw. They still do.
Our current dances—all kinds—are beautifully cued
or prompted by Don Armstrong. On the same record
with the music.
Our dances are good, too. So is the music. We
take pains.
We have a catalog

Do yd Shaw

RECORDINGS, INC.
Box 203, Colorado Springs,
Colorado 80901

VELCO
MEANS SAFETY
SLIPPERY
DANCE FLOOR
US

S1.0•DOWN

NO DUST — NO PARAFFIN
NO ABRASIVES
16 OZ. CAN SLO-DOWN
or

11 OZ. CAN SPEE DUP
Postpaid 1.75 (USA only)
1.50 (Calif. only)
2.00 in Canada
-

J. V. SUPPLY
P.O. Box 69894
Los Angeles 69, Calif.

2nd BANGOR LODGE
CANADIAN
SQUARE DANCE VACATION

AUG. 30-SEPT. 4, 1964
BRACEBRIDGE, ONTARIO
DAVE TAYLOR
AND
EARLE PARK
TEAM UP AGAIN
FOR THEIR SECOND YEAR
AT BANGOR LODGE
IN CANADA'S LAKE
RESORT REGION
EARLE

DAVE

MEALS
/AND ROUND WORKSHOPS
DANCE CALLERS CLINIC
DANCE PARTIES & AFTER
PARTIES

SQUAREk:

\

WRITE: MARG HOUGH
33 KELI.S AVE., SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO

8 Be the first life subscriber in your home town
—

April 19—Tosca Twirlers Ann. S/D Spring
Swing, Grand Rapids, Minnesota
April 19—Woodside Sq. Teen-Age Guest Caller
Dance, Sherwood Lodge, Rockford, Ill.
April 24-25-17th Ann. Valley of the Sun S/D
Fest., Hiway Hse. Center, Phoenix, Ariz.
April 24-25—Gateway of the West S/D Festival
Armory, St. Louis, Mo.
April 24-26-3rd Annual Spring Fling
LaCrosse, Wisconsin
April 24-26-6th Ann. KSDA S/D Spring Fest.
Fairgrounds, Louisville, Ky.
April 25—Circle 8 Club Jamboree
New Armory, Worland, Wyo.
April 25—Cannonaders Guest Caller Dance
H.S. Cafetorium, Gettysburg, Pa.
April 25-15th Ann. Omaha Council S/D Fest.
Ak-Sar-Ben Coils., Omaha, Nebr.
April 25-2nd Annual Spring Festival
Mohawk Valley Comm. Coll., Utica, N.Y.
April 25—R/ D Teachers' Club 1st R/ D Fest.
Palomino Rm., Bar-None Ranch, St. Rose, La.
April 25—Jeans & Janes Guest Caller Dance
Women's Club, Topeka, Kansas
April 26-5th Ann. Sonora Pass Spring Festival
Mother Lode Fairgds., Sonora, Calif.
April 26—Carousel Area Round Dance Party
27 Rest., West Mall, Etobicoke, Toronto, Can.
May 1—Guest Caller Doodler's Do SAD Fest.
RCAF Station, Clinton, Ont., Canada
May 1-2—Maverick Spring Roundup
Casper, Wyo.
May 1-2-2nd Iowa State S/ and RID Conven.
Memorial Coils., Cedar Rapids, Ia.
May 1-3-17th Ann. Silver State S/D Festival
Reno, Nevada
May 2—Squarenaders 6th Ann. Birthday Fest.
Green River, Wyo.
May 2—Manitoba Fed. 13th Ann. Spring Jamb.
Notre Dame Audit., Winnipeg, Man., Can.
May 2----Lincoln Council 24th Ann. Spring Fest.
Pershing Munic. Audit., Lincoln, Nebr.
May 2-6th Annual May S/D Festival
No. Hagerstown H.S., Hagerstown, Md.
May 2-13th Ann. Calgary Assn. S/D Jamboree
Cresc. Hgts. H.S. Audit., Calgary, Alta., Can.
May 3-3rd Annual Michigan RID Fest.
Roma Hall, Livonia, Mich.
May 3—Guest Caller Dance
Ranchland, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
May 9—Crippled Children's Benefit Dance
Ogallala, Nebr.
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A simple smooth flowing dance with enough intriguing
movements to make you fall in love with it.
Composed by DAVE TAYLOR who handles the calling
of the lilting music in his own gay manner.
WINDSOR NO. 4829

LOOK — Remastered on a 45 rpm
"IT'S BEEN A LONG, LONG TIME" — Called superbly
by nimble ROBBY ROBERTSON. This will give you a thrill
to the modern style dancing and tickle your fancy.
Windsor No. 4812
(Both available by April 10th)

Ever see a Hash-Slinger who didn't enjoy his calling?
Square dancing is supposed to be fun.
Even for the Caller. But there's no fun
about a crotchety PA Sound System.
We figure a Caller has enough on his
mind without worrying about breakdowns, feedback, needle-jumping,
motors stalling, or mixing the microphone so his hash doesn't come out
like mush.
We solved all those problems ( and
a lot more besides) with the Promenade II (42V-A) PA Sound System,
a portable designed especially for
Callers. This one needs no warm-up,
has no feedback, is immune to floor
vibration, has a thumping big bass and

a microphone control mixer that really
works. And it has a motor so rugged,
we've guaranteed it for two years.
Like to hear how your hash comes
out through a great PA Sound System?
Call your Rheem Calif one dealer for
a demonstration, or write direct to us
at the plant. And thank you very much.
PROMENADE II (42V-A) Caller's
Net
$209.50

•
califone 4444iviv-m.ivo
DIVISION OF RHEEM MANFACTURING COMPANY

Dept, SIC-3, 5922 Bowcroft Street, Los Angeles, California 90016

April 1964
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are sitting out a
square and looking for something in the
nature of the unusual, you might get up
where the caller is standing and take a look at
the floor as the caller sees it. It's a tremendous
feeling and from glancing at our cover this
month we hope that you may capture a bit of
this sensation.
Although we've been calling for quite a
number of years, we've never quite reached
the place where we can take this experience
for granted. To stand at the head of the hall,
looking out at the dancers as they react to
each call, is an almost indescribable pleasure.
You almost feel like asking yourself out loud,
"How come I'm so lucky?"
Over the top of this microphone you watch
many a happy square dance experience as it
unfolds. As you look at the faces of these
dancers, you remember many of them as you
saw them the first night of a beginner's class
many months or years before. You can still see
Jim and Josephine as they all but melted into
the woodwork on the sides of the hall. You look
out there at Don and remember how you shook
your head when you first saw him, tall and
awkward at first, now a smooth and accomplished dancer.
And there are the Mortensens. She came to
her initial square dance in high heeled shoes.
And, just watching him that first evening, you
wouldn't have taken odds on the fact that he
would last thru the class.
Those people out there across the mike are
very important to you and evidently square
dancing is very important to them. How else
would you account for Kitty and Dick out there
dancing with us tonight on their wedding anniversary. Or the Slates, coming in dancing with
us just a few nights after her mother passed
away. She obviously wanted to be with the
ONIETIME WHEN YOU
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people nearest and dearest to her, her square
dance friends.
No, you may not see the same things that
we do when you look over the microphone and
watch the squares in action. But what you do
see may be just as important to you as these
thoughts are to us. Perhaps then you'll understand better what we mean when we say, "How
can we be so lucky?"

Thoughts on the National

O

JULY the curtain
lifts on the 13th Annual National Square
Dance Convention. As hundreds, and perhaps
thousands of you are now making plans to
attend, we would like to toss a few thoughts
into the hopper regarding one phase of this
annual gala.
Those of you who have been square dance
convention goers since the beginning when
Riverside, California, hosted the National over
the Memorial Day weekend of 1952, may question, as we have, the continually changing dates
of each succeeding convention. The 2nd National, for instance was held in March of 1953;
N THE TWENTY-THIRD OF

,

INVENTOR'S CORNER
SQUARE DANCE CALLER'S
PITCH PIPE

COLD ROLLED STEEL
REQUIRED

The plans for this handy little do-it-yourself device were
sent in by Roland T. Onffroy in Boise, Idaho. It's called a
square dance caller's pitch pipe and should prove exceptionally handy, unless of course you remember that this is
April Fool's month. You might try making one.

Encourage others to subscribe to Sets in Order-11

the 3rd in Dallas in April of 1954. The 4th in
Oklahoma City was also in April, in 1955.
With the 5th Convention, hosted by San
Diego, California, the time was switched to
the summer and June 22, 23 and 24 were set
as the dates. The 6th Convention, in St. Louis,
was June 13, and the remainder of the Conventions were as follows: 1958, Louisville,
Kentucky, June 19; 1959, Denver, Colorado,
May 28; 1960, Des Moines, Iowa, June 9;
1961, Detroit, Michigan, June 29; 1962, Miami,
Florida, June 14; 1963, St. Paul, Minnesota,
June 20. As mentioned earlier, this year's convention will be held in July. Next year, the
time is set for June 24, 25 and 26 in Dallas.
This inconsistency of dates quite often results in schedule conflicts which, directly or
indirectly, affect the National Convention.
Quite often some of the Nation's more popular callers find themselves booked well into the
future with camps and tours which cannot be
changed when the date of the National Convention is announced. Vacation camps and
institutes which reserve space three and four
years in advance are often chagrined to discover that a National Convention will not only
be their competition but that they to a degree
will be detracting from the Convention by
holding their institute at the same time.
We share the feeling with those who would
have a National Convention held at the same
time each year. If the last weekend in May —
the Memorial Day weekend—might be
selected, for example, then every year, without exception, dancers, callers, teachers, those
running square dance vacation institutes, and
others, would know that this particular weekend belonged to the National.
Of course, it would take a while before
everything could gear up to a plan such as this.
Those callers who find themselves booked three
and four years into the future and those institutes with space reserved until 1967, would
just have to let the time run out before they
could fit into the new and permanent pattern.
Something of this type would also make
it necessary for the National Convention Executive Committee to assign convention locations
further into the future in order to get facilities in a given town at the specified time. However, all of this could be licked and if you'll
just check your local papers, you'll undoubtedly realize that many other similar "big

affairs" such as boat shows, national bowling
meets, and other conventions, have adopted
this permanent date method.
We don't advocate that Memorial Day is
the only ideal time. We simply suggest it as
one possibility. For those who must wait until
it's the children's vacation before they can plan
any lengthy trip, a date this early in the year
might not be the best. However, this is something to be weighed carefully. Basically, we
feel that much could be gained by deciding on
and sticking to one date each year.

Idea Department
with the recent
Ir appearance of a number of restaurant promotions that have cropped up in large areas
across the country. Called by various names
such as Gourmet Dinners, Invitation Dinners,
etc., these outfits sell a booklet of coupons for
$5.00 or so. Each coupon is good for one free
meal at a specified restaurant when the coupon holder also buys one meal at the regular
price. Obviously, the intent of such a promotion is to encourage individuals to eat out and
to try various eating establishments they might
otherwise not visit.
As far as we know, no square dance association has applied this idea as a means of
encouraging dancers in a given area to call on
various square dance clubs they might otherwise not visit.
Something of this type could work in a
number of ways. Let's just suppose that an
association received an okay for twenty different square dance clubs in the area to honor
a scheme such as this on one particular night
during a several months period. No two coupons would be good on the same evening. Each
would be for a different club and the bearer
of a coupon book would simply tear out the
specified coupon and present it at the door as
payment for one member of the couple. He
would then pay the regular amount for himself.
The association, in selling these books, might
sell the entire collection for $2.00. After costs
of printing, etc., were defrayed, this money
would go to the association for its particular
financial needs. The dancers (and this would
be particularly applicable to new dancers just
finishing their classes and ready to look for a
club affiliation) would be encouraged to get out,
dance to different callers and visit the various

DERHAPS YOU'RE ACQUAINTED

12—Help us put Sets in Order in every Square Dance home
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square dance groups in the area.
Because this would only happen to one given
club on one specific evening, the club could
plan a special party for these guests.. Although
the club might not be making as much income
off a single dancer-participant, they might very
easily fill their hall on this particular night and
have, not only a financial success, but a very
happy time as well.

Round and Round
of selecting rounds of the
I month especially suitable for square dancers
continues to plague a majority of square dance
areas today. This problem is certainly not a
new one, but with more and more dancers
traveling from one area to another the problem seems to be intensified rather than eased.
Dancers feeling confident in being able to
handle rounds currently popular in their own
area are often dismayed at a selection of dances
completely foreign to them when they visit a
neighboring area.
Assuming that, as in the case of square
dances, the hoped for goal is to program
rounds that appeal to the majority of those
attending the dance, the great discouragement comes when only a handful get up for
the couple dances. It is assumed that a solution to this problem at this particular time
could be beneficial to the entire movement.
At the present time we're looking for a possible answer in the form of an acceptable
method of selecting a round for square dancers which might be presented each month in
Sets in Order as a suggested round of the
month.
Perhaps with the help of ideas and suggestions from many of youi We enn come lip with
a program in the near future. We'll need a
good definition of a square dancer's round
dance, incorporating such factors as minimum
time necessary for teaching, catchy music, good
floor pattern, et cetera. We must also decide
how important it is to select a more or less
unproven round each month. This would be in
contrast, perhaps, to alternating newer material
with some of the proven dances that have provided great pleasure for square dancers in the
past and which will be "brand new" to those
recently entering the square dance picture.
All of this must be worked out, but those of
you who are square dancers and those of you

1-1HE DILEMMA
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George
Nichols

111161100
Square dancing recently lost one of its
staunchest supporters. George Nichols of
Denver, Colorado, passed away February
25. George and his wife, Miriam, have
long been associated with square dance
activities in that State and as the result of
being an extremely active and unselfish
worker for many years, George was appointed chairman of the 8th Annual National Square Dance Convention held in
that city in 1959. George's life was dedicated to the helping of others and his
dedication to the square dance movement
has done much for the general enjoyment
of square dancers in his State and in many
other states who enjoyed Denver's hospitality in 1959. As a member of the National Convention Executive Committee,
George gave tirelessly of his ideas and
time that this project could be the source
of enjoyment for so many dancers.

who are callers who will be interested in experimenting with such a plan would do our round
dance department a favor by lending us your
suggestions and ideas.

Bits and Pieces
to get letters and questions
and indications of results from the square
dance publicity book which appeared in the
January issue of Sets in Order. Almost every
day brings with it a new request for samples
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newspapers an

over the country. Evidently, there is considerable interest in developing new columns. The
interest is also high for new radio shows and
we are quite interested in keeping track of any
additional ones that start up.
• Square dance callers are known by many
terms but the young son of square dancer Joan
Kettner in Beaverton, Oregon, watching a
square dance in operation on a local television
show, said, "Gee, Mom, I'll bet even I could do
that if the yeller told me what to do."

Do Si Do while
I think a minute

Sets in Order is the greatest square dance bargain today-13

LOCAL

SQUARE DANCE

PUBLICATIONS
W

e've been receiving repeated requests for an up-to-date list of area square dance publications so here is what we have at the present time. These particular publications
are each dedicated to a specific area. Many of them provide dance listings for enthusiasts in
the community. Others serve as a voice for an association of dancers or callers and provide
news pertinent to the interests in the area. Our congratulations go out to the hard working
editors and crews that work diligently, usually without compensation other than the satisfaction of a job well done. And we urge square dancers everywhere to support their local
square dance publications. It is part of being a complete square dancer.

ALLEMANDE STAR Betty Pierce, 1231 Sheridan Dr., Ogden, Utah (Ogden Area
S/D Assn.)
AUSTRALIAN S/D REVIEW Jim White, 26 Osborne Rd., Lane Cove, N.S.W.,
Australia
BOW & SWING — John Weber, Box 891, Kissimmee, Fla. ( State of Florida)
THE CALLER — Bill Crawford, 1049 W. Perkins Rd., Memphis 17., Tenn. ( Greater
Memphis S/D Assn.) CALLERS CORNER — Rt. 1, Box 271, Central Point, Ore. (Rogue-SisQ Area Council) (S.W. Ore.)
CALLS 'N' CUES — Geo. Fellabaum, 9601 Flower Ave., Silver Spring, Md. (WASCA)
(Washington, D.C., Area)
CENTRAL COAST CHATTER — Ruth Brooks, 1416 Vine St., Paso Robles, Calif.
( Central Coast Calif. Assn. )
CHIT-CHAT — Nancy Aldridge, P. 0. Box 731, Evansville, Ind. (Evansville Council)
CROSS-TRAILER, THE — Roger D. Billings, Route 1, Harrod, Ohio
CROSS TRAIL NEWS — John Fairweather, 977 Victoria Ave., Victoria, B.C., Canada
( Victoria Island Assn.)
DVSD NEWSLETTER — Marie Harrold, Media Line Rd., Newton Square, Pa. (Dela.
Valley S/D Assn.) (S.E. Pa. & S.W. N.J. Area)
DANCER, THE — Art Gibbs, 12505 N.E. Fremont St., Portland, Ore. 97230
DANCER'S NEWSETTE — Paul Moore, Room 124, City Hall, Columbus, 0. ( Central
Ohio S/D Clubs)
DANCE NOTES — Ruthe Dreiling, 68 S. Maddux Dr., Reno, Nev. ( Inter-Club Cncl.)
DANCIN' WITH DAWSON — Bob Dawson, 4715 Greenwich Dr., Sarasota, Fla.
DE LUXE S/D NEWS — Chuck Horak, 4063 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago 41, Ill. (every
2 months)
EAASDC NEWSLETTER — Cpl. D. D. MacLeod, 1 Air DivRCAF, CAP 05052, Metz,
Moselle, France (Secy. Assn.) (covers Western Europe)
FEDERATION FACTS — Leon Cairns, 3351 N. 60th Terr., Kansas City, Kans. (Heart
of Am. Fed.)
FOOTNOTES — Jean M. Gronlund, P. 0. Box 455, Mercer Island, Wash. (State of
Wash. Fed. S/D)
FOOT NOTES — Larry Sloan, 4845 Ridgebury Blvd., Lyndhurst 20, 0. (Ohio State
Corp. Clubs)
FOOT NOTES — 170 Martha Ave., N.E., Atlanta 17, Ga. (Greater At. Fed.)
GRAND SQUARE — Bob Keck, 27 Nottingham Rd., Metuchen, N.J. (No. N.J. Assn.)
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HERE 'TIS — Bill Kersey, Box 1224, Milwaukee 1, Wise. (Area Callers' Council) (4
times a year)
HOEDOWN LOWDOWN — Julia Stillwagon, 1627 Columbine, Boulder, Colo. (Council—Boulder S/D)
IOWA SQUARE & ROUND DANCE NEWS Ray Thompson, 525 Broad, Dcs
Moines 15, Iowa (Iowa State Fed.)
JACKSON AREA S/D NEWS — Eldine Hawley, 425 Seymour Avenue, Jackson, Mich.
( Jackson Area Council)
KENTUCKIANA SQUARES & ROUNDS — John Mueller, P. 0. Box 1553, Louisville 1,
Ky. (Kentuckiana S/ D Assn.) (4 times a year)
LET'S SQUARE DANCE — Peter King, 137 Walnut Tree Rd., Charlton, Shepperton,
Mdx., England
LINKED SQUARES — Burlen Southerns, 898 Chinook, Akron 5, Ohio (Akron Fed.)
LOCAL SQUARE — Helen Smithwick, 4618 Cass St., San Diego 9, Calif. (San Diego
& Environs)
MASON-DIXON DANCER — Doris Kothe, 1726 Abbotson St., Baltimore, Md. 21218
(Mason-Dixon S/D Fed.)
MIAMI VALLEY DANCE NEWS — Michael Solomon, Munic. Bldg., Dayton 2, 0.
(M.V.S.D. Council) (Bi-monthly)
MICHIGAN S/D NEWS Henry T. Morris, 15377 Robson Ave., Detroit 27, Mich.
(State-wide)
MID-ATLANTIC SQUARE DANCER Morris Groce, P. 0. Box 65, Sadsburyville,
Pa. (Dela., Md., N.J., Pa.)
MODERN SQUARE — Bill Massey, 6831 Dahlia St., Little Rock, Ark.
MIKE & MONITOR — Jim Schnabel, 214 Breezy Terr., Alexandria, Va. (Washington,
D.C. Area)
NEW ENGLAND CALLER — Charlie Baldwin, Box NC, Central St., Norwell, Mass.
(New England States)
N.H. FOLK BULLETIN — Edna Priest, Tinker Rd., Nashua, N.H. (N.H. Dance Fed.)
NEWS & VIEWS OF TEXAS — Gus Noble, P.O. Box 371, Grand Prairie, Texas (State)
NEWS & VIEWS — Chuck Bennett, 12233 Caladre Ave., Downey, Calif. (South Coast
Assn.) ( Long Beach Area)
NEWSLETTER — Mike's Barn, 1210 E. Indian School Rd., Phoenix, Ariz.
NEWSLETTER — Jim Boyd, Box 64, Kinistino, Sask., Can. (Parkland Sq. & Rd. Dance
Callers and Teachers)
NEWSLETTER & WORKSHOP NOTES — Maurice Lansdown, 42 Elm Park Rd., Winnipeg 8, Man., Can. (Folk Dance Fed. Manitoba—Eastern Division)
NEWS NOTES — Edge, 813 S. 4th St., Artesia, N.M. (N.M. State S/D Assn.)
NORTHEAST COLORADO BULLETIN Bob Cline, 3405 Eastman Ave., Boulder,
Colo. (N.E. Colo. Council)
NORTHERN JUNKET Ralph Page, 117 Washington St., Keene, N.H. (General;
local flavor)
OPEN SQUARES — Doris McCartney, Box 336-M, Pasadena, Calif. (Greater Los
Angeles Area)
OREGON FED. NEWS — Mrs. "Scotty" McCully, P. 0. Box 7623, Salem, Ore. (State)
PROMENADE — Jo Peters, 2214 Crystal St., Maumee, Ohio (Toledo Area)
PROMENADER — Barbara Gardner, 8 Jones Lane, Huntington, L.I., N.Y. (L.I. Fed.)
SETS in ORDER, APRIL, '64
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PRAIRIE SQUARES — Dorene Mott, 406 3rd Ave., N.W., Minot, N.D. (N.D. State
Clubs & Callers' Assn.)
ROUND DANCER — Bud and Lil Knowland, 1250 W. Garnette, Tucson, Ariz. (Round
Dancing Exclusively)
ROUNDUP, THE — Clyde Neal, Box 5477, Lake St. Sta., Minneapolis 8, Minn. (Minn.
State S/ D Fed. )
SCRIPT-O-SQUARES — Herb Seitz, 84 Klaum Ave., No. Tonawanda, N.Y. (Western
N.Y. S/D Fed.) (Niagara Area)
SMOKY MOUNTAIN DANCER — Bill Byrd, 5209 Bluefield Rd., Knoxville, Tenn.
SQUARECASTER, THE Vic Smith, 3241 California Ave., Carmichael, Calif. (Sacramento & Environs) (A-Square-D Sup.)
SOONER SASHAY — 1010 N.W. 6th St., Oklahoma City, Okla. (Okla. State Fed.)
SQUARE CIRCULAR — Florence Weems, 730 Riverside Dr., Macon, Ga. (Middle Ga.)
SQUARE DANCE CALLER — Vernon Thobe, 1707 Pine St., Davenport, Ia. (Central
Ia. SiD Callers)
SQUARE DANCE NEWS — Bev Miller, 134 Lillie St., Battle Creek, Mich. (B.C. Area
S/D Assn.)
SQUARE DANCE NEWS Dee Mararra, P. 0. Box 82, Campbell, Calif. (Oakland)
SQUARE DANCE NEWS — Frank Minnehan, 151 Grassy Hill Rd., Waterbury, Conn.
(The Roost)
SQUARE DANCE REPORTER — Harold Bausch, Leigh, Neb. (Parts of Nebr., So.
Dak. & Iowa)
SQUARE DANCER, THE — Kent Hubbard, 808 Arrington Dr., Silver Spring, Md.
(S/D Assn. Montgomery Co.) (Washington, D.C., Area)
SQUARE DANCERS' GRAPEVINE Bob White, 1803 Avenue E, Billings, Mont.
( Yellowstone Council)
SQUARE DANCE — WHERE? — Ed Ferrario, 2005 Sandcreek Way, Alameda, Calif.
( N.C. Callers' Assn.) (San Francisco & Environs)
SQUARE NEWS — Ray Castner, 3755 Creston Dr., Indianapolis 22, Ind.
SQUARE NOTES — Cathie Burdick, 1130 Highland Ave., Hamilton, Ohio (S.W. Ohio)
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE NEWS — Joyce Walter, 1518 W. Mistletoe, San Antonio
1, Texas
SQUARE TALK — Tommy Thompson, 638 East 60th St., Savannah, Ga. (So. Ga. Fed.
S/D)
SQUARE TALK — Dick Hopkins, 1633 South 165 West, Orem, Utah (So. of S.L. City)
SQUARE YOUR SETS Norman Marocchi, 620 5th Ave., So., Port Alberni, B.C.,
Canada (Alberni Valley S/ D Assn.) (West Vancouver Island)
SQUARES & CIRCLES — Edsel Hatfield, Box 7623 Progress Sta., St. Louis 3, Mo.
STIR THE BUCKET — Barden's Barn, 77 Prospect St., Lebanon, N.H. (No. N.E.)
TIPS — Carolyn Balch, 1105 Eadom Pl., Birmingham 15, Ala. (Birmingham S/D Assn.)
TRAVEL ON —"Pres" Grandstaff, 2423 Simmons, Salina, Kansas (Central Kan. Assn.)
TVSDA NEWSLETTER — John Dreher Jr., 706 Greeley Dr., Nashville, Tenn. (Tenn.
Valley S/ D Assn.)
VIRGINIA S/D BULLETIN — Mac Parker, 918 N. Montana St., Arlington 5, Va. (S/D
Council—No. Va.) (Washington, D.C., Area)
YORKTON ZONE S/D NEWS — Roy Parkinson, Broadview, Sask., Can. (No. of
Regina)
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almost a forgotten memory,
this is the time to think toward spring
and all its promises: flowers and frills and perhaps a new square dance outfit. Uh uh, checked
the waistline lately? Has it changed a mite due
perhaps to a bit of winter inactivity?
All right, Refreshment Chairmen, here is
your call to arms. Let's see if you can't combine a spring table decoration with a bit of
inviting but low-calorie-count food.
One tempting dish for the weight-watcher
might be stuffed bell peppers. However, this
time they're just for the eye, not for the tummy.
First decide how large or how small your table
centerpiece will be and then purchase whatever number of green pepper "flowers" you
will need.
Carefully cut off the stem of the pepper and
remove all seeds. Then shape the top edge into
three or four petals cutting down the sides only
an inch or so.
Use narrow wooden doweling the desired
length of your flower stems and bind with green
floratape available at your florist or variety
store. Fresh leaves may be bound to the doweling with this tape to add foliage to the bouquet.
Gently insert the dowel into the lower end
of the pepper and secure in place with floral
clay. Cut a carnation flower with just enough
stem to hold it together and place in the top
of the pepper to complete a tulip.
The pepper tulips can be arranged in a vase
of your choosing and secured with clay or
Styrofoam.
Now to complement this visual calorie-conscious table, why not provide a generous and
colorful bowl of appetizers? Such foods as
finger tomatoes, celery sticks, carrot curls, cucumber slices, ice-cold cauliflower buds and
dill and sweet pickles are all kind to the weightwatcher. These nibbles might be accompanied
by any variety of crackers and toasts available
ITH WINTER
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on the market and plainly marked as being low
in ealorie count.
There you have it — good on the eye and the
waistline. And now what size for that next
square dance dress?
(Our thanks to the Coca-Cola Company for a portion of the
above ideas.)

BADGE OF THE MONTH

Our badge for April features a bit of
ingenious design of two interlocking hollow squares. Known as the T Squares, the
group originally had planned to be called
the Terryville Squares, after their location. However that was shortened to the
Terry Squares and finally just to the T
Squares. The final name indeed produced
an attractive badge.
The T Squares say they are "more interested in having fun than in dancing the
latest new basic" and they manage to keep
their dances interesting "by variety" but
not by "speed competitions or rat races
and no one gets upset if someone goofs
occasionally."
We are especially intrigued with the
following: Although the club dances in
Terryville, the members also come from
Bristol, Plainville, Torrington, Winsted,
Waterbury, Naugatuck, Watertown,
Woodbury, Farmington, New Britain,
Washington, New Milford, Gaylordsville,
Middletown, Elmwood and several other
towns and cities of Connecticut. We're
wondering if there are any towns left in
the area from which they do not come?
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The

TELLING THESTORY

vas a huge success. Over 800
1 dancers came from all parts of the State
and filled the auditorium in the center of town.
Along with the gaily costumed dancers there
were others, not so colorfully dressed, perhaps,
who also enjoyed the show. These were the
townspeople who had read the publicity concerning the festival in their newspaper and
heard about it on radio.
"Come and watch this modern day phenomenon," they had been told. "Square dancing
is fun and this will be your opportunity to see
hundreds of gaily costumed dancers enjoying
their favorite activity — there is no admission
fee." The prospects for an evening of fun did
the trick and, in addition, the price was right.
When eight o'clock rolled around and the first
HE FESTIVAL

TRY SQUARE DANCING...
You won't find a nicer way to meet
some of the friendliest people in town.

TRY SQUARE DANCING...
You can't be lonesome long when you
are dancing with three other couples in
a 'set, .

TRY SQUARE DANCING...
LCVKING FOR

if

A NEW HOBBY

No expensive equipment connected
with this hobby . . . for the gals we
suggest skirt, blouse and flats. For the
men. sport-shirt and slacks.

BE OUR GUEST

Just gather some of your friends and neighbors and come to our
HI-NEIGHBOR DANCE on Friday, September 7th. from 8:00 to 10:00 PM at Forest Glen
School, Main & Elm Streets in Glen Ellyn. The dancing and refreshments are free. Frank

Green will do the calling, and we know you will have a good time. If you are already a
dancer, you might like to join the Dudes and Dames. You will be very welcome.
Our Nev-Dancer class will begin on Monday, Sept 10th, from 8:00 to 10:00 PM at
Forest Glen School .. . there Is plenty of off-street parking. Just call Marshall or Jeanne
Clemeau at H09.0874 . . they will be happy to tell you more about the new class.
We are looking forward to meeting you at the HI•NEIGHBOR dance.

THE DUDES AND DAMES SQUARE DANCE CLUB
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caller took his place at the mike the floor was
filled with dancers, and several thousand spectators packed the seats of the arena.
Some two or three hours later the dance had
ended. A majority of the spectators had stayed
until the end, enthralled by the color of the
activity, the ease in which the dancers followed
each call, and the friendly atmosphere which
seemed to fill the entire dancing area.
Undoubtedly, more than one man turned to
his wife and said, "This looks like great fun.
Just by watching the folks out there that we
know and others that look no different than
you and me, I'm sure that this would be something that we could do. Let's find out more
about it."
Leaving the hall, these people stopped several dancers, asking them if they knew where
a person might learn to square dance. You
might try getting in touch with so-and-so, he's
the caller here." Or, "Why don't you call the
local Park and Recreation Department, they
usually know when a new class is about to
start."
Look as they might, our couple and others
like them, now that their enthusiasm for square
dancing has been built up, were unable to satisfy this desire. Here, after developing the best
publicity and advertising campaign for square
dancing, the sponsors were unable to "make
the sale." Unfortunately this incident is so typical of hundreds of similar instances when nondancers have been "sold" on square dancing
and yet were lost to the activity before they
ever got started.
There are many ways to take advantage of
situations such as this and convert an enthusiastic non-dancer into an equally enthusiastic
square dancer. An increasing number of festivals are making a definite effort to enroll
The Dudes and Dames of Glen Ellyn, Illinois, print
this eye-catching promotion on heavy yellow paper in
brown ink and use it as a mailing piece or handout
in bringing new square dancers into the activity.
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newcomers in beginner classes. At some festivals information booths are placed at strategic
locations and square dance attendants, well
versed on the area's dancing, are on duty to
answer questions, take names, and even occasionally sign up the newcomer in a beginning
class.
At one festival, members of teen age square
dance clubs were on "recruiting" duty. They
traded off during the evening, passing out post
cards to spectators in the stands, asking them
to fill in their name and address and return
the card so that they could be contacted later
when new classes started up.
An extremely helpful recruiting device in
situations such as this is a well-designed descriptive pamphlet on square dancing. Armed
with an information sheet such as this, a nondancer can follow up his initial burst of
enthusiasm with answers to questions he undoubtedly might ask; i.e., where do I learn?
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how much does it cost? what do I wear? etc.
A very simple, one-page interest-getter was
designed by the Dudes and Dames Square
Dance Club in Glen Ellyn, Illinois. This eyecatcher was designed to hand out to friends
or to be folded over and used as a mailing
piece.
The Southwestern Ohio Square Dance Federation's publicity committee recently turned
out an eye-catching pamphlet which they made
available to square dancers, who in turn
handed them out to their non-dancing friends.
Whatever method you use, treat this next big
festival or convention as an ideal time to interest newcomers in this activity. At least, get
them to sign a register and follow thru with
some colorful bit of propaganda that may do
the trick in encouraging them to become a
part of this hobby.
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Any Questions About
SQUARE DANCING?

This attractive "Learn to Square Dance" leaflet
unfolds to approximately 8 1/2by 11 inches. Folded into
thirds, it fits well into a No. 10 envelope and also makes
a handy handout at big square dance events. It is
copyrighted by the Southwestern Ohio Square Dance
Federation and is shown here with their permission.
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DOOR PRIZE
DILEMMA

SIDE-ATTRACTION which seems to be a part
of most square dance clubs at least once
each year is the giving of door prizes. If only
a very few prizes are to be given away there
seems to be no problem in handling them
quickly and efficiently. But square dancers are
a generous lot and we've attended many groups
where the prizes have been innumerable, all
the way from a weekend vacation somewhere
to a gift subscription to Sets in Order. ( Keep
the latter in mind; it does make a good gift.)
And we must admit that more often than not
these gigantic drawings get tedious.
We've often thought there must be a better
approach to this and then a few months ago
we attended a square dance function which
presented just such an answer. We're sure there
are limitless possibilities on how to handle
door prizes but for your interest and use we
do offer this suggestion.
This particular method was presented by
Duchess Domrose at a meeting last December
of the committees for the 13th National Square
Dance Convention. There were perhaps 200
persons in attendance.
As each person came into the building he
was asked to sign his name on a piece of paper
and drop it in one of two artificial chimneys
marked "For Gents" or "For Ladies." The
chimneys were left at the door until the end
of the meeting to make certain everyone had
entered his name.
In the lobby of the building all the door
prizes were displayed — unwrapped — so that
everyone could see and enjoy them. These, too,
were left in place until the end of the meeting.
At the appropriate time in the program,
when all attending the event were comfortably
seated, Duchess brought forth the two cardboard chimneys. In addition she had two
Christmas trees appropriately decorated with
several large Christmas balls. The reverse side

A

of each Christmas ornament bore a number
corresponding to a matching number on one
or the door prizes. (The Christmas theme, of
course, is just incidental. Hearts, pumpkins,
shamrocks or firecrackers could be just as effectively used.)
Duchess drew the first name from one of
the chimneys and as soon as that individual
came forward he selected a Christmas ornament from one of the trees ( the trees also
were indicated "gents" and "ladies") and
matched his number with a gift on the table.
Two assistants at the gift table helped speed
the distribution along.
As soon as the first winner had chosen a
gift, he reached into the second chimney and
withdrew the next name. And thus the awarding of door prizes continued until all had been
received.
This type of procedure obviously takes a lot
of thought and planning but it did seem to
have many advantages. To mention a few:
There was no need to retain ticket stubs.
There was no interminable waiting while
people tried to match numbers to those called
out,
Everyone was comfortably seated during the
entire program.
Everyone had ample opportunity to view
all the gifts and enjoy them whether they were
themselves winners or not.
The gifts were evenly distributed between
the men and women.
The program moved quickly and without
pause.
There was no need to introduce each winner as he was already identified by the reading out of his name.
There was no need to read long credits of
the donors as these names accompany the gifts
on display.
While this particular event was at the Christmas season, the same general pattern could be
carried out during any holiday or at any regular square dance program. The only changes
required would be substitutions for the cardboard chimneys and the Christmas trees. The
season or theme of the dance could certainly
indicate several choices,
Perhaps the next time your square dance
club plans to include door prizes, it will incorporate some of these ideas and improve the
distribution of the gifts.
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SQUARE DANCE PARTY FUN
Here's a wild and woolly relay race which
causes a bit of pandemonium with both the
participants and the audience. It is most fun
when the teams line up side-by-side, facing the
audience, rather than the normal procedure of
one behind the other.
You will need four to six couples for each
team, alternating men and women, and two
impartial team captains who will also act as
judges. You will also need the following supplies: Two fishing poles (or two reels or two
smooth pieces of wood), two fishing lines or
two balls of string wound onto the reels or
around the wood, two weights ( one fastened
at the end of each line) . Be certain the weights
are smooth. They work best if bullet shaped.
The team captains stand at the head of each
line with the fishing poles or reels. On the word
"go" the first person on each team takes hold
of the fishing line and winds out whatever

GOIN' FISHIN'

amount of string he wishes and drops the
weight down his right trouser leg. As soon as
the weight hits the floor, the next lady picks
it up and drops it down the front of her dress.
The next man picks it up and puts it down
his right trouser leg and so on until it hits the
floor after passing through the dress of the last
lady on the team.
As soon as this happens the team captain
begins to reel the line back in and each participant must work the weight back up through
his own clothing. When one line is completely
rewound onto the reel or the stick that team is
judged the winner.
As the game unfolds the players will quickly
learn that cooperation in reeling the line out
and in to their teammates will help. But that
is where the cooperation must end. Each person is strictly on his own to get that weight up
and down.

MORE DANCE INSTITUTES
In addition to the dance institutes listed in the February, 1964, issue of Sets in
Order, here are a few more to add to the bountiful supply from which to choose.
June 26-28 Bangor Lodge Square Dance Weekend, Bracebridge, Ont., Canada. Dan
Dedo. Write Jean Freeman, 452 Palmer Ave., Richmond Hill, Ont., Can.
July 12-17 Mon Chateau Square Dance Vacation, Morgantown, W. Va. jack Jackson,
Dave Taylor, Blackie Simmons, Betty & Sam Evans. Write "Rendezvous," P.O. Box
572, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa.
Aug. 30-Sept. 4 — Bangor Lodge Square Dance Vacation, Bracebridge, Ont., Canada.
Dave Taylor, Earle Park, Marg Hough. Write Marg Hough, 33 Kells Ave., Scarborough, Ont., Canada.
Corrections and deletions department: The correct dates for the Squaw Valley Weekened in California are June 12-14. This is the camp with Bob Page, Dave Taylor and the
Bill Barrs. Also, the Blue Ridge Square Dance Camp at Clayton, Ga., has been cancelled
for the week of Aug. 23-29, due to conflict with early school opening dates.
SETS in ORDER, APRIL, '64
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NEW BASICS?
WHY?
By Russ and Betsy Ard
Victoria, B.C., Canada
Reprinted from Cross Trail News of Vancouver Island
by Special Permission

A

QUESTION OF TEN ASKED

by dancers who

subscribe to and read square dance magazines is "Why aren't we doing all the new
basics we read about?" The answer to this question is not something to be approached lightly
or flippantly. To begin, a lot of these new figures are not new basics and are not printed
with the intention of making them a part of
the square dance diet. Rather they are ideas
dreamed up by people interested in dancing
and are presented in print with the thought
that they may, after careful workshopping,
have some good useful purpose in the dancing
picture. Most of them do not and many of
them, we understand, are written by people
who do not even dance.
Great Care Needed

If all these new figures were dumped into
the pot of generally used movements without
being carefully screened as to smoothness,
ease of movement and general desirability, the
results would be utter confusion because a
great number of them are very similar in formation and execution to existing basics and to
each other. A great number of them simply do
not "dance." We have watched experimental
squares dancing some of them and being firm
believers that dancing should be a combined
movement of various parts of the body moving smoothly to music with most of the movement carried by the feet, we were amazed to
notice that in lots of cases the people were
hardly moving anywhere but their hands were
flying in all directions. This is particularly true
of figures of the Double and Triple Star Thru
variety. Many of the new figures are done from
lines of four formations and if they were all
used in the program the dancer would be so
busy remembering whether he was the right
hand couple, left hand couple, centre couple,
22

end two etc. that he wouldn't remember which
way was up, and he most certainly would never
smile at his corner. By the end of the evening
he wouldn't even want to!
Can you remember when we used to smile
at the corner? If you can, son, you are an old
dancer and you probably enjoy dancing a
smooth rhythmic figure to good, solid hoedown
rather than the geometry lessons we do today.
To guard against this influx of literal garbage we have locally set up a committee of
five callers and their wives who meet when
the need arises and thoroughly try out these
figures. If they show possibilities they are
passed on to the callers' workshop as a whole
and are then put into use or discarded. A good
many of them never even reach our area as
they are screened by the big workshops to the
south and are rejected by their committees
before the general dancing public are exposed
to them. There are as yet so many unexplored
possibilities in the use of combinations of already known basics that it seems a pity to add
a lot of unnecessary movements that do not
add anything to the general feeling of friendship and relaxation which is the basic need of
most of us today.
More people by far stop square dancing
because of the frustration of trying to cope with
too much new material than ever did because
they were bored with the old tried and true
movements, provided of course that their particular caller doesn't get in a rut and never
gives them any variety ...
The Ards express one of many varied opinions
and suggested solutions to the problem of new
material. Sets in Order is increasingly interested
in different constructive views designed to help
specific areas meet this particular situation.
—Editor
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OVERSEAS
DATELINE
Morocco . Rick Wilson is now club caller for
the Kenitra Squares, with Mary Clem as cocaller. Both are working hard teaching a new
class of five squares, bringing the old dancers
new material to put them on a dancing par
with the dancers in the European Assn. of
American Square Dance Clubs. Round dancing is being re-introduced with the aid of Ed
and Joy Hobby (now there's a girl appropriately named for a square dancer!).
Kenitra Squares were amazed when 16
"hobos" came running into their dance, beating on coffee cans and yelling. The hobos were
members and callers of the African Promenaders Square Dance Club. The visitors or
invaders — sat on the floor during the breaks,
ate beef stew from coffee cans and "bummed"
—Skip Leach
cigarettes from their hosts.
Iran . . . The Teheran Tanglefeet held a graduation and dinner party recently. Many prospective dancers also attended. During the evening the club ,presented a silver tray engraved
with the club emblem to their caller and his
wife, Lt. Col. and Mrs, Bill Sillin. The next
beginner square dance group saw a turn-out
—Pat Kriesten
of three squares.
France . . .Three of the new officers of the
European Association of American Square
Dance Clubs are from the Canadian Armed
Forces in Europe, certainly a "first" in the
officership of this association. President is Fi L
E. J. deBeaupre; Vice-President is WIC L. E.
Vail; Secretary is Cpl. D. D. MacLeod. All of
these men are stationed in Metz, France. The
two Americans on the staff are Major R. H.
Millican and CWO James H. Long.
The Philippines . The 13th Philippine AllIsland Jamboree was held at the end of the
rainy season on a star-lit night lovely for outdoor dancing. Seven clubs were represented by
175 dancers and 8 callers. Rubbing shoulders
at the callers' platform were Bob Mix, Vince
Walmer, Jim Palmer, Matt Newell, Jack Hennsley, Fred Diaz, Dave Bridges and Abe Ulanca,
representing 5 clubs among them.
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At Sangley Point in the Philippines,
caller-teacher Bob Mix presents his square
dance diploma to graduate Dick Justinger.

Gradually new square dancers are coming
into the picture in the Philippine sector, with
13 graduating at Sangley Point Naval Station,
from classes conducted by Bob Mix.
Okinawa . . . Dixie Welch, who has been dedicated to the spread of square dancing on "The
Rock" during his tour of duty there, was agreeably surprised when on his recent birthday his
class presented him with a new "dynamic"
mike. Dixie will be leaving Okinawa next June
to return to the United States, and not without
some regret. Altho' he will be happy to be back
in the country and especially settled in the
midst of square dancers at his new station in
Nevada, yet he is reminiscent of what square
dancing has meant to him and many others stationed at remote outposts in the world.
Rice Paddy Promenaders now number over
100 members and dance on Saturdays from 8
to 11 P.M. Members are mostly U.S. military
servicemen and their dependents. There is also
a local Ryukyuan Club whose American instructor is Les Woodard".
—Andy Uravich
These are the Teheran TanglPfPet who dance in
Teheran, Iran. The gent in the plaid vest, top row
center, is It. Col. Bill Sillin, club caller.
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by Bob Begg (Sgt. Major R. Begg)
Stationed overseas at the time this was written

Right Hand Lady get smeared with
peanut butter on that last left allemande?
Do you remember your number 2 gent by his
broken handle? Then, you must be a callerteacher trying to work out patter and class
exercises with tea cups. Perhaps its dolls or
cards or chessmen? Clear the kitchen table
and let your wife fix a cup of coffee while you
work out your plays in a notebook like a real
pro.
PROC-4 (Say it, don't spell it!) is a real
break-through in calling. It applies the science
of cybernetics to square dancing and comes up
with some astoundingly simple results. PROC-4
is a system of notation that you can learn in
ten minutes. Flip open your notebook and to
the uninitiate it will appear that you are working problems in advanced math or deciphering codes. To you it will be as simple as reading the kid's comics. PROG-4 is shorthand for
all your tea cups, dolls and cards.
Your present system for working plays depends upon remembering the identity of your

D

couples by sex and number ( three things for
each couple). For example, you must have
number 1 man and number 4 lady lined up
for a left allemande. You must also make sure
that number 2 gent and number 1 lady are in
the right position before you can resolve the
square. Are you with me? Did you have to
shake your head and read that over twice? If
you did, we are in the same league. Yet, you
go through that process every time you want
to see if a gimmick will work.
PROC-4 cuts out the job of remembering or
even thinking about the relationship of the
couples by number and sex and it lets the
caller check back to see where he has possibly
goofed without reconstructing the whole figure.
Here's the secret. PROC-4 assumes that the
caller is dancing the number 1 man's position
and labels the ladies only by their relationship
to him. The gents are numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4,
of course. That's where the name of the system
comes from. Now study the illustrations for a
few minutes.

ID YOUR

P Partner
R Right hand lady
0 — Opposite
C — Corner
4 1, 2, 3, 4 gents
—

—

—

HERE'S A SIMPLE PATTER FIGURE THAT YOU MIGHT USE IN CLASS:
03
4
2

C

1P
Home

3 R
0 2

R 3

4 P

1 C

C 1

P 4

Heads lead
right, circle,
break to a line

2 0

Right & left
thru

3 R
0 2
4 P
C 1
X-Trail thru,
U-turn back
Left allemande

AND HERE'S THE FIGURE FROM MERL OLDS' "JUNE NIGHT":
0 3
4
2

403R

0 4 R 3

C1P2

1C2P

1 P
Heads square thru
4 hands, corners
do sa do

Home

44

Pass on thru

3P

R 4 P 3

1 0 2 C

42 C

1 0 2 C

R 4 P 3

Heads wheel

Star thru

Alle left
Promenade

R

4 5?

4 R 3 P
0 t

0 1 C

Turn back, swing,
Promenade

Cross-Trail

After you have looked over the sample figures, try writing a couple of your own. If you
play with it for a while you will learn to skip
zero movements, you won't bother to square
your sets to begin, you won't write in goal
posts, and you will find that you can write
familiar movements such as "heads lead to
the right, circle , four, and break to a line,"
without any mental gyrations.
PROC-4 does not show direction ( writing
numbers upside down is more trouble than it
is worth). You can solve this with little arrows
if you like;I usually do when working around
the ring.
The most wonderful thing about PROC-4
and the only "rule" in the system, is the fact
that, whenever your dancers are in order coun-

ter clock-wise PROC-1234 alternated with partSETS in ORDER, APRIL, '64

C

ners on the right (1P2R304C), you can resolve
the square with a left allemande. You can
check the accuracy of your writing because the
notations must read PROC-1234 either clockwise or counter clock-wise at all times after
each change in the. figure. They just won't
come out any other way. This helps speed writing too. You'll find it as easy as filling in the
missing letters on a very simple crossword
puzzle.
PROC-4 is easy and fast to write, it gives
you a record that you can go back and check,
it checks on you, and as a bonus, you will find
that it suggests an infinite variety of ways to
arrive at a left allemande from any given
figure.
Even your wife will be able to understand it.

One name or one hundred send them in today-25

SQUARE DANCING ,
AT THE

HOLIDAYS
luxurious mobile home resorts throughout the country are the Holiday series, of which there are now five. Social
life in these resorts revolves around the excellent clubhouse facilities which are provided.
In Phoenix, Arizona, for example, at the Holiday Spa, the clubhouse ballroom has a maple
floor 60` x 80', which can hold more than
thirty squares of dancers comfortably and has,
at times, held many more.
Square dancing plays a very important part
in the recreation program at the Holiday resorts. One night a week is devoted to beginners'
square dance lessons. Size of the classes runs
from 4 to 14 squares and they go 20 weeks.
After the beginners' class graduates from this
initial schooling and has received diplomas,
they move into the intermediate class for about
20 weeks and then these graduates join the
Holiday Squares square dance club at the
Phoenix resort.
At Holiday Village in Mesa, Ariz., the Rip &
Snorts and Boots & Calico Clubs dance second
and fourth Saturdays each month. This dancing is to multiple callers with an admission
charge of $1.50 per couple to outsiders, while
Holiday resort residents come in free of charge.
At Holiday Hills in Denver the ballroom is
enjoyed by all the metropolitan Denver square
dance clubs. A different club is invited to dance
there each Friday evening. They average over
21 squares, with increasing attendance.
MONG THE MANY

At Holiday Haven in Moab, Utah the square
dance club dances inside for eight months of

Caller ,v,arshall Flippo from Abilene, Texas, poses
with the Guy Kinders of Phoenix, and the Lyle
Christensens, Holiday Spa managers, on his
recent calling date there.

the year and then outside on Holiday Blvd.,
for four months, taking advantage of the moderate climate.
The resorts devote a large part of their
entertainment budget each year to square
dancing and also make their facilities available
for all benefits for worthwhile causes.
The youngsters get into the art, too_ Here a group
of 8 to 10-years-olds is dancing at Holiday Village.

Part of the crowd at Phoenix's Holiday Spa
at the dedication of the clubhouse. There were 51
squares crowded in that evening.
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ADIES on the SQUARE fw
APEASANT BLOUSE PATTERN TO FIT ALL SIZ ES

By Dee Wallace, Seattle, Wash.

M

when you need a special color
of blouse for a very special skirt, you
just can't find the right size or style. Pictured
is a pattern for a simple peasant blouse and
one size fits all. This blouse requires 13 yards
of 36" fabric.
Start with a piece of paper 16"x24". Draw
a line down the right side, near the edge (this
line is marked "A" in the illustration). Next,
measure 9" to the left of line "A" and draw
line "B" parallel to it. Now, start at the bottom
of the pattern and insert line "C," then "D,"
"E," and "F" using measurements indicating
space between lines (8", 6V, 5", 3") and
length lines (11V, 11", etc.). These are the
guide lines and now the cutting line, as indicated by the broken lines, may be drawn. This
is the body portion of the blouse pattern, and
is used for both the front and back of the
blouse. When cutting, place line "A" on the
fold of the material.
The sleeve portion is made by cutting a
6"x12" piece of material on the straight of the
ANY TIMES,

fabric. Match notches marked "No. 1" of sleeve
portion to the "No. 1" notches on the blouse
and stitch in place. Sew the side seams matching notches "No. 2" as you sew.
Run a gathering stitch along the neck and
sleeve edge as shown in the diagram. For
size 16, the neck will be about 30" and the
sleeves will be about 13" after you have gathered them. Adjust the neckline and the sleeve
edge gatherings either larger or smaller to fit
your individual size. Finish the neck and sleeve
edges with a french fold binding as shown in
the diagram. This is done by cutting 60" of
3" bias strips. Fold bias double with the right
side out and baste to the right side of the fabric with the raw edges together. Stitch and
trim seam edge. Turn folded edge over the
seam so that it covers the stitching line. Now
stitch from the right side close under edge of
the binding.
The bottom edge of the blouse should be
finished with a narrow hem. See you at the
next dance with that new blouse that just
seems to go ideally with your pretty skirt.
GOOD LUCK.
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WASHINGTON DANCERS PROVE THAT

SQUARE DANCE FUN KNOWS
NO AGE LIMIT
By Dorothy Mann — Aberdeen, Wash.
in Gray's Harbor County in
Washington are very proud of one of their
most ardent square dancers, Mr. Frank Milward, who celebrated his 87th birthday last
February 12th.
In his life Mr. Milward has exhibited a tenacious refusal to let events get him down. Witness the time in 1951 when he suffered an
accident with a load of logs during his work
with a lumber company. The logs spilled over
the pickup truck he was driving but Frank
determined to recover, did so, and went back
to work in the woods. He was then 74.
As a youth he danced rounds, squares and
what was then known as "step dancing," similar to simple tap dancing. In 1952 he began
modem square dancing in a class taught by
Jim Harvey.
In 1953 Frank suffered a serious coronary
attack which kept him "grounded" until 1956
but it was the desire to dance once more which
boosted his determination, again, to get well.
He joined a class at the Aberdeen (Wash.)
YMCA and in 1957 he and his wife joined the
Harbor Promenaders. His 80th birthday party
was a joint celebration between that club and
the Lucky Twirlers. He's a member of Aberdeen Callers' Club and a round dance class.

S

QUARE DANCERS

Grace and
Frank Milward
prove
square
dancing
knows
no age
boundaries.
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Along with his charming wife, Grace, he
helped to organize a Senior Citizens square
dance class in November, 1960. This meets on
Wednesday afternoons and Friday evenings.
Also, the Milwards have been delegates to the
Southwest Council and have not missed a
meeting in four years. They have attended
three institutes run by the Jim Brooks' and
travel around to numbers of festivals. At 83,
Frank became an "Aquaduck" at the Penticton
(B.C.) Festival by square dancing in the
waters of the lake.
Square dancing is not Frank's only hobby.
He is also a woodworker and has made hundreds of pie carriers, trays, record eases, etc.
He writes poems, too, and has given a number of his compositions for anniversary parties.
Frank's square dance program is a busy one.
On Tuesdays he dances with Harbor Promenaders; once monthly at the Southwest Council; on Wednesdays with a church group; on
Thursdays with the callers' club or the round
dance class; on Fridays with the seniors; on
Saturdays at a regular calendar or large open
dance; one Sunday a month he dances with
the teacher-callers.
Admittedly, Frank doesn't do all this by himself. At his side is Grace, his partner, chauffeur,
and as active as he is. Grace is a retired school
teacher who has served as secretary for a number of clubs and for the Southwest Council.
She is teacher-caller for the seniors; dance
director for a young people's group in the Latter Day Saints (Mormon) Church. She has one
daughter, 6 grandchildren and is a Gold Star
Mother. Besides square dancing, Grace enjoys
playing the organ, knitting, photography and
teaching Sunday School.
Frank, too, has quite a family a son, a
daughter, 6 grandchildren and 2 great-grandchildren, all of whom have quite a time keeping up with him.
The old phrase, "square dancing pleases
folks from 8 to 80" has to be extended a little in the case of Frank Milward. He is looking
forward to enjoying his 90th birthday with a
real celebration for all square dancers in Southwest Washington.
SETS in ORDER, APRIL, '64

SQUARE
DANCING
PART
OF

SCHOOL
CURRICULUM
By Roland M. Chiasson,
Larose, La.

Louisiana high school students dance to the calling of Joe Lewis and accordion.

where I
am Director of Physical Education, we conduct a 7% weeks unit in square dancing yearly
as part of the requirements in physical education. All boys and girls enrolled in regular physical education classes must participate. All
receive a grade for dancing ability combined
with a written test on the basics.
As we have a non-graded program, all classes
have 9th thru 12th grade students dancing together 3 times a week — Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. This year our girls' classes were
unusually large so we were forced to eliminate
the 9th grade girls.
Since 1950 we have
., introduced square dancing to over 3000 boys and girls and Joe Lewis
of Dallas, Texas, has called at all but two of
our festivals. At one time all schools of Lafourche Parish participated in a Parish Festival, which festival rotated from school to school
every year. In 1958 the festival was discontinued so we simply increased our squares to
ten from seven and sponsored our own festival.
Last December we had 20 squares dancing
within the area of the volleyball court and a
part of the basketball court. The formation of
very compact squares within this limited area
enables us to place chairs around the gym floor
to seat the parents who attend. As usual, the
T LAROSE-CUT OFF HIGH SCHOOL,
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gym was packed again this year.
All of our festival dancers are selected from
volunteers. As is generally the case, we have
many more girls who volunteer than boys, but
fortunately every year we get enough boys to
keep adding at least one more square. Every
square appoints a leader who attends to the
details of suitable attire for the night of dancing. We advise when they need help but only
if they ask us.
Some students make the festival as freshmen. This enables them to dance at two or
three festivals. Since a student participates in
four "P/ti weeks units in four years, he becomes
a very proficient dancer well before he graduates.
We are proud of our unique square dancing
unit within the framework of our physical education program. We feel that many schools can
have a similar program of square dancing if
physical education personnel indicate interest
and solicit the cooperation of an area caller
for some details.
The square dancing as an activity not only
proves a perfect training ground for physical
coordination but is an exercise in courtesy, in
getting along with a group and with the opposite sex. In short, we have found it a most
wonderful help in the sometimes painful process of teen-agers "growing up."
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STYLE SERIES:

GOOFER'S DREAM
(OR)
BUCKET
OF
SIDES
WORMS

HEADS

tell us that Rod Blaylock concocted this bit and called it Goof er's
Dream. We can only guess that somebody,
looking down on the squares as they were
going through this maze, likened the action to
a "Bucket of Worms" and perhaps this is how
it got its name.
A bit like one of the grand square derivatives, Bucket of Worms has the sides busy in
one pattern while those in the head position
are occupied in a counter movement. We have
split the two so that you can see them separately and then in the pictures at the bottom

O

UR NOTES

of the page have joined the two parts together.
Starting in place (1) the sides cross trail (2)
and move out and behind the head position
(3). Meeting their opposite at this position,
they star thru (4) and face the center of the
square (5).
Waiting until the sides have cross trailed and
cleared the center (6) the heads start a cross
trail (7) then, staying within the boundaries
of the square, they do a U turn back (8). With
their opposite they do a star thru (9) then
move back slightly to the side position (10)
allowing sufficient room in the center of the

square for the other two couples to work.
Now, putting both couples together to make
a complete square (11) the sides start their
cross trail while the heads wait approximately
four or five beats (12). As the sides clear the
center of the square, the heads start their cross
trail motion (13). Meeting behind the original head positions the sides start a star thru
while the heads do a U turn back (14). The
sides finish the star thru at the head position
while the heads move into a star thru (15).
Then as the heads move back, clearing the
center of the square, the sides start to do a

cross trail (16).
Whenever dancers are at a side position they
do the movements shown in illustrations 1 thru
5. Whenever they are in the head positions
they do the movements shown in 6 thru 10.
The sides start first and continue the movement, always being several beats ahead of the
heads. This means that when the sides reach
the head position they do the parts shown in
pictures 6 thru 10 but again a few beats ahead
of the original head couples. After doing the
movements shown in pictures 1 thr-u. 10 twice,
the dancers will reach home to end dance.

JULY 23, 24, 25, 1964

SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION

to square dance ladies
attending the Lucky 13th National Square
Dance Convention in Long Beach, Calif., on
July 23-25, will be the exciting and glamorous
Fashion Show portion of the festivities. "Unusual," "different," "entertaining" are all words
which have been applied to this virtual "production" of the Show — or Shows, as they will
be presented both on Friday, July 24, from
2-4 P.M. and on Saturday, July 25, from
2-4 P.M. in the Long Beach Concert Hall. The
Shows will be free to all square dancers who
are registered for the Convention
Virginia (Shortie) Seifert is in charge of the
fashion phase and has selected as her approach
how square dance fashions may be influenced
by such exotic and far-away places as India,
Austria, Switzerland, Mexico, Canada and our
own newest sister states, Alaska and Hawaii,
plus plenty of local color from the mainland.
Novel and ingenious ideas will be put forth
by Shortie and her committee to stress the fun
and importance of good square dance fashion
and they will be presented in such a way as
to be of interest to the gentleman partners as
well as for their taws. After all, what redblooded American square dance male can fail
to be charmd by a parade of gracious square
dance gals wearing the latest and loveliest in
square dance fashion?

O

F SPECIAL INTEREST

Maria Fielding, Exhibition Chairman for
the Lucky 13th, has come up with an idea
for presentation of exhibitions which will be
of special interest to Callers' Organizations,
Square Dancers' and Round Dancers' Organizations, thruout the country. Each such organization is invited to sponsor or present an
exhibition of dancing the way it is done in its
specific area or generally in the best interests
of the dancing activity. Here is a golden opportunity for these organizations to utilize their
strength, their "know-how" and their talents
to foster interest by sending a group to the
National. What a project to consider! Those
inspired by Maria's invitation may write her
for details and application blanks c/o San
Diego Park and Recreation Dept., Administration Bldg., Balboa Park, San Diego 1, Calif.
Exhibitions will be given each evening of the
Convention from 7-8 P.M. in the Arena and
the Auditorium, the main dancing areas.
Good housing for square dance visitors to
Long Beach is still available at this writing.
However, those who have any idea that they
can attend the Convention should register immediately and make application for housing at
the same time. The longer the dancer waits,
the less desirable is apt to be the housing available. Application for Convention housing appears on the Convention Advance Registration
Application. Write for yours now to Director
of Registration, P.O. Box F, Bellflower, Calif.,
or use the blank in the December, 1963, Sets
in Order.
Picture by Long Beach News Bureau

Here is the impressive site of the Lucky 13th National Convention in Long Beach. At left, the
sparkling new Arena; at right, the Municipal Auditorium. In the distance—the Pacific Ocean.
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tik.,ROUND TEE OUTSIDE RING
Editor's Note: These pages feature interesting Square Dancing news items
from different areas of our world in which Square Dancing is an international
activity. These items are collected and edited by Helen Orem, Assistant
Editor of Sets in Order. All information in this category should be sent to
Mrs. Orem at 462 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles 48, California

Tennessee Toe-Tapping

Music City, U.S.A. (Nashville) afforded a
rare musical opportunity lately. To create interest in the music forms of the south and to
raise funds for the Nashville Symphony, the
stars of the Grand Ole Opry, the Nashville
Symphony and the Nashville Squares performed together for two hours, giving varied
samples of the musical trends of our country.
The Nashville Squares demonstrated two
squares of western style dancing. The finale
was a splendid performance of square dancing
to the strains of the symphony orchestra. Probably few square dance clubs have ever had
such a magnificent musical background. Club
caller Clyde Smith called for the benefit performance.
On the Saturday before Easter Week, the
Bluegrass Assn. for Western Square Dancers
of middle Tennessee will give a benefit dance
to send crippled children to the state Easter
Seal Camp. Area callers give their services and
dancers come from miles around. —Alice Noel
The Knoxville Square Dance Assn. will again
participate importantly in the city-wide Dogwood Arts Festival, April 10-19. Again a photo
of square dancers — this time in color — will be
included on the 130,000 brochures distributed
throughout the U.S.A. The square dance schedule follows: April 13, Dancing on the Mall
downtown, Knoxville area callers, Live music,
Free; April 14, Square dance at Jessamine S/D
Center with Corky Phillips & Steve Albright;
April 16, Square dance at Jessamine with Ted
Frye and Allen Tipton; April 17, Round dancing at Jessamine with Manning and Nita Smith;
April 18, Squares and rounds at Jessamine and
Chilhowee Park with Max Forsyth and the
Smiths.
—C. A. Newton
Canadian Capers

The 13th Annual Calgary and District Assn.
Jamboree will take place on May 2 at the
Crescent Heights High. School Auditorium,
with Bob Page as guest caller. There will be
SETS in ORDER, APRIL, '64

an afternoon workshop in. rounds and squares
—Doreen Warren
and an evening dance.
Regina, Saskatchewan, will be the setting
for the 5th Annual International Square Dance
Convention on June 18-20. With the exception
of the Saturday night dance all activities will
take place under one roof, the Hotel Saskatchewan. The open dance on Saturday will be held
in the Regina Armouries. On the staff will be
the Earle Parks of Yorkton, the Jack Mathers
of Regina, the Scotty Wilsons of Regina. Write
for further information to Jack Mather, P.O.
Box 624, Regina, Sask.
Circle-N-Star Club will present their 2nd
Annual Star Lite Affair at Fanshawe Park
Pavilion, London, Ontario, on July 10, with
dancing from 8:30 P.M.-11.15 P.M., featuring
Ron and Marie Thornton.
—Millie Christie
An Area Round Dance Party is being
planned for those clubs whose leaders are
members of the Toronto and District Square
Dance Assn. Host club will be Carousel and
the dance will be held at the 27 Restaurant,
West Mall, Etobicoke, Toronto, on April 26.
The afternoon workshop will begin at 3 P.M.;
there will be a banquet meal and then a "Two
and Two" dance in the evening with a top
area caller.
—Eileen Dockman
Bruce Johnson will be the featured guest
caller at the 13th Annual Spring Jamboree to
be given by the Square Dance Federation of
Manitoba ( Eastern Division) on May 2 in the
Notre Dame Auditorium, Winnipeg.
-C. J. Dempster
News from New Jersey

Square dancers are helping the state of New
Jersey celebrate its tercentenary its 300th
year. Tenakill Twirlers had their extra special
dance on January 23, with Johnny Roth calling. Jody Bromberg and Peg Tirrell created
a miniature felt replica of the club banner and
a formal resolution was drawn up on parchment proclaiming the event. This, together
with the miniature banner bearing the words,
Watch Sets in Order grow-33
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"Cresskill's Tercentenary Square Dance," was
sent to New Jersey's Governor Hughes.
The Garden State Plaza Auditorium in Paramus will be the setting for the afternoon and
evening dances which will make up the 5th
Annual Knothead Reunion on May 31. Marty
Winter, Dick Jones and Chip Hendrickson will
be the callers.
Of Moment in Maine

With 35 clubs in the State of Maine and
many fine callers, there is dancing every night
of the week and many special activities as well.
The Square Knots and Polka Dots from Old
Town held their graduation for 62 at the Helen
Hunt Auditorium in mid-January. The Swinging Hicks and Chicks from Herman and the
Barnyard Shufflers recently graduated classes,
also. The Inn Promenaders dance at the V.F.W.
Hall in Ellsworth on Saturday nights.
New York Notice

Officers of the Mohawk Valley Square Dance
Assn. are Irwin Dorfman of Utica, assisted by
Al Clough, William Perry, Robert Sherwood
and Larry Griswold. There are now 6 clubs in
the association. Preparations are under way for
the 2nd Annual Spring Festival on April 25 at
Mohawk Valley Community College. Guest
callers will be Curley Custer, Dick Jones, and
Ed Gilmore, with Tom and Betty Jayne Johnston in charge of rounds. Registrar for this
festival is Ken Guyre, 122 Roosevelt Ave.,
—Pearl Perry
Liverpool.
California Capering

Mt. Burney Sashayers of Burney will hold
their 9th Annual Jamboree on June 27-28 at
Burney Vets Hall, with Ken Bishop and David
Schneider scheduled to call. —David Shiplet
Maryland Mores

"A Square Deal in Hagerstown" is the slogan for the 6th Annual Square Dance Festival
on May 2 at North Hagerstown High School.
Jack Livingston, Louis Calhoun and Harry
Lackey will call; the Jules Billards will handle
rounds. Write to Ernest Bell, 637 Guilford
Ave., Hagerstown, for more information.
Texas Talk

The 2nd Annual Texas State Square &
34

Round Dance Festival is planned for May 30
in Dallas. The air-conditioned Memorial Auditorium is the setting; there will be two bands,
a style show and a gala after party at the
Adolphus Hotel. Sponsor is the Texas State
Federation.
The West Texas Square Dance Festival will
take place in the Municipal Coliseum at Lubbock on April 3-4. At the mike will be Singin'
Sam Mitchell and Meltron Luttrell. Ann and
Pete Peterman are featured in the round dance
— Alvin Ryan
department.
Nevada Notes

Dancers are invited to help celebrate Nevada's centennial at the 9th Annual Las Vegas
Square Dance Convention on April 17-18 at
the Convention Center. For further information contact the Whirl-A-Way Club, PO Box
645, Las Vegas.
In the Great Northwest

May 1-2 are the dates for the Maverick
Spring Roundup in Casper, Wyo. Johnny
LeClair will top the calling program.
—Virginia Salveson

The 14th Annual Missoula (Mont.) Square
Dance Festival will go on May 15-17 at the
South Avenue High School Gym, with Ray
Lindenau of Hoquiam, Wash., calling.
Fairgrounds Pavilion in Tulsa, Okla. has
been set for the 17th Annual Northeast Okla.
Square Dance Festival on April 11. Callers
will be Ken Golden and Van Greenwood.
There will be an afternoon workshop; the
Grand March will commence at 7:45 P.M.,
with intermission entertainment and breakfast
at midnight. Housing arrangements may be
made thru Ken Morgan, 4132 E. 28th Pl.,
Tulsa, Okla.
Colorado's 1964 State Festival will be held
in the new hall in Estes Park on June 5-6. MC
will be Don Armstrong; in charge of couple
dancing, Charlie and Jerry Tuffield. Write
Leonard Shaffer, 165 N. 7th St., Laramie,
Wyo. if you want to know more.
Kentucky Kinetics

Six couples from the Boots and Chutes of
Fort Campbell joined the Squar-A-Naders at
Murray on February 15 at a dance in the Murray State College building with Bill Kirkpatrick as caller. The hosting club is in the process
of teaching a square dance class of 24 couples.
The 6th Annual Kentuckiana Spring Festival
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Missouri Musings
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is planned for Louisville on April 24-26 at the
Fairgrounds. Spring is particularly lovely in
Kentucky and dancers are invited not only to
dance but to look around them and enjoy it.
Featured callers will be Singin' Sam Mitchell,
Chuck Raley, and Billy Lewis, with Kea and
Dot Olson on rounds. For information write
the Kentuckiana Assn., PO Box 1553, Louis—George Farr
ville, Ky. 40201.

Plans are completed for the Gateway of the
West Square Dance Festival to be held April
24-25 at the Parkway Junior High School and
the Armory. The Jack Chaffees of Denver will
head the round dance program; Frank Lane
will be the featured caller. To' learn more,
write Square Dancing, Box 7623 Progress Station, St. Louis, Mo. 63103. —Rosemary Parker
Louisiana Lore

The 5th Annual Cenla Square Dance Festival will be held May 9 in the new air-conditioned Convention Hall in downtown Alexandria. Workshop, breakfast and After-Dance
will also be in the same building. MC's are
Arkansas Antics
The Dudes and Dolls of Fayetteville will Tiny Palmer of El Dorado, Ark. and Red
hold their 10th Annual Festival on June 6 in Donaghe of Houston. Round dancing will be
the Bates Elementary School Auditorium. Ben under the supervision of the Alvin Boutilliers
—Margie Webb
Knight, Tommy Melrose and Ken Golden com- of New Orleans.
prise the calling staff. The afternoon clinic will
The Round Dance Teachers Club of Greater
be preceded by an hour of contra dancing, New Orleans will have their First Round Dance
conducted by Ken Golden. A breakfast will be Festival on April 25 with Manning and Nita
served between the evening's dance and the Smith doing the Workshop and exhibition dancafter party.
—Clyde Timbrook ing. The affair will be held in the Palomino
Room of the Bar-None Ranch.
—Earl Roney
Nebraska News
There are now four square dance clubs in
Featured caller for the 15th Annual Omaha
Square Dance Festival on April 25 at Ak-Sar- the Shreveport-Bossier City area and they coordinate their dance nights so that dancers may
Ben Coliseum is Bruce Johnson.
—Mrs. George Dukat visit around. Dixielanders Club is the newest,
dancing at Bossier City Recreation Center on
Bill Castner from California will be at the 1st and 3rd Saturdays. April callers will be
mike for the 24th Annual Festival of the Lin- Royce Barfield and guest callers; in May W. D.
coln Folk and Square Dance Council on May 2
Woods, Buck Flanagan and Glenn Vowel' are
in the Pershing Municipal Auditorium in Lin- signed.
—M. L. Vandiver
coln. Ernie and Naomi Gross are featured as
New president of Honor Your Partner, Baton
—Pete Wagner
round dance leaders.
Rouge's oldest square dance club, is Ken Wirth.
Ohio Observations
An annual event for this club is the Mardi
The Promenade Jamboree of the Toledo Gras, when the club becomes the Krewe of
Callers' Assn. is scheduled for the Toledo Onayapodna in the tradition of Mardi Gras.
Sports Arena on April 5, with dancing from A king and queen are chosen by lot and their
1 to 10 P.M. in 3 large halls, over 40 callers identity is kept a secret until the night of the
and round dance leaders participating. The pro- dance. Caller is Frank LaChapelle.
gram will include workshops and demonstraA new club in Baton Rouge is comprised
—Jo Peters entirely of teen agers. This evolved from a
tions.
April 17-19 are the dates for the 6th Annual
class taught for the Recreation Dept. by Frank
Buckeye State Convention at the Music Hall
LaChapelle. The club is called the Teen Twirlin Cincinnati. Festivities will begin at 8 P.M.
ers and Rodney Hargroder is president.
Friday and run thru Sunday afternoon. The
The South Louisiana Square Dance Council
Hotel Sheraton-Gibson will host the special held their 15th Annual Spring Festival on Febround dance program and after party dances. ruary 21-22 at the Jack Tar Capitol House.
For further information write Convention, PO Melvin Holly of Jackson, Miss, and Royce BarBox 30-0097, Cincinnati 30, 0. —Hank Ohler field of Sulphur, were MC's
—Frances Peak
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The world's first Western
English Discount Stores
and catalog mail order
/ 10% 50°,/, savings on all items
including any national brands
Free colorful, complete.
80 page catalog
All first quality merchandise
Everything western for the
entire family, horses too!
Factory direct, no middleman
on hundreds of items
Western and English
saddlery, riding goods,
clothing, tack, hats & boots
Complete square dance
needs, dresses, petticoats,
jewelry- arid supplies
Large Western S Square
dance gift section
vromCustom made leather
goods department.
As an OUT WEST member
‘-40,40,6,4 you receive all this and
much more. Now two stores
to serve your others to follow.
By sending $2.00 and joining now you
receive your charter, lifetime membership
Satisfaction guaranteed
or your money back
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WORKSHOP
FOR LEADERS IN THE FIELD OF SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING

April, 1964
earmarked for special fun
along the theme of April Fools but George
Elliott feels that there's always room for welltimed fun on the square dance floor. Here are
a few "gimmicks" which he mixes in with his
regular calls. An over-use of this type of material could defeat the purpose but just a touch
of these now and then can be a delight to the
dancers.

A

Circle to the left don't take all night
All four ladies out to the right
And allemande left

PRIL IS USUALLY

Tell the men to:
Swing your corner's partner's right hand lady

Forward eight and back in time
Bend the itty bitty line
Go right and left grand

Head two pass thru and turn back
Side two pass thru and turn back
A right to your corner and pull her by
Allemande left
Start the music and say:
Go right and left grand

Forward eight and back to the bar
A right to your own for an allemande thar
Go right and left and make that star
From a promenade:
One and three you wheel around
Go right and left grand

One and three you pass thru
And separate go round two
Join that pair and line up four
Forward eight and back once more
Bend the line
Go right and left grand

Forward eight and back in time
Face the end of the itty bitty line
And allemande left

One and three half sashay
Go up to the middle and back that way
Go down the middle pass thru and turn right
Go round two
Join that pair and line up four
Forward eight and back once more
Bend the line
Go right and left grand

Circle left go hand in hand
Girls turn left, go right and left grand
Allemande left and don't be missed
Get back home and do the twist
Forward eight and back once more
One face three and two face four
Allemande left

One and three you bow and swing
Go round and round with a pretty little thing
Then promenade the outside ring
Go round two to an eight hand ring
And circle left
Any old opposite two you trail thru
To a left allemande

One and three go forward and back
With the opposite lady boompsie do
Find old corner, left allemande
Circle to the left go round the hall
And all four ladies listen to the call
Walk all around your right hand guy
One time around and don't be shy
See saw round with your old man
Then allemande left with your left hand
Circle to the left go round the land
Then whirl away, go the wrong way grand
Hand over hand to where she's at
Meet your own and box the gnat
Go right and left grand

Ladies center and make a little ring
Circle once till you get back to your partner
(Don't drop hands)
Put your arms over the tops of the two men
next to you
Rest them on their shoulders
Men reach down below their knees
And put those birds up in the trees
Then allemande left

Join your hands and make a little ring
Circle left with the dear little thing
Walk all around that big old ring
And allemande left

Allemande left and allemande nifty
A right to your own and go back fifty
Count each one and don't you cheat
You don't need me so I guess I'll eat
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WHOOPS
ROLLED UP HASH
By Harley Smith, Covina, California
One and three with a half sashay
Up to the middle and back that way
Star thru, pass thru
Make a U turn back and star thru
Wheel and deal go two by two
Double pass thru is what you do
Centers in, make a U turn back
Star thru across from you
Outside two California twirl
Pass thru, make a U turn back
Star thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru and when you're thru
Lead two California twirl
Pass thru, make a U turn back
Star thru, wheel and deal when you get thru
Outside four you separate
Everybody allemande left
BREAK
By Singin' Sam Mitchell, Lansing, Michigan
One and four a right and left thru
Four ladies chain
One and three right and left thru
Four ladies chain
One and two cross trail thru
Everybody left allemande
DIXIE WHEEL
By Ginger Mock, Independence, Missouri
One and three up to the middle and come
on back
Star thru across the track
Pass thru, split those two
Go around one down the middle with a
Dixie chain
Lady goes left and the gent goes right
Around one into the middle you box the gnat
A right and left thru after that
Now pass thru and square thru the outside two
Count to four and when you're thru
Go on to the next and star thru
Split those two go around one
Down the middle with a Dixie chain
Lady goes left and gent goes right
Around one to a line of four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru now wheel and deal
Double pass thru
The first couple left and the next go right
A right and left thru the first in sight
Turn 'em around and star thru
Dive thru, pass thru
Star thru the outside two
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Double pass thru
First go left, next go right
A right and left thru don't take all night
Now star thru, dive thru
Pass thru, dive thru, star thru
Cross trail and look who's there
Left allemande
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QUICK DEALER
By Herb Mercier, East Hartford, Connecticut
Head couple swing and sway
Side ladies chain across the way
Heads go forward and back you do
Forward now and pass thru
Go up the outside around two
Hook on to the end of the line
Move up to the middle and back in time
Star thru, centers pass thru
First couple left, second go right
Then wheel and deal
First couple go right and the next go left
Cross trail thru and left allemande
Here we go right and left grand
SAN DIEGO GNATS
By George Vagtborg, San Diego, California
Four ladies chain three-quarters around
Heads star thru and pass thru
Do sa do, make an ocean wave, rock it
Swing thru, balance Jack, then box the gnat
Right and left thru the other way back
Left square thru three-quarters then
Center four half square thru, separate
Meet your partner, star thru
First couple left, next go right
Pass thru and bend the line
Cross trail thru, left allemande
SINGING CALL x
BLESS THEM ALL
By Andy Andrus, Port Arthur, Texas
Record: Blue Star 1718, flip instrumental by
Andy Andrus
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK and CLOSER
Those four ladies chain across that ring
Turn 'em left and chain 'em back again
Join eight hands and circle left as you travel
round that set
Allemande left that corner, do a grand old right
and left
Bless them all, bless them alt
Do sa do then promenade that hall
Promenade around that ring and if she likes
to swing
Then swing that little girl, bless them all
FIGURE
One and three lead right, circle four around
that track
Head gents break, make a line, go up and back
Without a stop you do a right and left thru
Pass thru wheel and deal, do a double pass thru
First go right, next go left, then star thru you do
Pass thru, left allemande, come on back do sa do
Swing that corner lady round and round
Promenade around that hall, with the short and
the tall
If they like to dance, bless them all
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SWING THRU WHO
By Mac McCullar, San Luis Obispo, California
Couple one go out to the right and circle up
Half way around, dive thru
Do sa do with the facing two, make an
ocean wave
Rock it up and back with you
Swing thru two by two
Then swing thru again
Go right and left thru
Couple two go out to the right and circle four
Number two gent break to a line of four
The last four go forward up and back in time
Into the middle and bend the line
Everybody go right and left thru
Then dive thru, pass thru
Square thru four hands round that's what you do
Wheel and deal two by two
Center four pass thru
Square thru three-quarters round
Look for the corner, left allemande
CROSS DEAL
By Roy Haslund, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
Heads go forward back you do
Forward again and pass thru
Separate and you go round one
Into the middle star thru
Cross trail and separate
Go round one, four in line
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Center four star thru
Cross trail and separate
Go round one, four in line
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Center four star thru
Cross trail, look for the corner
Allemande left
ANYONE FOR ACEY DUCEY?
ACES UP
By Sam Grundman, Berkeley, California
HPAds ao forvivard back away
Roll away half sashay
STar Thru Then do sa do
To an ocean wave and here we go
Rock up and rock it back
Acey ducey around the track
Rock up and rock it back
Ends cross over, centers turn back
(or Cast off three-quarters round)
(or Bend the line)
Star thru and do sa do
To an ocean wave and here we go
Rock it up and rock back
Acey ducey around the track
Rock it up and rock back
Ends cross over, centers turn back
(or Cast off three-quarters round)
(or Bend the line)
Girls run, men stand
(or Half sashay)
Allemande left
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RAPID RABBIT
By Bob Hayden, Lake Jackson, Texas
Heads go forward and back with you
Go down the center and cross trail thru
Lady around one, gent around two
Line up four like you always do
Forward eight and back to the land
Ladies step across for a left allemande
AN ANSWER TO THE 'THRU-WAY'
INTERSECTION PARADISE
B\' Monty Montooth, Fayetteville, N.C.
Side ladies chain across you do
Heaas go rorward rignt and left thru
Four ladies chain across the way
Then those heads a half sashay
Forward up and back for me
Star thru then eight chain three
Count three hands hear me say
Face your partner and back away
Forward eight back you reel
Pass on thru, wheel and deal
Right and left thru in the middle for me
Pass on thru and eight chain three
Right, left, right, look who's there
Allemande left with your left hand
Partner right, right and left grand

I

SINGING CALL x

ME AND MY SHADOW
By Ruth Stillion, Arcata, California
Record: Windsor 4828, flip instrumental by
Bruce Johnson
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK and CLOSER
Left allemande and a grand old right and left
around the town
When ya meet your partner catch all eight by the
right hand half
Back by the left (full turn) to the corner, catch
all eight
By the right hand half and back by the left again
Four ladies star across — men turn 'em left
Your corner swing and promenade home with
*Me and my shadow
*Strolling down the avenue
FIGURE
Head (side) couples cross trail thru, U turn back,
star thru
Circle half and then pass thru, star thru
Cross trail thru, U turn back, star thru
Circle four go half around the floor
Dive thru and substitute
Star thru again
Cross trail to swing and promenade home with
Me and my shadow
Strolling down the avenue
TAG ENDING
At end of 7th chorus (during closer) substitute
the following for lines* above
*Me and my shadow
*Walkin' home at midnight, swingin' in the
moonlight
Strolling down the avenue
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SMOOTH TWO-STEP
ONE DESIRE
By Luv 'n Johnny Anderson, Fairfield, Connecticut
Record: Windsor 4693
Position: Intro — Diag Open-Facing, Dance
Closed M facing LOD
Footwork: Opposite, directions for M except as
noted
Meas.
INTRO
1-4
Wait; Wait; Apart, —, Point, —; Together
(to CP), —, Touch, —;
Wait 2 meas in Diag Open-Facing pos M's
R and W's L hands joined;step bwd on
L ft, hold 1 ct, point R toe fwd twd partner, hold 1 ct;step fwd on R ft assuming
CLOSED pos M facing LOD, hold 1 ct, tch
L ft to R, hold 1 ct.
DANCE
1-4
Side, Close, Fwd, —; Fwd Two-Step; Fwd
Two-Step; Side, Close, Back, —;
In Closed pos facing LOD step swd twd
COH on L ft, close R to L, step fwd in
LOD on L, hold 1 ct; starting M's R ft do
2 fwd two-steps down LOD;step swd
twd wall on R ft, close L to R, step bwd
in RLOD on R ft, hold 1 cf.
5-8
(Vine) Side, Behind, Side, Tch; Rev Twirl/
Vine, 2, 3, Tch; Twirl Fwd, 2, 3, —; Fwd
Two-Step;
Step swd twd COH on L ft, step on R
XIB of L (W also XIB), step swd on L ft,
tch R ft to L; M vine twd wall side on R
ft, behind on L, side on R, tch L to R as
W twirls LF in 3 steps L,R,L, tch R to L
under M's L & W's R hands to end facing
diag LOD and COH; M does 1 two-step
fwd as W twirls RF (R,L,R) under same
joined hands to end in CLOSED pos; do
one fwd two-step down LOD.
9-16
Repeat Action of meas 1-8 blending to
OPEN pos on meas 16 to face LOD.
17-20 Apart, Point, Face, Tch (to Butterfly); Side,
Behind, Side, Thru; Fwd, Close (W Twirl),
Back, Back; Pivot 1/2, 2 (to Semi), Walk, 2
(to Open);
In Open pos step swd twd COH on L
ft, point R ft fwd, step swd on R ft turning to face partner and wall taking BUTTERFLY pos, tch L ft to R; step swd in
LOD on L ft, step on R ft XIB of L (W
XIB), step swd on L ft, step thru in LOD
on R ft; as M steps fwd in LOD on L ft,
close R to L he leads W into a RF twirl in
2 steps R,L under M's L & W's R hands
to end in CLOSED pos M facing LOD, step
bwd in RLOD on L ft, bwd on R ft (W
fwd in RLOD R,L); step bwd on L starting
a 1/2 RF couple pivot in 2 steps L,R to
face RLOD in SEMI-CLOSED pos, walk
fwd in RLOD 2 steps L,R blending to
OPEN pos.
21-24 Repeat Action of meas 17-20 moving in
RLOD and ending in SEMI-CLOSED pos
facing LOD.
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25-28 Fwo Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Fwd, 2, 3,
Point; Bwd, 2, 3, Touch (Face);
Start L ft in Semi-Closed pos do 2 fwd
two-steps down LOD;retain Semi-Closed
pos and walk 3 steps fwd in LOD L,R,L,
point R fwd; take 3 steps bwd in PLOD
R,L,R turning to face partner and wall in
CLOSED pos, touch L ft to R.
29-32 Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step; Twirl, —,
2, —; Walk, —, 2, —;
Do 2 RF turning two-steps prog LOD 3/4
turn to end in CLOSED pos M facing LOD;
as M walks fwd 2 slo'w steps L,R W twirls
RF in 2 slow steps R,L under M's L & W's
R hands to end in CLOSED pos M facing
LOD;walk fwd 2 slow steps L,R in Closed
pos.
PERFORM ENTIRE ROUTINE FOR A
TOTAL OF 2 1/4 TIMES
(2 TIMES PLUS MEAS 1-8)
Ending: Apart, Touch, Face, Touch; Twirl, 2,
Apart, Point;
In Open pos step swd COH on L, tch R
ft to L, step swd on R ft to face partner,
tch L ft to R;M walks fwd L,R as W does
one RE twirl in 2 steps under M's L and
W's R hands, change hands and step diag
apart from partner on L ft, point R fwd
twd partner.
FOR EVERYBODY—I
DON'T LET ME DREAM
By Elmer and Pauline Alford, The Dalles, Oregon
Record: Blue Star 1709
Position: Closed pos, M's back to COH
Footwork: Opposite, directions for M except as
noted
Intro: Standard Acknowledgment
PART A
Meas.
Side, Close, Side, Touch; Side, Close, Side,
1-4
Touch; Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step;
In Closed pos M's back to COH step L
swd twd LOD, close R to L, step side L,
tch R to L; step side twd RLOD on R, close
L to R, step side on R, tch L to R ending
in SEMI-CLOSED pos facing LOD; two fwd
two-steps in LOD L,R,L; R,L,R ending in
CLOSED pos M's back to COH.
Pivot, —, 2, —; Side, Behind, Side, Thru;
5-8
Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step;
In Closed pos do a couple RE pivot in 2
steps L,R to end in Closed pos M's back
to COH;step side LOD on L, R XIB L, side
LOD on L, R XIF of L;two RF turning twosteps down LOD L,R,L; R,L,R ending in
SEMI-CLOSED pos facing LOD,
PART B
Lock, Step, Lock, Step; Lock, Step, Step,
9-12
Touch (Fwd); Lock, Step, Lock, Step; Lock,
Step, Step, Touch (Bwd);
M steps fwd on L, lock R behind, step
fwd on L, lock R behind;step fwd on L,
lock R behind, step fwd on L, tch R ending in SEMI-CLOSED pos facing LOD; step
back on R, draw LXIF of R, step back on
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R, draw LXIF of R; step back on R, draw
LXIF of R, step back on R, tch L to R ending Semi-Closed pos facing LOD. (This is
a slow draw reverse Lock, fit to music.)
13-16 (Vine) Side, Behind, Side, Touch; Side,
Behind, Side, Touch; Side, Close, Cross,
—; Side, Close, Cross, —;
Grapevine apart, M twd COH step to side
on L, XIB on R, side on L, tch R; vine
together step to side on R, XIB on L, side
on R, tch L turning on last count 1/4 to
face partner M's back to COH in CLOSED
pos; step side on L, close R to L, L XIF
of R (W XIB), hold 1 ct; side R, close L to
R, R XIF of L (W XIB), hold 1 ct ending
in CLOSED pos Ws back to COH.
PART C
17-20 Two-Step/Twirl; Two-Step (Bwd); TwoStep (Fwd); Two-Step/Twirl;
As W twirls RF M maneuvers 1/4 RF to
face RLOD and does one bwd two-step;
retaining M's L (W's R) in L OPEN pos
facing PLOD both do one bwd two-step
LOD (R,L,R); still in L Open pos M does
two fwd two-steps facing partner on last
count of 2nd two-step as W does one
fwd two-step and one LF twirl to end
facing partner in CLOSED pos M's back to
COH.
21-24 (Box) Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close,
Back, —; Vine/Twirl; Vine/Twirl;
M steps LOD on L, close R to L, step fwd
on L; step PLOD on R, close L to R, step
back on R; grapevine LOD L,R,L, tch as W
makes R face twirl LOD under M's L and
W's R hands joined; grapevine RLOD
R,L,R, tch as W makes L face (reverse)
twirl under jointed hands to CLOSED pos
M's back to COH.
DANCE THRU THREE TIMES.
Ending: Twirl and Bow.
IYOU'LL TWINKLE

GOLDEN EARRINGS
By Irene and Bill Hart, North Royalton, Ohio
Record: Grenn 14059
Position: Intro — Diag Open-Facing, inside hands
joined
Footwork: Opposite, directions for M except as
noted
INTRO
Meas.
Wait; Wait; Bal Apart, Point, —; Tog, Tch
1-4
(to Open), —;
in Diag Open-Facing pos M's R and W's
L hands joined wait 2 meas; step apart
M back on L, point R twd partner, hold I
ct; step together R, tch L to R, hold 1 ct
end in Open pos facing LOD.
DANCE
Waltz Away; Spin/Manuv; (R) Waltz Turn;
1-4
(R) Waltz Turn (to Open);
In Open pos start M's L waltz fwd moving slightly away from partner; M maneuvers 1/4 RF to face RLOD at the same time
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5-8

9-12

giving W a strong lead into a solo LF spin
twd RLOD to end in CLOSED pos M facing
RLOD;start back on M's L do 2 RF turning
waltzes easing apart to OPEN pos on last
count.
Bwd Twinkle; Bwd Twinkle; Fwd Waltz
(W RF Twirl); Fwd Waltz (to Open);
In Open pos M's L XIB of R and turning
to face partner, step to side R turning twd
RLOD join M's L and W's R hands, close
L to R end facing RLOD in L Open pos;
starting with M's R repeat action of meas
5 twd LOD to end in momentary BUTTERFLY pos;keeping M's L and W's R
hands joined M waltzes fwd one meas
as W twirls RF prog down LOD ending in
OPEN pos; do one fwd waltz in Open
pos.
Waltz Away; Spin/Manuv; (R) Waltz Turn;
(R) Waltz Turn (to Open);
Repeat action of meas 1-4 ending in Open
p0S

13-16 Bwd Twinkle; Bwd Twinkle; Fwd Waltz
(W RF Twirl); Fwd Waltz (to Semi-Closed);
Repeat action of meas 5-8 ending in
Semi-Closed pos facing LOD.
17-20 Fwd Waltz; Pivot, 2, 3; Side, Behind,
Side; 1/4 R Turn (to Sidecar);
In Semi-Closed pos start M's L do one
fwd waltz; do a couple pivot in 3 steps
to end M facing wall and partner in
LOOSE CLOSED pas; step side L, behind
R, side L (W XIF step side R, front L, side
R);M step thru R turning 1/4 RF to face
RLOD, step L, close R to L (W step back
L turning RF to face LOD, step R, close L
to R) ending in SIDECAR pos M facing
RLOD.
21-24 Twinkle (RLOD); Change Sides, 2, 3 (to
Sidecar); Twinkle (LOD); Change Sides, 2,
3 (to Closed);
L XIF of R (W XIB)
In Sidecar pos
twinkle twd RLOD M turning LF to face
LOD on cts 2 & 3 (W face RLOD) to end
briefly in Banjo pos; change sides in 3
steps M moving twd wall (W step diag
back twd COH on L and turning under
her R and M's L hands RF to face RLOD)
end in Sidecar pos M on outside of circle
facing LOD; start L and repeat action of
meas 21 twd LOD turning to face RLOD
and Banjo pos; change sides repeat action of meas 22 M moving twd COH and
making 1/4 L turn (W turn RF) to CLOSED
pos M's back to COH.
25-28 Bal In,—,—; Manuv, Apart, Close; Waltz
Around (W Under); On Around (to
Closed);
In Closed pos balance in twd COH on M's
L; M maneuvers 1/4 R to face partner and
RLOD, join both hands M steps back twd
LOD on L floating apart to arms length
(W back on R), close R to L; maintaining
M's L and W's R hand hold M waltzes
twd COH and RLOD moving CCW around
partner (W turns 1/4 RF diag twd wall and
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LOD); M continues on around in a wide
circle twd partner (W steps back diag
across LOD twd COH on L, step R, close
L to R) to end in CLOSED pos M facing
LOD.
29-32 Fwd Waltz; (R) Waltz Turn; (R) Waltz Turn;
Fwd Waltz (W RF Twirl) to Open;
Start L do one fwd waltz; start R do 2 RF
turning waltzes; M continues fwd with
one waltz meas (W twirls RF) to end in
OPEN pos.
DANCE GOES THRU THREE TIMES ENDING WITH A BOW AND CURTSY.
Note: Try the flip side too.

FUN MIXER I
HILLBILLY MIXER
By Phyl and Frank Lehnert, Toledo, Ohio
Record: Hi-Hat 801 (Note: Slow record slightly)
Position: Open
Footwork: Opposite, directions for M except as
noted
Intro: Wait 2 meas (4 cts) then do standard 4 ct
acknowledgment
Meas.
1-4
Walk, 2; Step/Step, Step; Walk, 2; Step/
Step, Step;
In Open pos walk fwd 2 steps L,R; step
3 quick steps in place; starting with R repeat the action of first two measures.
5-8
Side, Point (XIF); Side, Point; Side, Point;
Face, Touch (to Butterfly);
In Open pos step to side on L, point R
across in front of L;step to side on R,
point L across in front of R; repeat meas
5; face partner stepping R, touch L to
BUTTERFLY pos.
9-12
Side, Close; Side, Swing; Side, Close;
Side, Swing;
In Butterfly pos step swd on L, close R
to L; step to side on L turn to face LOD in
OPEN pos and swing R fwd; step twd
RLOD on R turning to Butterfly pos, close
L to R; turning to face RLOD and stepping
R into L OPEN pos, swing L fwd.
13-16 Back Away, 2; 3, Point; Step/Step, Step;
Together, (to new partner) 2;
Face partner and back away (M twd COH)
L,R; L, point R twd partner; turn slightly
R to face a new partner and do 3 quick
steps in place R/ L,R; moving twd new
partner step L,R and take OPEN pos facing LOD to repeat dance.
DANCE GOES THRU SIX TIMES ENDING
WITH A BOW TO NEW PARTNER.
SHORTIE
a

KINNANE B
By Ralph Kinnane, Birmingham, Alabama
Heads to the right and circle to a line
Two ladies chain across
Double star thru, then wheel and deal
Allemande left
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HERE'S A LONG ONE
MAL'S OFFERING
By Mal Minshall, Sidney, Nebraska
Head two couples right and left thru
Head ladies chain, turn this girl
Head two couples square thru
Four hands around that's what you do
Circle up four with the outside two
Head gent break to a line of four
Rock up to the middle and back in time
Pass thru and bend the line
It's forward up and back you go
A right and left thru across from you
Two ladies chain, turn these girls
Chain 'em back same ole track
Go right and left thru
It's forward eight and back in time
Pass thru and bend the line
Right and left thru you're doing fine
It's forward up and back in time
Go right and left thru across the line
It's forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Those in the middle star thru
Same two ladies chain, turn a little girl
Cross trail thru go round one
Into the middle and box the gnat
Pass thru go right and left thru
Turn your girl now dive thru Frontier whirl
Now square thru four hands around that's
what you do
You're facing out, U turn back
Star thru and Frontier whirl
There's old corner, left allemande
BREAK
By Ivan Hasbrouck, Sacramento, California
Allemande left and allemande thar
Go right and left and form that star
Men back up in an allemande thar
Four couples left swing thru
First by the left, then by the right
Left allemande
—R-1
I CONTRA CORNE
STOUGHTON REEL
By Herbie Gaudreau, Holbrook, Massachusetts
Suggested music: SIO 2135 (D & A Breakdown)
1, 3, 5, etc. active and crossed over
During the Intro:
With the left hand lady star thru
— — Right and left thru
Turn 'em around and star thru — pass thru
Star thru and the ladies chain —
Chain back — — —
Same four right and left thru
Half promenade
— — — — Same ladies do sa do
— — Same men do sa do
Just the ends box the gnat
With the corner star thru
This is a double progression dance. It can also
be done as a grand progressive circle.
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STORMY
By Fred Christopher, St. Petersburg, Florida
Heads go forward, come right back
Half square thru then U turn back
Pass thru and split two, line up four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off three-quarters men
Those who can right and left thru the
diagonal way
Then roll away with a half sashay
Star thru, California twirl
Right and left thru and turn your Sue
With the one in front left allemande

SQUEAKY WHEELS
By Buford Evans, Prairie Village, Kansas
One and three promenade
Half way round with your maid
Then lead to the right and circle four
Head gents break, two lines of four
Forward eight and back you squeal
Pass thru and wheel and deal
*Double pass thru then I say
*Face your partner and back away
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
*Double pass thru then I say
*Face your partner back away
Forward eight and back you squeal
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Don't just stand do an
Allemande left with your left hand
*Alternate equivalent for these lines for those
who use cast off and centers in and a
smoother pattern is:
Double pass thru and centers in
Cast off three-quarters round
New lines of four when you come down
WORKS WELL
AUSTRALIAN WHEEL
By Marty Winter, Cresskill, New Jersey
Couple one stand back to back
With your corner box the gnat
Now square your se just like that
Heads go forward and back with you
Cross trail go round two
Then make a line go up and back in time
Pass thru, now bend the line
Then pass thru wheel and deal
Inside four square thru
Four hands that's what you do
Separate go round one make a line of four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
inside four square thru four hands go all the way
Separate go round just one to a line of four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru wheel and deal
Inside four square thru three-quarters round
Now look out Jack, there's old corner
Left allemande
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GRAND SQUARE SURPRISE
By Bill Blinn, Orangevale, California
Four ladies chain three-quarters round
Turn 'em right around now one and three
Go up to the middle and come on back
Forward again and star thru
Do a double pass thru
Centers in and cast off three-quarters round
Forward eight and back right out
Circle to the left and hear me shout
Circle up eight and all four gents
Go up to the middle and back
Then pass thru do a U turn back
And all four ladies
Go up to the middle and back
Then pass thru do a U turn back
Now all four gents
Gents face — grand square
Now gents to the middle and come on back
Left square thru around that track
Four hands round start lookin` man
Corner girl left allemande
(Phrasing and fill in patter is up to the
individual caller and requirements)

I

SINGING CALL x 1

A CHANGE IN ME
By Johnny LeClair, Riverton, Wyoming
Record: Sets in Order 143, flip instrumental by
Johnny LeClair
OPENER and MIDDLE BREAK
Four ladies chain three-quarters, hey, you turn
'em around
Join hands and circle eight, you circle left around
Four ladies rollaway, grand ol' right and left
La de da — you promenade around
But don't you stop
Well now the heads wheel around, you do a
right and left thru
Cross trail on back, allemande left you do
Come back and promenade her home and swing
La de da — there's been a change in me, I say
FIGURE (Twice thru with Heads active, twice thru
with Sides active)
Four ladies chain three-quarters, hey, you turn
'em around
Heads pass on thru, go round just one you do
Go forward eight, come back, all eight star thru
Center four square thru three-quarters round,
allemande
Grand right and left
* *When I was very young my mommy
always said
* *You'll do sá do, promenade instead
But I found out that she could swing
La de da — there's been a change in me, I say
**Alternate lines:
I started noticin' the little girl next door
You'll do a do sa do promenade once more
Now as the years went by I sure did get around
You'll do sa do promenade on down
But now I've met a gal who stole my heart away
You'll do sa do promenade I say
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DOUBLE TROUBLE
By Pete Sansom, West Palm Beach, Florida
Promenade and don't slow down
One and three wheel around
Circle up four
Go one time around and a little bit more
Head gents break line up four
Move up to the middle and come on back
Do sa do go back to back
Inside two star thru and Frontier whirl
Outside two star thru
Double pass thru
Centers in and cast off three-quarters round
Star thru with the two you found
Double pass thru
Centers in and cast off three-quarters round
Star thru with the two you found
Double pass thru
Centers in and cast off three-quarters round
Star thru with the two you found
Those who can do a right and left thru
Those who can do a pass thru
Those who can do a pass thru
Those who can do a left allemande

BEGINNER'S DELIGHT
William Sell, Naples, Florida
One two three, boopity boo, boop again,
goof through.
Face somebody, box the grasshopper, hit her
eye, back away.
Get through, like you always do.
Puss in the corner, whamety wham, grand
push and pull.
Grab somebody, drag her home. Snarl your set.
Sides faces, just stare.
Two three four, yackety yack, get across, try
getting back.
Do me do to a permanent wave. Rock it up,
rock it down.
String through, sling through, struggle through,
switch blade.
Slap your partner, slap him back, lemonade
around a tack.
Snarl your set. Heads crush tail for a bucket
of snakes.
One two three, rod and reel, push through,
squirm and squeal.
Double push through. First couple this way, last
couple that.
Meet somebody, left alley cat. For a hazy chain.
Forward two, and turn back.
Now go forward, now go further, now stop and
block the others.
Go on to the next and snare through, three and
a half hands.
Half to the next, pull her by, skip several girls.
Skip everybody. There you stand.
Stand and wait for the left allemande.
Up and down the left hand lady, hee haw your
pretty taw.
Calomel left for aluminum tar, right and wrong
to the morning Star.
Shoot the star and neck little girl, marmalade
around the whirl.
Bow wow wow to the corner of the hall.
Go sit down, that's it, that's all.
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WOW!
READY NOW?
By Fred Bailey, N. Las Vegas, Nevada
Four ladies chain across the square
Turn this girl when she gets there
The two head couples square on thru
Four hands round and when you're thru
Half square thru the outside two
In those lines you cast off now
Three-quarters round and then star thru
With the ones you face swing thru
A half turn right and a half turn left
Then acey ducey round the set
Ready now? All eight you circulate
To a right and left grand
SWAN'S MESS
By Walt Swan, Riverside, Rhode Island
Sides do a half sashay
While the heads cross trail thru I say
Go behind the sides and star thru
Forward eight and back with you
Face your partner back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Double pass thru, center move in
Cast off three-quarters round
Star thru when you come down
First go left, next go right
Square thru the first in sight
Four hands hear me cry
Give a right to mother pull her by
Left allemande

I

SINGING CALL x

WOMAN'S INTUITION
By Chuck Raley, Long Beach, California
Record: MacGregor 1014, flip instrumental by
Chuck Raley
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Do sa do with the corner girl, see saw around
your taw
Join hands circle around that ring
Four men make a right hand star, once around
from where you are
Allemande left and then you weave the ring
It's a woman's intuition that arouses her suspicion
Do sa do and promenade that line
It's a woman's intuition that arouses her suspicion
right most every time
You can bet that
FIGURE
Head two couples lead to the right
Circle four with all your might
Without a stop you do a right and left thru
Go forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Center four you do sa do around
Swing thru go two by two box a gnat when you
get thru
Square thru three-quarters round and swing
It's a woman's intuition that arouses her
suspicion
You can bet that they'll be right most every time
SEQUENCE
Opener, Heads twice, Break, Sides twice, Ending
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SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTIES by SW"
ILLUSTRATED BASIC
MOVEMENTS OF
SQUARE DANCING

HANDBOOKS

iii-batiiiimtioN INDOCTRINATION

HANDBOOK

HANDBOOK

STORY OF
SQUARE DANCING
RECORD PARTY

Contains 71 illustrations
on all the popular basic
movements used today. A "must"
for new dancers.
15c each—$10.00 per 100 postpaid

Designed especially

HANDBOOK
PLANNING
SQUARE DANCE PARTY FUN
CLUB ORGANIZATION HANDBOOK
PUBLICITY
HANDBOOK

DECALS

for new dancers,
a valuable help to all dancers.
15c each—$10.00 per 100 postpaid

25c each
postpaid

NAME TAGS

Yellow and brown, 5c
each. 16 or more, postpaid. Include a self-addressed stamped envelope for order
of less than 16 decals.

LETS DANCE!
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NEVI INNEItE• N CONNER?

NEW BASIC CHECK LISTS
Aids the Teacher in Planning Lessons
12 for 35c postpaid

BUMPER
STRIPS

NAVE FUN
OUARE DANCING

4" x 12" Bright Red-Orange. Long
lasting. 35c ea. or 2 for 50c postpaid

For use at festivals or
clubs. Choose from
two designs (A or B).
Printed on goldenrod
stock. Minimum order
100 of same design.
100 for $2.75 postpaid

SQUARE &
ROUND DANCE
DIPLOMAS
Beautifully designed (8 1/2 x 11) appropriately worded for teachers to
give to their students. 10c each ...
minimum order of 10 . .. State type.
Add 20c postage with each order.

RECOGNITION PIN , •

PARTY NAPKINS

Black and silver double linked
square identifies you as a square
$1.10 each
dancer. Safety clasp.
postpaid

Refreshment size (9"x 9")
50 in a package
65c
Luncheon size (12"x 12")
50 in a package
75c

VELCO SLO-DOWN

SQUARE DANCE STATIONERY

BINDERS

FOR SLIPPERY FLOORS

Preserve your Sets in Order.
Each binder holds 12 issues
and includes rods to hold
magazines in place. Red
Leatherette. $2.20 postpaid

16 OZ. CAN SLO-DOWN
or 11 OZ. CAN SPEE-DUP
Postpaid 1.75 (USA only)
1.50 (Calif. only)
2.00 in Canada

COLORFUL - ATTRACTIVE
Correspondence Size 8 1/4"x 6"
18 Printed Sheets,
Per Pack
8 Unprinted Sheets,
98c
18 Envelopes
Postpaid
Note Size 4"x 5"
12 Notes & Env., Per Pack, 65c pp.
■
m■
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SUBSCRIPTION CERTIFICATES

ROUND DANCE POSITION CHARTS

Four month subscription to Sets in Order for $1.00.
Ideal gift or door prize. Postpaid.

Illustrations of twelve most common round dance
positions. 100 for $3.00, postpaid.

ORDER FORM

SETS IN ORDER, 462 No. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 48, Calif.

Sets in Order Year Book No. 3

2.10 ❑

Velco Slo-Down

1.75

Sets in Order Year Book No. 5

2.35 ❑

Spee-Dup

1.75

Sets in Order Year Book No. 6

2.60 ❑

Subscription Certificates

SETS IN ORDER YEAR BOOK 1964

1.35 ❑

Decals (Brown and Yellow)

0

American Round Dancing (a text)

1.60 ❑

Basic Check Lists (for callers) 12 sheets

Hamilton's Roundance Manual

4.10 ❑

Name Tags (Indicate Design A or B)

Story of Square Dancing

.25 ❑

S/D Diplomas (Min, order of 10)

Record Party Handbook

.25 ❑

R/D Diplomas (Min order of 10)

Planning Square Dance Party Fun

.25 El LEARN TO SQUARE DANCE POSTERS, 12 for $ 1

PUBLICITY HANDBOOK

.25 ❑

ILLUS. BASIC MOVEMENTS OF SQUARE DANCING ❑
Indoctrination Handbook
Club Organization Handbook

.25 ❑

Sets in Order Binder

2.20 ❑

Bumper Strip .35 ea. ❑

2 for .50 0

0
0

Recognition Pin

1.10

Round Dance Position Chart, per 100

3.00

Party Napkins:
9" x 9", 1 pack .65 ❑
12" x 12", 1 pack .75 ❑

Stationery:
81/4" x 6"
4" x 5"

Don't like to cut up your magazine? Then send your order by letter.

98
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12 DAYS PRE-CONVENTION TO

"NEW" now in

HAWAII

Rainbow $6.95

DELUXE SQUARE DANCE TOUR . . $470.00

Gold & Silver $9.9

VIA UNITED AIR LINES JET
Four and a Half Hour Scheduled Flight
Stay at beautiful Reef Tower Hotel at Waikiki. Includes round
trip by scheduled jet flight, all hotels, two sightseeing trips at
Waikiki, Pearl Harbor Cruise, beautiful three-day tour to the
lush islands of Kauai and Hawaii, including all meals, sightseeing and transportation. Departs July 10th, returning July
21st, two days before the National Convention in Long Beach.
Lloyd and Audrey Springer of Fullerton, California, will be
your caller and tour escorts.
Limited reservations • Contact:

your Bouffant skirts ...
A triple tiered nylon
lace over two nylon net
underskirts.

VERY, VERY FULL

All bottoms hound ... Postage .50

O'DONNELL TOUR & TRAVEL SERVICE

RHODY'S WESTERN WEAR

823 NORTH HARBOR BLVD., FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA
TR 1-0610 or MA 9-3495

1019 Main St., West Warwick, R.I.

(Letters continued from page 3)
These are posted at all main intersections
leading into town and direct a person to where
there is square dance activity. Of course in
Europe these are temporary signs and are only
displayed on days of an activity, with special
permission by the local police. I join Mr. Heinrich in advocating an adaptation of this idea
on the edge of towns along with the signs of
the Rotary, Moose and similar signs seen at
every city limits.
I would also like to comment on the In-

Matching
Pantalettes
Gold & Silver
$5.95

doctrination Handbook (S. I. 0., September,
1963). I believe this to be one of the best allinclusive, concise approaches to square dancing, or any activity, for that matter, that I
have ever seen. It's a "must" for every dancer.
Jim Rahn
Darmstadt, Germany
Dear Editor:
. . . Deep sympathy goes out to the Kenneth
McCartney family in the loss of their wife and
mother, Fay. Fay will always be remembered
for her sunny smile, thoughtfulness and friend-

REGISTER EARLY
to avoid disappointment

THE STAFF

TORONTO
INTERNATIONAL
SQUARE DANCE
CONVENTION
JUNE !8.19.20,1969
SWING YOUR TAW IN '64
AT THE

ROYAL YORK HOTEL
TORONTO
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CANADA

• AL BRUNDAGE
• LES GOTCHER
• LEE HELSEL
• BRUCE JOHNSON
• JOE & ES TURNER
• BOB PAGE
• FORREST & KAY RICHARDS

THE PROGRAM
SQUARES & ROUNDS (All Levels)
CONTRAS
WORKSHOPS: FOR CALLERS
FOR DANCERS
DISCUSSIONS
PANELS
DRESSMAKING & FASHION SHOW EXHIBITS
Limited Registration to prevent over-crowding
(Refunds on cancellations up to May 13th, 1964)

REGISTRAR: MRS. JEAN HEELEY
21 Burnelm Drive, Islington, Ontario, Canada
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LATEST RELEASE
#8197
#8198

— ROUND DANCE —
LONESOME LIFE (Lonesome Two Step)
SAN FRANCISCO TO CAPE COD
SINGING CALL
LONESOME SQUARE Flip Instrumental
Caller: Joe Boykin
MUSIC BY THE ART JONES TRIO
NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR FAVORITE
RECORD STORE

Send 5 cents for complete listing to OLD TIMER RECORD CO., INC., 708 East Weldon Ave.
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011
liness. The Lord called for her on February 2
and she will be missed always by her many
friends she made in square dancing as well as
in other activities . . . Ken is co-caller with Bill
Speidel for the Circle Eight and Swing 'Em in
Gingham Clubs in Lincoln and various clubs
in Beatrice, Ashland, Omaha and Nebraska
City, Nebr. Fay was very helpful in her job as
a caller's wife; always at Ken's side when
needed.
Donna Reilley
Lincoln, Nebr.

Dear Editor:
"So You've Been Elected" in the Publicity
Handbook (S.I.O., January 1964) is immensely
valuable. I wish I had had it before this . . .
Faye Rathbun
Portland, Ore.
Dear Editor:
Like the Square Gem in the December,
1963, issue of Sets in Order, we also have
beginner classes in our basement and serve
coffee and cookies each time. We don't use
paper cups, however. We asked each person

ED GILMORE PRESENTS
Flip Inst.
Balance X114

THE
DRUMMER'S
BALANCE

Tune
Solomon Levi

BALANCE RECORDS
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17th ANNUAL

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
SQUARE DANCE CAMP
at the LIGHTED LANTERN
atop Lookout Mountain in Colorado

GENE & EDNA
ARNFIELD

RAY SMITH

JULY 12 — AUGUST 9
(Four separate weeks of fun and dance workshops)

JOHNNY LeCLAIR

WALLY SCHULTZ

Staff: Ray Smith, Johnny LeClair, Wally Schultz, Vaughn Parrish, Al Brownlee, Willard Riddell,
Sal Fanara, Ernie Gross, Jon Jones, .Gaylon Shull, Bob and Helen Smithwick,
Gene and Edna Arnfield, Charles and Bettye Procter
Only $60.00 per person for a full 7-day week

For further information write Pau! J. Kermiet, Rt. 3, Golden, Colorado

to bring a cup with his name on it in nail
polish. We built a cup cupboard which was an
improvement to our "wreck" room. At the end
of the evening someone volunteers to do the
cups and hang them in the cupboard. There
they stay until the next class night. We really
have a collection of cups at our "Douglas Street
Dungeon.
Mrs. Jack Keefer
Mt. Vernon, Wash.
Dear Editor:
After having danced comfortably along in

COME TO

VII

the same several clubs for about 10-12 years
or so, my wife and I were invited to another
club recently. We did not know the caller
altho' we had heard good things about him
and we looked forward to our dancing date.
Our enjoyment was short-lived, however, as we
found that the group danced much faster than
we were accustomed to and were doing "new
basics" of the non-directional variety that we
had not learned. After the first tip or two we
sat along the sidelines, chagrined, and even
our hosts understood the situation and let us

0,1N B 0

' LAKE LODGE
BREVARD, NORTH CAROLINA

FOR YOUR SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE VACATIONS
July 5-11

Jim HUNT— Squares and Rounds
Write Jim - 31151/2 Garden Ave., Baltimore, Md. 21234

July 12-18

Al BROWNLEE; Louis and Ann CALHOUN (3 days only)
and Bob and Lou RUST
Write Al-1301 E. 21st, Odessa, Texas

July 19-25

George CAMPBELL — Squares
Jay FENIMORE — Rounds
Write George— P. 0. Box 7, Gratigny Branch, Miami, Fla.

July 26-Aug. 1
Aug. 2-8
Aug. 9-15

Jim PIERSON-Geo. CAMPBELL — Squares
Jim and Noriene PEARSON — Rounds

Aug. 16-22
Aug. 23-29

Ron SCHNEIDER — Squares
Irene and Bill HART— Rounds

Write Jim —4534 12 Ave. N., St. Petersburg, Fla. 33713

Write Ron ---5708 Lewis Road, Olmsted Falls 38, Ohio

Your Hosts Bill and Gracie Schmidt
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JOE LEWIS ADDS MORE TOURS
I am adding an activity to my calling trips— demonstrating
the "combo" accordion to music schools. I would like to visit
every city in the U .S. A. and Canada. If I could call for your
club, institute, etc., write
2940 Northaven Road, Dallas, Texas 75229

sit there. If we could have left without causing a disturbance, we would have done so.
Maybe the problem is ours, that we don't get
around enough in our square dancing but I
still think the calls should tell the dancer
what to do. Our "home clubs" looked mighty
good to us after our venture.
Dale Crider
Sutton, Ill.
Dear Editor:
Where is the Friendly Westerners Traveling
Banner? The Friendly Westerners Club of

Plainville, Conn. is looking for their Traveling
Banner which they sent around to be given to
the couple traveling the greatest distance to
the dance. It was last seen on Long Island.
Any information will be welcomed by B. Colburn, 20 Andrew St., Forestville, Conn.
Bob Tonkin
Bristol, Conn.
Uncle, kids! This is just about the last "lost banner" notice we can print in Sets in Order. We have
been swamped by them to the point where it
would seem they never do come home to roost.

ANOTHER NEW

ars

HOEDOWN
SIO 2143

More Recent "Goodies" on Si 0
Rounds

"Let's Dance A Square"

Singing Squares

12" Long Play

"Wondering"
Sio 3143
"Goody Goody"
S10 3145
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Johnny LeClair
S10-4015

s
Or
RECORDS

"The Fox"
S10 142

"Change in Me"
S10143
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SOMETHING DIFFERENT IN BADGES AND SQUARE DANCE JEWELRY
FOR
DANCING
IN
ALASKA
A variety of colors and shapes to suit your taste.
Match your favorite outfit. Also matching Bolo
Slides for the men.
Write for jewelry brochure.

Hand made of lightweight Plastic,
a gold colored dancing couple embedded in a background of glitter.
$1.10 incl. tax

DeliRon Electronics

Box 364
Lemon Grove, California

Send sketch or idea for free sample.

Since we can by no means print all of the items
we're just going to have to eliminate them all after
this month. Editor

Dear Editor:
My husband has been calling only a short
time but has found Sets in Order invaluable ...
He reads them from cover to cover — back to
front as so many of the cartoons on the back
remind us of the fun-loving, hilarious group of
dancers he calls for . . .
Mrs. Thomas Craddock
Arlington, Va.

OTHER FUN BADGES
AVAILABLE FOR

$1.00

Dear Editor:
Just wanted to call to your attention that
our names were omitted from the vacation staff
listings for Greenbush Inn at Greenbush, Mich.,
for the weekend of June 26-28. We'll be there
along with Pete Noll and Bev Tallman with
head-staffer Bill Peterson.
Wayne and Pat Anderson
Cadillac, Mich.
"LIFE" PARTY FOR MAXHIMER
A tribute honoring a well-known figure in
the world of square and round dancing resulted

SQUARE DANCE and WESTERN SHOP
NEWCOMB'S
"SUMMER BREEZE"

STYLE
'It 0980

$26.95

Crisp, cool dotted swiss one-piece dress with
deep white border of double nylon organdy,
plus white ruffles of nylon lace and lurex.
Perfect for summer dancing.

TR-1640M-HF-2

Sizes: Junior —5 to 15
Misses — 6 to 20
Please allow about 3 wks for delivery.
Special Measurements—Add $3.00.

$244.00 FOB Kansas City

BLACK VELVET CINCH BELT
Makes the waist look smaller. "Dresses up" plain
skirts and blouses.
Sizes; S-M-L-XL(Please send waist meas.)

$3.98

One of the most popular Newcombs
for callers. This model with its
Hi-Fi speakers and 40 watt power
offers excellent coverage for most
halls.
We stock all models of Newcombs
most popular with callers and
dancers. Also speakers, monitors
and microphones.
Write for terms and free brochure.

Please add 50c on mail orders under $10.00.
Canadian Customers please add $1.00 for all mail orders.

Add sales tax where applicable.

8315 Woman Road, Kansas City 14, Missouri • Phone Highland 4-3110 • Open Thurs. eves.
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SECOND MOHAWK VALLEY SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL
FEATURING

ED GILMORE
CURLEY CUSTER
DICK JONES

TOM & BETTYE JAYNE
JOHNSTON

SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 1964 — NOON TO MIDNIGHT
Also a Pre-festival Dance, Friday Eve (April 24), 8-1 1 with fine Area Callers
MOHAWK VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE, UTICA, NEW YORK
MR. KENNETH GUYRE
For ticket and/or brochure

$5.00 per couple

122 ROOSEVELT AVE.
LIVERPOOL, NEW YORK

(after April 1 — $7.50)

in a "This is Your Life, Ralph Maxhimer” evening in Chatsworth, Calif. on January 24th.
Figures from Ralph's dancing past kept emerging to confront him as he sat in his position of
honor. Chuck Jones acted as M.C., with an
assist by Bob Osgood. Miriam Meuhlenbach
and Elaine Kieth were organizers for this warm
and wonderful event which certainly will never
be forgotten by Ralph, his wife Eve or their
children and grandchildren.
Among the hundreds who came to honor
Ralph were Louis and Ovie Lutz who had
driven from Laramie, ,Wyo., for the event.

Other notables included the Ron Harveys,
Frank Hamiltons, Bruce Johnsons, Glen Storys,
Ray Ormes, Joel Ormes, Willie Stotlers, Bill
Holmes', Ivan Lowders, etc. etc. All of these
callers and round dance leaders have at one
time benefited from the coaching or instruction of the Maxhimers.
The hall was decorated with amusing cutout figures, dressed in square dance clothes,
representing Ralph and Eve. And all around
were letters and telegrams from the many who
could not attend the gala affair.
Among his many accomplishments, Ralph is

NEWCOMB

NEWCOMB

NEWCOMB

NEWCOMB
P4

0

NEWCOMB

% Our Complete Stock
Insures Quick Service

Our stock of NEWCOMB P.A. equipment is one of the largest in the country . .
and we are only five minutes away from the NEWCOMB FACTORY. This insures
exceptionally fast service.

USE OUR TIME PAYMENT PLAN . . A YEAR TO PAY

Phone Olympia 2-7436

Callers' Supply Company
P. 0 BOX 48547, LOS ANGELES 48, CALIFORNIA
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NATIONAL CONVENTION

JULY
27 TO
AUGUST
9, 1964

HAWAIIAN AFTER PARTY
DELUXE TOUR FOR SQUARE DANCERS AND THEIR FRIENDS
VIA PAN-AMERICAN JET

Stay at the Polynesian Hotel in the heart of Waikiki. See Diamond Head, 110 mile Circle island tour,
Pearl Harbor, Mt. Tantalus, Punch Bowl, Luau, Hula Lessons and Square Dancing a plenty. Six full days on
the beautiful outer Islands, Hawaii, Maui, Kaui. Stay at the luxury hotels King Kamehameha, Sheraton Maui
and Coco Palms. Special tour into the lush liana Valley. All this and more is yours with the Hula
Holiday Tour.
$499.00

PERSONALLY ESCORTED BY HARVEY AND MARGARET BINDER
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

9261/2 Holly Street, Inglewood, California 90301

noted as a pioneer square dance caller and
teacher of callers as well as dancers. He has
done particularly fine work with young peoples' exhibition groups and in the round dance
field. Among the several round dances credited to him and Eve and which have become
classics, are Melody of Love Waltz, Shadow
Waltz, Evening Waltz, Tennessee Waltz and
the two-step, How About That.
Ralph has been one of those rare combinations with equal interest and importance in
both square and round dancing. At one time

he was even president of the Southern Calif.
S/ D Callers' Assn. and the Round Dance
Teachers' Assn. at the same time. An evening
in his honor was certainly a fitting accomplishment.
FRIENDSHIPS ON THE SQUARE
Mayor Frank Noe of Cypress, Calif., an
active square dancer, is demonstrating friendships between dancers in an outstanding way,
as per the following letters, the first from Noe,
the second from his new Canadian friends:
"Last spring when I was elected as Director

Introducing Circle Eight's
Exclusive New Co-ordinates
Just for you Circle Eight has created a brand new idea in square dance
wardrobes — original designs in ever-smart black-and-white to mix and match
from season to season in outfits that are always fresh, always new,
always exciting! See the first five exclusive numbers in our
new Spring-Summer 1964 Mail Order Catalog.
Send for Your
FREE COPY!

•
"

a' diP 41111".

•

•
•
•
es as

••

lb

°SOW

SQUARE DANCE FASHIONS
Dept. 3645
315 North Hawthorne Blvd. 0
Hawthorne, Californi a 9025
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AL BRUNDAGE

Presents
A SALUTE

Our14thYear

if

FUNS

"'UTE

overlooking the HUDSON RIVER
at Historic WEST POINT, N.Y.
. . . ist Week — JULY 12 to 17

AIR CONDITIONED
For your Comfort!

TO THE

NEW YORK
WORLD'S
FAIR

Everything for a "perfect" vacation. Delicious Meals, Private
Bath, Rounds Squares, Callers'
Panels, Childrens' Program, Historic Tours,
and much, much more.

Dance at FUNSTITUTE
and the FAIR —

AL BRUNDAGE VACATIONS

Get an OFFICIAL SCROLL

Write for Details

Today! —

11 DOVER ROAD
DEPT. S-3
WESTPORT, CONN.

of Fourth District, A-Square-D, I decided to
get some ideas on several matters from square
dancers throughout the world and I scanned
Sets in Order for addresses to write to. I
noticed a short comment and the address of
Harold and Elva Turner, Killaly, Sask., Canada and wrote to them. Harold answered immediately and in the letters that followed, we
felt we knew all about him and Elva and the
kids and the dog, in fact all of the square
dancers in their area. Harold is Station Agent
for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company so

* AL BRUNDAGE
* LES GOTCHER
* ART HARRIS
* DUB PERRY
. . . 2nd Week —AUG. 9 to 14
* AL BRUNDAGE
* JACK JACKSON
* CURLEY CUSTER
* Paul and Laura MEROLA

I wrote them a letter with a pre-registration
form for the 13th National Convention in Long
Beach, near us, suggesting they get a pass on
the train and we would be happy to have them
as our house guests. Here is their answer."
( From the Turners) —". . Now I have the
pleasant surprise of receiving an invitation to
your home. I have been bragging already to
some of our square dance friends. They say,
`My, isn't that nice,' but they fail to realize
the full significance of the gesture. It is more
than a gesture. In S.I.O. there was an tide

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR RECORD DEALER'
You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn
big profits selling square and round dance records in your area.
The specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in
business if you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance
labels and books and can offer fast efficient service. If you are
already a dealer in square dance accessories and clothing, here's
your chance to add to your volume profitably. Contact distributor
nearest you for complete details. No obligation.

WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU
ARIZONA

GEORGIA

NEW JERSEY

OLD TIMER DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. Box 7281, Phoenix

RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
2581 Piedmont Road N.E., Atlanta 5

DANCE RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
1159 Broad Street, Newark 14

ILLINOIS

OHIO

HERITAGE HOUSE
6400 N. Leoti Ave., Chicago 46

TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 16, Bath

MICHIGAN

TEXAS

CANADA

SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTIES
14600 Grand River, Detroit 27

MERRBACH RECORD SALES
323 West 14th Street, Houston

SQUARE & ROUND DANCE WHOLESALE
455 W. Broadway, Vancouver, B.C.

MISSOURI

UTAH

WEBSTER RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
124 W. Lockwood, St. Louis 19

VERN YATES DISTRIBUTORS
436 E. 4th South, Salt Lake City

NEBRASKA

WASHINGTON

SQUARE DANCE DISTRIBUTORS
205 South 19th St., Omaha

WESTERN DANCE DISTRIBUTORS
12301/2 Westlake Avenue N., Seattle 9

CALIFORNIA
CORSAIR-CONTINENTAL CORP.
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd., Temple City

CANADIAN MUSIC SALES
58 Advance Road, Toronto, Ont.
GERRY HAWLEY
34 Norman Crescent, Saskatoon, Sask.
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PLAN A DANCING HOLIDAY IN 1964
with MANNING & NITA SMITH
May 1-3 - CAMP GRANDVIEW - Montgomery, Alabama-with Joe Lewis
June 1-7 - KIRKWOOD - Osage Beach, Missouri-with Marshall Flippo & Frank Lane
June 21-26 - FLAMINGO DAZE - Santa Rosa, California-with Lee Helsel & Bruce Johnson
June 28-July 4 - BANFF - Alberta, Canada-with Lee Helsel & Joe Lewis
August 9- 15 - MSC-TEXAS A&M - College Station, Texas-with Ben & Vivian Highburger
September 10-13 - INDIANA BEACH - Monticello, Indiana-with Date & Dot Foster
January, 1965 - MEXICO HOLIDAY TOUR - Mexico City, Acapulco, etc.
Write for information and details to: Manning Smith
113 Walton Drive Box B
College Station, Texas

the hand of friendship reaching out to
you. That's what it is. I believe this hand of
friendship is found more in square dance circles than elsewhere.
". . A trip to the National in the States is
something one just thinks about . . Just to be
there, the smallest part of a square in the
midst of hundreds . . I cannot say now if we
will be able to make it or not. With your kind
permission we will leave it that way and we
will come if we can work out my holidays and
those of my wife and the many other details
about

that have to be thought about . . Your invitation proves that there can be goodwill among
men and we thank you for it."
FIRST SPECIAL FOR CLUB

of Rockford, Ill. will present a father-daughter calling combination at
their "Special" on April 19, 2-5 P.M. Teenager
Charlotte Watkins and her father, Paul, from
Indianapolis, Ind. will share the calling at Sherwood Lodge on Route #173. Club dancers had
enjoyed Charlotte's calling at the National in
St. Paul, so planned the "Special."
Woodside Squares

MAC GREGOR RECORDS
FLIP INSTRUMENTALS
# 1016 "FINE AND DANDY"
called by BOB VAN ANTWERP
(Sorry we're a month late; Bob was in the hospital)

# 1020 "UNDERSTAND YOUR MAN"
called by CHUCK RALEY

# 1021 "SAN FRANCISCO BAY BLUES"
called by DON STEWART

# 1022 "TOO IN LOVE"
called by JOEL PEPPER

# 1023 "PUT ON A HAPPY FACE"
called by BILL BALL

MacGREGOR RECORDS, 720 So. Western Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 90005
54
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NEW 1964 CATALOGUE

The

PATTERNS FOR

CQL LEE

©D'

SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
WIN

SEND 25c

CANADA 35c

For 1st Class Mailing Send 10c extra

VEE GEE PATTERN CO.
Linc Gallacher — Falls Church, Va.

P.O. BOX 832, DEPT. S

SAN LEANDRO, CALIF. 94577

INC GALLACHER believes in injecting a bit of
humor into his calling and his dancers look
forward to the zany hats which are among the
props" he uses to whomp up a laugh or two.
The Gallachers — Line, his wife Nita and
their two children — migrated from Salt Lake
City to Lincoln, Nebraska in 1953 and there
they attended their first square dance at the
"Y." They were caught immediately and signed
up for lessons in rounds and squares. Shortly
after completing them they were transferred
to Bismarck, ND., and from there attended
their first square dance camp with Lynn Woodward and Terry Golden among their instructors.
This was the beginning. In a very short time
Linc became active not only as a caller but
as a leader. At the time of his 1956 transfer
to Falls Church he wasp president of the North
Dakota Square Dance Assn. and Editor of
Prairie Squares, their publication.
Line now calls regularly for 8 clubs in the
Washington, D. C. area and uses his vacation
for making a weekend tour about once a month
plus one extended calling tour every year.
These tours have taken him into 19 states in
the past 3 years. He has also done institute
"

TWO GREAT "CAN'T AFFORD
TO MISS" SQUARE & ROUND
DANCE EVENTS AT
FONTANA VILLAGE RESORT,
SPRING 1964
22nd Consecutive

FONTANA SWAP SHOP
APRIL 25-MAY 3

FONTANA FUN FEST
MAY 24-31

For complete details, write or call

FONTANA VILLAGE RESORT
Dept. Sl 0

Fontana Dam, N.C.
(Tel 2105)

LETHBRIDGE
GLADIOLUS & SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL
AUGUST 20-21-22,1964
Enjoy your Vacation in Lethbridge for 1964,
attend the big three day open air dance.

GOOD CALLERS . . . GOOD SOUND
FOR INFORMATION WRITE

Bill Savage • Box 893 • Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada
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NEW COLORS AND LOOKS FOR YOUR NAME BADGES
STYLE No. 1
DANCERS 3/4" high
BADGE SIZE 11/2"x 21/4"

Black - Red - Blue - Metallic Blue - Brown - Silver Gray
or Green Badge with White Lettering & Border. White
Badge with Black, Red or Blue Lettering; Yellow Badge
with Black or Blue and Silver with Black Lettering and
Bevelled Border.
PLEASE ORDER BY STYLE NUMBER AND BE SURE TO
SPECIFY GOLD OR SILVER DANCERS FOR EACH BADGE.
Either Style No. $1.00 each or 6 of any color $5.00.

With Safety Clasp Pin

YOUP.:TOWN
AND STATE

STYLE No. 2
DANCERS 1" high

CHOICE OF GOLD OR
SILVER (Metal) DANCERS
ON EACH BADGE

Note: All 6 must be the same style and same name and
town. Postage prepaid.

OTHER DESIGNS — WRITE FOR DETAILS

The MAREX Co.

YOURTOWN, AND STATE

staff work with the Golden Triangle.
Playing his guitar along with his calling
program enables Linc to add still more fun to
the evening. "When the dancers have more
fun, so do I," says Linc.
Daughter Nina, 13, belongs to a teen age
square dance group that started about the time
of the first successful orbit by an American and
it is called, "A-Okeys." David, a young adult,
is in Southern Brazil doing missionary work for
the Mormon Church.
In everyday life Linc works for the U.S. Soil

Box 371, Champaign, Illinois

Conservation Service and has been with them
for more than 20 years. He is enthusiastic
about doing his part to help conserve the nation's natural resources and just as enthusiastic
about square dance calling and dancers.
SQUARE GEM
Because we were short of closet space for
my square dance petticoats, my husband suspended a length of small sized gas pipe on
small pulleys from two strong hooks in the
ceiling of our basement stairway. One pulley
must be a double one or use two together.

DANCE CLUB NAME SLOT BADGES
Made of light weight, clear plastic, with pictures of
dancers or club symbols in colors.
This badge can be supplied to a member immediately
simply by typing, printing or writing his name on the
blank slot insert card and slipping it into the patented

JEANETTE 4. NEW larger slot
for Wearer's name.
ANDERSO

slot.

All fitted with jeweler's safety
clasp pins.

RI-CHARD
MILLER

ENGRAVED BADGES FOR PERSONAL OR CLUB USE
Engraved badges have white letters on black
or colored plastic.
Badges for officers, callers, callers' wives, etc., plus a large selection of
comical "GOOFIES"
(All badges illustrated in reduced size.)

Write us for full details and prices.

• WESTERN PLASTIC PRODUCTS.
1703 MAGNOLIA AVE., LONG BEACH 13, CALIF.
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LOWELL. MASS.

Name and
Town or Club
75c ea.

•

'

Name only 4.
70c ea.

DOROTHY
LAUER
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The flag .1
rise bwrIon

our

al vghi wn,1

.1 pushoct, ihen

up pops the leg

PANIC

BUTTON

PANIC BUTTON $1.00

DETROIT

(choice of 22 sayings on flag)

VACATION — CONVENTION
BUSINESS or just VISITING
WELCOME TO

NAME BADGES

NAME ONLY, TOWN
AND/OR CLUB
We make and design any shape badge.
Enclose sketch and quantity of initial order
for our prices.

WORLD'S LARGEST
SQUARE DANCE STORE

Write for brochure for full information

SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTIES

50c

A TO Z ENGRAVING CO.
Wauconda, Illinois

P. 0. Box 345

Thread one end of heavy cord, like in traverse
curtain rods or slightly larger, over one side
of the double pulley, then thru the pulley at
the other end and tie to one end of the rod.
Run other end of cord thru the other side of
the double pulley and tie to other end of rod.
Cord must be long enough to reach a hook on
the wall at a convenient height when rod is
lowered. Pull rod up and tie a knot in the
double cord to loop over the same hook. A
large screw eye may be placed near the top
of the rod to guide cord down the wall. Pin

Scar eetivu
14600 GRAND RIVER, DETROIT 27, MICH.
Phone VE 8-2296 - VE 8-7033
petticoats to top of wire clothes hangers and
hang over rod. I use snap clothes pins.
— Fay Pearsley, Leavenworth, Kans.
Fay receives a crisp new one dollar bill for her Square Gem.

"TRAILER LIFE' SQUARE DANCE ARTICLE
"Trailer Life," the hobby magazine for
trailer-ites, printed an excellent article in their
January, 1964, issue, spotlighting the Square
Wheels Trailer Club of Denver, Colo. This
group of square dancing trailer people has
enjoyed many an outing in their vacation-type
trailers and coaches and, as the article points

We Owe Our Growth to Your Demand for Quality

Most areas have fine stores to
serve you directly. However, a
free copy of our Portable Showroom and name of your local
supplier is yours for the asking.

Veit Vette:m.4
2110 N.W. Miami Court, Miami 37, Florida

Style #33-S
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A few areas are still open
and inquiries from rated accounts will have our prompt
attention as to eligibility and
confinement.
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NEWCOMB
TR-1640M-E2

TR-1625

40 Watt Amplifier

25 Watt Amplifier

Callers' net $220.00

Callers' net $139.50

List Price $329.75

List Price $209.00

Prepaid anywhere in U.S. if check accompanies order.
Penna. add 5% sales tax
RECORDS

We sell all round and
square dance record
labels postpaid.

BOX 135, NORTH BEND, PA.
Phone 923-0134

HARLAN'S RECORD CENTER

out, are planning a caravan in July, 1964, from
Denver to the 13th National Square Dance
Convention in Long Beach, Calif. Wagon
Masters for the outfit are Leroy Frank and
Jack Halfacre. The latter can be contacted at
3050 W. Harvard Ave., Denver 19, Colo. both
regarding the Convention Caravan and for any
information on the dual hobbies of square
dancing and trailering.
WESTERN JUBILEE FESTIVAL THEME
"Western Jubilee" is the theme for the
Council Bluffs, Ia., 4th Square Dance Festi-

val on April 4 at the Lewis Central School
Gym. Callers will be Keith Thomsen and
Johnny Roth. Sponsors are the Saturday Nite
Club and Hoops 'n' Boots of Council Bluffs.
BIG ONE IN OMAHA
The 15th Annual Omaha Square Dance Festival at the huge Ak-Sar-Ben Coliseum on
April 25 will feature Bruce Johnson and the
Lloyd Pooles. Intermission entertainment will
be by the Dana Folk Dancers from Dana College in Blair, specializing in Danish dances
nicely costumed.

KALOX- &tea-Longhorn
BEST IN SQUARE & ROUNDS
S
NEW ON KALOX
K-1033 RAINBOW ROUND MY SHOULDER
Flip/Inst/Round
•40.11

ti

It

FOR THE
DISCRIMINATING
CALLER
WHO DARES
TO BE
DIFFERENT!

ti
ti
101
51ir-

Here is Singin' Sam's newest record and we believe
you will enjoy this as much or more thdn LET A SMILE
BE YOUR UMBRELLA. Sam and his wife Betty have also
written a square dance level mixer to go with the
inst. side.
P.S.: Watch for Sam's LP to be released soon.

NEW ON BELCO
A great new two-step ID)
B-207 GREEN DOOR..
Charles and Bettye Procter, Dallas, Texas.

TANZY Another great two-step by Bill and Pat Boone,
Dallas, Texas

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR FAVORITE RECORD DEALER
Produced by

fi KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO.
58

Caller: Singin' Sam Mitchell

4
0
0
316 STARR ST., DALLAS 3, TEXAS0
r

.P..00.

i..,
-_,.e.,,..?-

--
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QUICK AS A BUM- WELL NOT REALLY! WE'RE QUICKER!
. . WITH HOP - HOP HOPPING FAST " INSTANT" SERVICE TO YOU !
Our truck goes to the Post Office every hour to give you
this Instant Record Service. 99% of our orders are shipped
the same day they are received. We have the biggest
stock of Square and Round Dance Records in the U. S.
— over a quarter of a million. Drop in and count 'em
sometime.

FOR EMERGENCY SERVICE YOU MAY PHONE
AREA CODE (201) 622.0025
AND
RECEIVE PROMPT AIR MAIL SHIPMENT.

AIR MAIL
NEEDLE
SERVICE
DIAMOND NEEDLE

$3,

DIAMOND CARTRIDGE

$6.

BY AIR MAIL P.P.

DANCE RECORD CENTER
1159 BROAD STREET

NEWARK 14, NEW JERSEY

TWO TERRIFIC NEW RELEASES

TOMMY FARRIS

JON JONES

CALLS

CALLS

"DON'T BE ASHAMED"

"COMPANY'S COMING"

SL-114

SL•115

SQUARE L
RECORD CO.

WONDERFUL MUSIC BY
SQUARE L OUTLAWS

8512 La Jolla Ct.
Ft. Worth 16, Texas

P.S.: Try Our L-P "MELTON LUTTRELL CALLS PATTER & SONG"
AVAILABLE FROM YOUR RECORD DEALER

* DANCES THAT DANCE * MUSIC YOU CAN CALL TO * FINEST QUALITY RECORDS

KERA "TRAVELLING 'BUCKET" MISSING
Along the same train of thinking as so many other clubs these days
the Kera Dudes 'n' Dolls of Ravenswood, West Va., have evolved an
item to encourage clubs to visit each other. The one coming the
"travelling bucket," inscribed with the names of the clubs who have
won it. At the moment the travelling bucket of the Dudes 'n' Dolls
is on the "missing list," also in common with many others of the travelling items. Anyone knowing the whereabouts of said bucket is invited
to contact the Herb Henrys at 812 Adams Ave„ Ravenswood, W. Va.
The_ Henrys are shown holding the bucket.
DEALER INQUIRY INVITED

CREATIONS

3261 FLUSHING RD. • FLINT 4, MICHIGAN

THE
PROMENADE

PUMP

THE
PROMENADE
MOC

Available with either
drawstring or elastic
top. These soft sole
ribbon tie shoes have a
built-in wedge. Black.
white, red,
ft 6.95
blue or pink w
Gold or silver $9.95

Perfect with squaw
dresses. The moe has
a built-in wedge with
full soft leather sole.
Black, white, red,
blue or
$5.45
Pink
Gold or silver $9.45
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"She could have danced all night," so the
lady must have been wearing a Hinote
Creation. Softly pliant and matchless in
durability. If you wish to "dance all night"
you best select a Hinote Creation. Sizes,
styles and colors to match milady's wish
. . . every time!

THE HINOTE
BALLET
Light in weight with
three-quarters soft
leather soles. Drawstring tops hold the
shoes firmly in place.
Black, white, red,
blue or
3,75
pink
Gold or silver $5.95

FESTIVALS
Soft glove leather
with elastic tops.
Pleated toe and full
leather sole with a
cookie heel. Black,
white, red,
blue or pink $5
- 45
•
Gold or sayer $9.45
PLEASE INCLUDE
35c FOR POSTAGE
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For fun and fashion !
True fit and authentic
styling in matching outfits and all accessories.
Send for new catalog today.

ROIJNDANCERS

Carl and Pat Smith — North Canton, Ohio

were married
in 1952, Carl feels he had his first big
push in the round dance field when he attended
"Pappy" Shaw's class at Colorado Springs in
1950 and 1951.
At this time he was a promising square
dance caller at home but soon he and Pat
found that round dancing was taking up more
of their time and so they turned completely to
teaching in this activity. Wanting to share it
with their friends they began with a group in
their home. In 1954 they attended a round
dance workshop in Akron, with Frank and
Carolyn Hamilton conducting and this was
their second big push along the road to happy
round dancing.
Akron folks had really been bitten by the
round dance bug so the Smiths were asked to
teach a round dance class there. Since then
they have taught at least one basic round
dance class each year in the Canton-AkronMassillon area, and sometimes three.
Carl's work with the Pennsylvania Railroad
somewhat hampers their traveling any distances to serve their hobby but they have
conducted workshops at festivals in their own
bailiwick. They have been workshop instructors at the Round Dance Snow Festival in

B

EFORE CARL AND PAT SMITH

Agik GOLDEN

scluARE

No. 6019—HONKY TONK GIRL

68 S. Franklin St., Boston, Mass. 02110

When a Boot
won't do.
Just try
this Po?"
The PROMENADE Shoe
IT'S NEW!
IT'S SOFT — LIGHT — FLEXIBLE!
IT'S CUSHIONED INSOLES,
IT'S SENSIBLY PRICED!
IT'S GOOD LOOK'N1

12"

WIDTHS A-B-C-D-E-EE-EEE • Sizes 6-12
COLORS BLACK OR BROWN
Mail Orders Promptly Filled
Send check or money order — we pay postage.

GORDON BROTHERS
P.O. Box 841

NEW RELEASES

• Hialeah, Florida

glaw•-■
00%."-eirota.-4.,*

Flip Instrumental By Tommy Stoye, Tacoma, Wash.

No. 6018—CLIMBING UP DEM GOLDEN STAIRS

Flip Instrumental By Bill Castner, Pleasant Hill, Calif.

FIRST Round Dance Release

No. 6300—FAIRY TALE

Instrumental & Flip Sides with Cues

Written by Bernie Tourigny & Jan Brunell of Holden, Mass.
Cues by Barbara Smith of Bay Path Barn, Boylston, Mass.
Be sure and get this one. You can take the Record home and practice to Barbara's cues, and she's right
on the money with the cues. Music by the Westernaires.

GOLDEN SQUARE RECORD SERVICE
1956 SOLANO WAY, CONCORD, CALIF.
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The Keys To Calling
By Don Bell and-Bob Dawson
A hard-bound textbook written exclusively for beginning or experienced
callers and teachers. Complete course with home study lessons. Rated
"Excellent" by top leaders.

$7.95

Includes postage and handling
Canadians add current exchange
Floridians add 3 % sales tax — Air mail add $1.12 — Send check or
money order to:

"THE KEYS TO CALLING" 4715 Greenwich Drive, Sarasota, Florida

Akron for the past 4 years. In 1961 they were
elected Vice-Presidents of the Akron Area Federation and also served as Round Dance Chairmen.
The Smiths have attended workshops by the
Hamiltons, Manning Smiths, Turners, Maxhimers, Stapletons, etc., and feel that from
every one they have gained something fine.
Carl and Pat are members of 4 round dance
clubs, two of which they instruct—and 3 square
dance clubs. They feel that round dancing has
indeed "rounded out" their lives and led them

into many lasting friendships. They feel twice
blessed with these friends and their own family of two. They are also among the many who
feel that there must be a marriage between
square and round dancing; that one is incomplete without the other.
Ed Gilmore Feeling Fine

Following an exploratory operation a month
ago, Ed Gilmore is reportedly coming along
quite nicely. His many friends will be pleased
to know that he should be in the swing of
things again and off on his travels soon.

Sge€44e Daftee .Shoed 4 Saadee
LITEFOOT

SHUFIT

The eyeleted and laced
shoe. A 3 oz. shoe made of
glove leather featuring our
1/2 in. celetite heel, in our
rainbow of colors.
Price: Black or White $5.95
Colors $6.95
Gold or Silver $9.95

Featuring an elasticized
binding that hugs the foot.
With a shoe horn tab.
Price: Black or White $5.95
Colors $6.95
Gold or Silver $9.95

ANKLETTE

T STRAP

A 2 in one shoe, the strap
can be worn across the
instep or around the ankle.
Price: Black or White $5.95
Colors $6.95
Gold or Silver $9.95

Made of fine glove leather
with celetite heel and
chrome sole in solid colors
or contrasting heel
and straps.
Price: Black or White $6.95
Colors $7.95
Gold or Silver $10.95

Sizes: Medium, 4 to 9; Narrow, 4 to 9; Large, 91/2 to 11 ($1.00 extra).

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

NO C.O.D.'s PLEASE. ADD 40c Postage and Handling.
Californians, add 4% Sales Tax.
WRITE FOR
BROCHURE

MAIL ORDER
ONLY
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New Address — Larger Quarters for Faster Service
6311 YUCCA STREET

ta.#tee Wean

HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
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(On the Record, continued from page 5)
dance patterns are both conventional and well
timed. Your like or dislike of this one will
depend on how the tune pleases you.
Rating:**

RAGTIME GAL — Blue Star 1710
Tempo: 132
Range: High HB
Key: C
Low LA
Caller: Sal Fanara
Music: Western 2/4 — Piano, Guitar, Drums, Bass,
Accordion
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — do sa do — swing
— allemande — forward two for a thar star —
shoot star, full around — pass partner — allemande — promenade. (Figure) Head ladies
chain — rollaway — up and back — star thru —
circle to a line — up and back — star thru —
square thru 3/4 — allemande — pass partner —
swing — promenade.
Comment: This tune has been done before ("Hello
Ma Baby") and lends itself well to square
dancing. Tune is good, music is quite acceptable and the dance patterns move.
Rating: *'

MARZY DOATS — Lore 1057
Range: High HB
Tempo: 163
Key: E flat
Low LB
Caller: Dick Kenyon
Music: Western 2/4 — Guitar, Accordion, Piano,
Drums, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Circle — allemande — partner
right — girls star left — do sa do — allemande
— promenade — swing. (Figure) Heads up and
back — right and left thru — pass thru —
around one — right and left thru — full turn —
star thru — roll away — allemande — pass one
— promenade — swing.
Comment: Tune is very "bouncy" and is recorded
at a very fast tempo. Reducing the speed of
record takes the life out of the music.

A CHANGE IN ME — Sets In Order 143 *
Range: High HD
Tempo: 128
Key: G
Low LC
Caller: Johnny LeClair
Music: Standard 2/4 — Guitar, Trumpet, Piano,
Vibes, Accordion, Drums, Bass-Guitar
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A novelty tune that offers good opportunity for showmanship. Dance patterns are

FREE

Square & Round Dance
Record Catalog

• Buy Direct By Mail • 24 Hour Service
• 12,000 Records Always In Stock
• Books & Accessories
• 58 Labels
• P.A. Systems • FREE BONUS OFFER.
Why Don't You Send For Your Copy Today!
12 Years Continued Service

MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. BOX 7281 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011
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READ THIS BADGE ACROSS THE SET!

SUZY
JOHNSON

75c
Name
Only
70c
Several
Colors

TOWN OR CLUB

DESIGN BADGES 85c to $1.00
Send for brochure . .

FREE sample

SING - A LONGS

s

Special Shape
or any State

/A:17v

$1.10

JOHN SMITH
A DURABLE BADGE
OF A NEW PLASTIC . . . ONLY

50c EACH

Name & Town

or Name Only

45c EACH ON ORDERS OF 12 OR MORE
Letter
Type
as
Shown
Only

JOHN
JOHNSON
SAN PEDRO. CALIF.

Several
Colors

ALL BADGES SAFETY CLASP PIN
WE PAY POSTAGE

BLUE ENGRAVERS
315 SEVENTH ST., SAN PEDRO, CALIF.
4% Sates Tax for Calif. orders
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well timed and music is good.

LOCAL DEALERS
in RECORDS and PUBLICATIONS
Catering to Square Dancers

*

ALABAMA
MUTCHNICK'S WESTERN WEAR
54-56 Government St., Mobile

*

ARIZONA
RECORDLAND
4457 East Thomas Road, Phoenix

*

CALIFORNIA
ARCADIA MUSIC MART
21 East Huntington Drive, Arcadia
MODERN RADIO
1475 Haight Street, San Francisco
AMOS SQUARE DANCE SQUARE
624 W. Main, Alhambra
PHIL MARON'S FOLK SHOP
1531 Clay Street, Oakland 12
DAY'S SQUARE DANCE SUPPLIES
3264 Overheiser Road, Stockton
RECORD KING
4056 Victoria Ave., Los Angeles 8
RITE NOTE MUSIC STORE
276 N. Hawthorne Blvd., Hawthorne
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
5417 Helen Way, Sacramento 22

*

CANADA
DANCE CRAFT
455 West Broadway, Vancouver, B.C.
GERRY HAWLEY RECORDS
34 Norman Crescent, Saskatoon, Sask.
EARLE PARK
148 2nd Ave. No., Yorkton, Sask.

*

BLESS THEM ALL — Blue Star 1718
Key: G
Tempo: 132
Range: High HA
Caller: Andy Andrus
Low LD
Music: Western 2/4 — Accordion, Piano, Drums,
Guitar, Bass
Synopsis: Complete call is printed in Workshop.
Comment: Dance is lively, well-timed and patterns are interesting. The tune is good and the
music quite acceptable.
Rating: --A-*+

YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS — Hi-Hat 304
Range: High HB
Key: F
Tempo: 128
Caller: Merl Olds
Low LA
Music: Standard 2/4 — Piano, Guitar, Bass-Guitar,
Drums

Synopsis: (Break) Circle — corner swing — allemande — partner right — gents star left — do
sa do — allemande — pass one — swing —
promenade. (Figure) Heads promenade half —
square thru — right and left thru — dive thru
— do sa do — pass thru — corner swing —
allemande — promenade.
Comment: Clean, easy to follow music. Figures
are well timed and call is metered for easy
calling. Two sets of lyrics are offered for the
figure.
Rating: Record Produced by the reviewer

ME AND MY SHADOW — Windsor 4828 *
Tempo: 130
Range: High HC
Key: C
Low LC
Caller: Bruce Johnson
Music: Standard 2/4 — Trumpet, Guitar, Clarinet,
Piano, Drums, Bass
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: The instrumental is well arranged and
has excellent fidelity. The dance patterns are
fast moving and well timed. Adjustment of
word meter will take a little practice.
Rating: -4(*H-

WOMAN'S INTUITION — MacGregor 1014
Range: High HA
Key: C
Tempo: 126
Low LC
Caller: Chuck Raley
Music: Western 2/4 — Accordion, Piano, Guitar,
Drums, Bass
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: Dance patterns are conventional but

COLORADO
S. D. RECORD ROUNDUP
3875 Wadsworth, Wheat Ridge

* FLORIDA
BOW'S
9732 MacArthur Ct. No., Jacksonville 16
CROSS TRAIL SQUARE DANCE CENTER
4150 SW 70th Court, Miami 55

L

Rating: S.1.0.

Additional Dealers on Next Page

64—Let your friends see Sets in Order for themselves

PIN

B Mag21 RECORDS

"THE RECORD DESIGNED . . WITH THE CALLER IN MIND"

I LATEST RELEASES:
Presenting BERYL MAIN
of Denver, Colorado
with his recording:

"WHAT A LONESOME LIFE"
with the WAGON-MASTERS
WW #300
9500 W. 53rd AVENUE • ARVADA, COLORADO

SETS in ORDER, APRIL, '64

the flow of the routine plus the interesting
lyrics make it fun for the dancers and a
pleasure to call. Voice range of tune is excellent for everyone.

I LIKE YOUR KIND OF LOVE — Rogan 1166
Key: F
Tempo: 125
Range: High HD
Caller: Billy Dittemore
Low LF
Music: Western 2/4 — Guitar, Piano, Drums, Bass,
Accordion
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — forward two for
a thar star — shoot star — forward two more
for thar star — shoot star — weave — promenade — swing. (Figure) Heads up and back —
half square thru — split side to a line — up
and back — box the gnat — right and left thru
— star thru — dive thru — pass thru — swing
— promenade — swing.
Comment: Music is adequate but both the tune
and the key selection are quite poor. Dance
patterns are conventional. Rating:

IDA — MacGregor 1012
Tempo: 127
Key: B flat
Range: High HC
Caller: Joel Pepper
Low LB
Music: Western 2/4 — Accordion, Piano, Banjo,
Drums, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Heads up and back — right and
left thru — sides promenade half — pass thru
round one to a line — up and back — spin the
wheel — square 3/4 —allemande — swing —
promenade. (Figure) Heads right and left thru
— sides right, circle to a line — up and back —
pass thru — wheel and deal — double pass
thru — centers in — cast off 3/4 — star thru —
square thru 3/4 — corner swing — promenade.
Comment: A good standard tune and music is
well played. Meter of call will need some
practice but dance patterns are close timed
and interesting. If you like singing calls using
the "newer basics" this will fit into your
program. Rating:**

DANCING ON TOP OF THE WORLD —
Blue Star 1711
Range: High HC
Tempo: 128
Key: C
Low LC
Caller: Sal Fanara
Music: Western 2/4 — Accordion, Piano, Guitar,

LOCAL DEALERS
in RECORDS and PUBLICATIONS
Catering to Square Dancers

*

BONEY'S S/DANCE & WESTERN WEAR
Corner So. Slappey & Whitney, Albany
RECORD CENTER
2581 Piedmont Road, N.E., Atlanta 5

*

*

DUDES & DOLLS SQUARE DANCE SHOP
7 South Ritter Ave., Indianapolis 19
LAZY A's SQUARE DANCE SHOP
2616 W. 16th St., Indianapolis
MAXINE'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
4428 So. 7th St., Terre Haute
STEVENS CAMERA SUPPLIES
3600 So. Main St., Elkhart

*

IOWA
ELMER'S RECORD SHOP
2422 Elizabeth Avenue, Des Moines 17

* KANSAS
EDGINGTON MUSIC CO.
217 S. Santa Fe, Salina
MISSION RECORD SHOP
5908 Woodson Rd., Mission

*

*

Unused 45 rpm round dance records
For listening pleasure or for dancing

KENTUCKY

&A,ayflower

Aqua
"pop" labels, etc.
5 Assorted Records (our selection) for $1.00
Send cash, check, or money order:
West Richfield, Ohio
Box 102

LOUISIANA
PIONEER SHOPPE — WESTERN WEAR
306 Camp St., New Orleans 12
DANCE RANCH
3850 Dublin St., New Orleans

Hoctor

Lloyd Shaw

SETS in ORDER, APRIL, '64

INDIANA

SQUARE DANCE SHOP
3119 South 4th Street, Louisville 14

RECORD SALE

"GRAB BAG"

ILLINOIS
ANDY'S RECORD CENTER
1614 N. Pulaski Road, Chicago 39
DELUXE MUSIC SQUARE DANCE SHOP
4063 Milwaukee, Chicago 41

Drums, Bass

Sets In Order
M ac Grego r

GEORGIA

*

MASSACHUSETTS
PROMENADE SHOP
Square Acres, Rte. 106
East Bridgewater
Additional Dealers on Next Page
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LOCAL DEALERS
in RECORDS and PUBLICATIONS
Catering to Square Dancers
THE SQUARE STORE
817 State St., Springfield
MEG SIMKINS
119 Allen St., Hampden

* MICHIGAN
B Bar B WESTERN SUPPLY
315 Main Street, Rochester
CROSS TRAIL RECORD SERVICE
12130 Center Road, Bath 48808
SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTIES
14600 Grand River, Detroit 27

*

MINNESOTA
LOUISE MUSIC SHOP
678 Grand Avenue, Saint Paul 5
"AL" JOHNSON RECORDS
4148 10th Ave., S. Minneapolis 7

*

MISSOURI
DO-SAL SHOPPE
10402 E. 31st St., Independence
GRABO'S WESTERN SHOP
Kidder

*

MONTANA
KARU RECORDS
Box 649, Glasgow

*

NEW JERSEY ,
DANCE RECORD CENTER
1159 Broad Street, Newark

*

NEW YORK
F BAR H RANCHWEAR INC.
1596 Niagara Fails Blvd., Tonawanda

*

OREGON
GATEWAY RECORD SHOP

10013 N.E. Wasco Ave., Portland 16
LIGHT'S FOR MUSIC
521 Main St., Springfield
THE RECORD GROOVE
11952 S.E. Division St., Portland 66

*

OHIO
CLAWSON ENTERPRISES
3780 Thornton Dr., Cincinnati 45236

Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — partner right —
gents star left — do sa do — allemande —
swing — allemande — grand right and left-promenade. (Figure) Head ladies chain —
Dixie chain — lady left, gent right — round
one to middle — box the gnat — right and left
thru — two ladies chain — pass thru — swing
— allemande — promenade.
Comment: A good tune that has been done recently on another label. Music is adequate and
dance has good timing and conventional patterns. Word meter needs some adjusting.
Rating: 7^,74THAT'S HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU — Jewel 116
Range: High LC
Tempo: 122
Key: F
Low LC
Caller: Louis Calhoun
Music: Western 4/4 Shuffle — Guitar, Piano, Bass,
Drums
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — partner right —
allemande — do sa do — men star left — swing
— circle — ladies chain — rollaway — circle —
allemande — weave by one — promenade.
(Figure) Heads star thru — right and left thru
— pass thru — right and left thru — dive thru
— pass thru — do sa do — eight chain thru —
right and left thru — dive thru — pass thru —
swing — allemande — weave — promenade.
Comment: Music has nice swing but lacks fidelity. Tempo of music is slow but dance is close
timed and moves well. Success of this dance
depends on the showmanship of the caller.
Rating:**
COCOANUT GROVE — Tahoe 506
Range: High HD
Tempo: 124
Key: F
Low LC
Caller: Lloyd Springer
Music: Standard 4/4 — Piano, Accordion, Guitar,
Steel-Guitar, Bass
Synopsis: (Figure) Ladies chain — circle — whirlaway — whirlaway — swing — allemande — do
sa do — men star left — partner right —allemande — weave — do sa do — swing — promenade — heads wheel — pass thru — cross trail
— swing — promenade.
Comment: Music is very well played and recording quality is excellent. Tempo is slow
and dance is not too interesting. Meter of call
needs some adjustment. Rating:

PUT YOUR PETTICOAT IN A
E 1 TOTE
The Zippered Plastic Bag Designed For Carrying And Storing
Your Fullest Petticoats. Keep

50Them Fresh And Ready;Traveling Or At Home.

The Desert Mine Shop
164 BRIDGEPORT AVE., DEVON, CONN.

Additional Dealers on Next Page
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• SEND FOR OUR MAIL ORDER CATALOG •
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CURRENT BEST SELLERS
Thirty-five dealers of Square and Round
Dance records in key cities throughout the
United States and Canada were canvassed
to find just what records were selling in
their individual areas. The following lists
were made up from the results of that survey as tabulated in mid-March.

LOCAL DEALERS
in RECORDS and PUBLICATIONS
Catering to Square Dancers
COLLINS RADIO & TV
5449 W. 3rd St., Dayton 27
DART WESTERN SHOP
4400 Portage St., N.W., N. Canton 20
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1557 Western Avenue, Toledo 9
ROZ'S WESTERN WEAR
1855 Oakland Park, Columbus 24
STOUFFER ENTERPRISES
7437 Juler Ave., Cincinnati 43
THE HITCHING POST
1043 Portage Trail, Cuyahoga Falls

SINGING CALLS
Jose
Get Me To The Dance
Walking To Kansas City
I Saw The Light
I'm The Boss

Kalox 1031
Sets In Order 141
Kalox 1028
Kalox 1030
Windsor 1827

ROUNDS
Lonesome Two-Step
Kentucky Home
City Lights
Fraulein
C'Est Magnifique

Decca 31514
Grenn 14059
Blue Star 1657
Blue Star 1645
Hi-Hat 801

BLESS 'EM ALL — MacGregor 1013
Range: High HA
Tempo: 127
Key: G
Caller: Bill Ball Low LD
Music: Western 2/4 — Accordion, Piano, Drums,
Guitar, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — circle — allemande — go forward two for a thar star —
slip clutch — twice around — allemande —
promenade. (Figure) Heads promenade half —
sides right and left thru — heads cross trail
— round one to a line — up and back — pass
thru — wheel and deal — double pass thru —
first left, second right — star thru — allemande
— pass one — promenade.
Comment: Very good music and a good tune. The
dance patterns are conventional and many
callers will prefer it to the other record to this
same tune. Rating:**
MOUNTAIN DEW — Blue Star 1713
Range: High HC
Tempo: 132
Key: F
Low LC
Caller: Vaughn Parrish
Music: Western 2/4 — Piano, Guitar, Accordion,
Drums, Bass-Guitar
Synopsis: (Intro) Allemande — box the gnat —
ladies star left — do sa do — swing. (Figure)
Heads up and back — box the gnat — pull by
— turn partner left — corner right — partner
thar star — shoot star — right and left grand —
do sa do — promenade. (Break) Allemande —
forward two for a thar star — shoot star — forward two for a continuous do paso (caller
sings song lyrics) — right and left grand —
promenade.
Coment: Very similar to a dance done to this
same tune a couple of years back on another

SETS in ORDER, APRIL, '64

* PENNSYLVANIA
PETRELLA'S RECORD SHOP
2014 W. Darby Rd., Havertown
RANCHLAND RECORD SHOP
R.D. 3, Mechanicsburg 26
RAY WARD RECORD SERVICE
17 So. 1st St., Bradford 16701

*

RHODE ISLAND
CROSS TRAIL WESTERN SHOP INC.
91 Maple Ave., Barrington
RHODY'S WESTERN WEAR
1019 Main St., West Warwick

*

SOUTH DAKOTA
SCHLEUNING'S RECORD SERVICE
Route 2, Box 15, Rapid City

*

TEXAS
DEVA CHAPMAN RECORDS
3312 Rugged Dr., Dallas 24

*

WASHINGTON
AQUA RECORD SHOP
1230 1/2 Westlake Ave. N., Seattle 9

*

WISCONSIN
MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY
3414 W. North Ave., Milwaukee

*

D.C., WASH.
COUNTS WESTERN STORE
4903 Wisconsin Ave., Washington 16

Additional Dealers on Previous Pages
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Square Dance Dresses

DANCERS
NAME

Mother and Daughter Dresses
Peasant Dresses,
Peasant Blouses and Skirts
Square Dance Skirts

TOWN & STATE

Ready to wear and made to order . . . Send

SQUARE DANCE BADGES (1 3/8"x 21/2") As pictured .75
in black, white, blue, red, green. All white figures & lettering (except black on white background). Sketches accepted
for special estimates on club badges. Chart mailed on request. Free samples on all our chart designs.
PARTAIN'S JEWELERS, 1005 Peachtree St., N.E.
Atlanta 9, Georgia

label. Music is lively but lacks fidelity. Patterns are well arranged and dancers like them.
Rating: ''

A GOOD MAN IS HARD TO FIND — Jewel 120
Key: G
Tempo: 136
Range: High HA
Caller: Ray Bohn Low LD
Music: Western 4/4 — Piano, Guitar, Drums, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Grand square — allemande —
do sa do — weave — box the gnat — pull by,
allemande — right and left grand — swing —
promenade. (Figure) Heads bow —• square thru
3/4 — around one to middle — right and left
thru — frontier whirl — eight chain thru — pass
partner — corner swing — allemande — do sa

FOR "HARD TO

for brochure and name of local supplier.

1460 WASHINGTON AVENUE
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
TEL. JE 8-8794
do — swing — promenade.
Comment: Music has an interesting rhythm pattern but dances much better when decreased
slightly in speed. Music does not have a strong
"lead" and has numerous "stop breaks" so
caller will have to know tune. Dance patterns
are interesting. Rating: *+

WHEELS Q — Top 25075
Range: High HB
Key: B flat
Tempo: 133
Caller: Dick Leger Low LB
Music: Western 2/4 — Piano, Banjo, Guitar, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Circle — heads right and left
thru — circle — sides right and left thru — allemande — grand right and left — promenade.

run" RECORDS

We have one of the largest stocks of both new and old
square and round dance records in the U.S.A. We ship
most orders on the same day the order is received.

SPECIAL PRICE ON 78's AND OLD 45's
We just recently acquired a great many old and discontinued numbers on both 78's and 45's. These are
available at special reduced prices. Write for list.
Send 5c stamp for new up-to-date catalogue

Z MIC:16

MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. BOX 7176
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PHOENIX, ARIZONA
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* NOW YOU CAN ORDER FROM CATALOG *

FINEST PORCELAIN MUGS
MADE IN ENGLAND

The Famous

"TAUNI TOGS" Fashions

4 different colours
Set of 8, $7.50

Men's and Ladies' Western Wear

Send for our catalogue

Send for our free Catalog

of dance accessories

Culver Palms
Western Store & Square Dance Hall
10116-20 Venice Blvd., Culver City, Calif.

THE SQUARE DEAL
R. R. No. 3

WOODBRIDGE, ONTARIO

1.5)

(Figure) Ladies chain — chain back — corner do
sa do — men star left — do sa do — allemande
— box the gnat — pull by — turn corner under
— promenade. (Ending) Grand square — ladies
chain — chain back — promenade.
Comment: Music is well recorded and is the tune
"Wheels." Dance is cued as in a quadrille and
dancers move to the music. A good change of
pace dance. Rating: **+

IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMER TIME — Magic 1001
Range: High HB
Tempo: 130
Key: G
Low LB
Caller: Fred Bouvier
Music: Western 2/4 — Piano, Rhythm-Guitar, Bass,
Guitar

119

Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — Alamo balance—
turn right — Alamo balance — turn right — gents
star left — do sa do — allemande — right and
left grand — promenade. (Figure) Heads up and
back — square thru — with sides right hand
star — heads star left — once and half around —
with new sides right and left thru — do sa do —
swing — promenade.
Comment: Music is recorded well and in an easy
voice range. Dance patterns are interesting and
just a bit different. Rating:**
AIN'T WE GOT FUN — Top 25074
Key: C
Tempo: 128
Range: High HD
Caller: Paul Hartman
Low LB

Every Caller, Club, and Festival
Needs This One:

"SPECIAL EVENTS"
Band 1. "Goodnight Ladies" (two step)
Band 2: "Happy Birthday"
Band 3: "Auld Lang Syne"
Band 4: "Goodnight Sweetheart" (two step)
Band 5: "Fanfare"
Band 6: "Grand March"
-

-

Instrumental Only

Challenging New Routines:
Band 1: "Curl-Thru" Workshop"
Band 2: "Others"
Band 3: "Circulate Workshop"
Band 4: "Buster's Graduation"
Choreography by Will Orlich
Called by Lloyd Litman

GR 12063

GR EP 13010

COMING SOON a great new round "HELLO DOLLY" by Joe and Es Turner,
introducing the sensational new canter-twostep.

45
RPM

Rounds You Will Like:

"MEMORY LANE" (waltz)
by Jack and Helen Todd
of Lexington, Ky.

"SATIN DOLL"

CALLER LINE

A Smooth Flowing Square:

"IF I HAD MY WAY"

by Phyl and Frank Lehnert
of Toledo, Ohio

by Vern Smith
of Dearborn, Mich.
Flip Instrumental

TOP 26006

TOP 25078

Manufactured by

SETS in ORDER, APRIL, '64

GRENN , INC.

Box 16, Bath, Ohio
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WE GUARANTEE this machine to
deliver 4 times the usable sound of
any of the well known tube type
record players. This new model
COMPLETELY OBSOLETES ALL the
present models on the market today
using tubes.

We have TESTED this machine
in direct comparison with Brand
X*. Brand Y* and Brand Z* and
earlier Bogen machines and
find its tone to be superior and
power output 2 0 0% greater!
*We will furnish these brand names
by private correspondence.
FRANK KALTMAN
Dance Record Dist.

LIST PRICE

'2 7
YOUR COST '1773.

IF YOU CAN'T WAIT — — PHONE 201 622-0025

DANCE RECORD CENTER

VP25 TRANSISTORIZED PORTABLE
❑ OUTPUT: 50% Greater than compet-

❑ DIMENSIONS: 153/4" W x 16 1/2" H x
103/4" D

itive models

❑ TRANSISTORS AND DIODES: 15 (Including 13 silicon)

❑ INPUTS: Channel 1
MIC 1. Channel 2

Phono, Tape,
MIC 2

❑ TONE CONTROLS:

Channel 1 —
Separate Bass & Treble. Channel
2 — 4 pos. switch (Flat, Bass Cut,
Treble Cut, Anti-Feedback)

❑ FREQUENCY: 45 - 18,000 cps ± ldb

❑ WEIGHT: 33 lbs. (10 lbs. less than
Brand X)

PHONO: improved B51 variable
speed player (4 speed)

❑ DC OPERATION: Amplifier may be
operated from 12-15 vdc source
with Model 03 cable. Inverter required for DC Operation of Phono
Player.

❑ OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: Two 8 ohm
sockets

❑ LOUDSPEAKER: 12 in. cone in Lid (10 oz. ceramic magnet)
Provision for use with columns.
The all transistor VP25 eliminates excessive heat, microphonics and frequent tube replacement. Long life components assure many years of troublefree operation. Sound quality (with the new 10 oz. magnet speaker) sets a new
industry standard.
-

-

Tone controls in both channels afford wide latitude of adjustment to overcome reverberation and feedback — and provide for optimum tonal balance of
microphone and phono player (or tape,.tuner, etc.)

SEND CHECK AND WE ABSORB FREIGHT

1159 BROAD STREET • NEWARK 14, N. J.

THE ONLY SHOE FOR A REAL DANCIN' MAN!

NEW:El:DowNrns sliss

CORDO -BROWN -BLACK Sizes 6 to 13; widths
B to EEE. Send check or M.O. Add 50c for
postage and handling. Show size and color.
It's time for fu,i, pardner, so chuck" those Sunday-go-to-meetin'
boots and pull on your new HOEDOWNERS. Get that dancin'
feeling with the No Slip — No Stick — No Marking shoes made
'specially for you, you dancin' man!

SRUARE STORE
Music: Standard 2/4 — Piano, Banjo, Guitar, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — box the gnat —
ladies promenade — partner right — wrong
way thar — throw in the clutch — second time,
box the gnat — pull by, allemande — promenade. (Figure) Ladies chain — heads right and
left thru — star thru — pass thru — do sa do —
ocean wave — eight chain five — allemande —
promenade.
Comment: Music is well recorded but a little thin.
The dance patterns are interesting and well
timed. Callers who can handle this type of
tune will enjoy this one. Rating:**

817 State St.,
Ms Springfield 9, Mass.

AIN'T WE GOT FUN — MacGregor 1015
Key: C
Tempo: 126
Range: High HD
Caller: Don Stewart Low LB
Music: Standard 2/4 — Accordion, Piano, Banjo,
Drums, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Corner do sa do — see saw
partner — circle — corner star thru circle —
ladies chain — chain back — whirlaway — right
and left grand — promenade. (Figure) Heads
separate, go half way -- star thru — rollaway
up and back — star thru — right and left
thru — dive thru — square thru 3/4 — allemande — do sa do — corner swing —
promenade.

'7etied vedeeace
. . 9 ,4
-deed )411 ppea
cticcsu FUCA THESE CLEAT wrtrtfiquis
EACH WEEKEND A SfECIAL PARTY BY THESE GREAT STARS

1964

CHULA VISTA RESORT

1964

WISCONSIN DELLS, WISC., 53965
GENERAL INFORMATION: WRITE TO JOE KAMINSKI, AT RESORT

May 1-3
JOHNNY ROTH
Red Oaks, Iowa

NA & JACK
STAPLETON
Gross Pointe
Woods, Michigan

May 15-17
BRUCE & SHIRLEY
JOHNSON
Santa Barbara,
California

MAY 22 -24
FRANK AND
BARBARA LANE
Lawrence, Kansas
JUNE 5-7
ED AND DRU
GI LMORE
Yucaipa,
Californnia

SOLD
OUT

Sept. 11.13
JIM (Keep
LOUIS CALHOUN
Smiling) BROWER
Shelby,
Texarkana, Texas
No. Carolina

(Sorry)

WALLY & MAXINE WILL BE ON THE STAFF ALL WEEKENDS

WALLY 'n
MAXINE
SCHULTZ
Janesville, Wisc.

72

Sept. 18-20
JOHNNY LeCLAIR
Riverton,
Wyoming

Sept. 25- 27
JOE LEWIS
Dallas, Texas

Oct. 9-11
DOT & DATE
DAVE TAYLOR
FOSTER
Gross Pointe
Decatur, Ill.
Farm, Michigan

Oct. 16- 18
MAX & LOVELLA
FORSYTH
Indianapolis, Ind.
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$6.95 in Metallic Colors:
Gold, Silver or Bronze
Sizes 4-10, Narrow or
Medium widths.

The Danciest Pair of Shoes
That ever did a Two-Step!
• Soft, Pliable Leather
• Ballet style Lacing
• Built-in Wedge for Extra
Support and Heel Elevation
• Non-Slip, Non-Stick Sole and Heel for
Safe Use on Highly Polished Floors.

$5.95

SEND CHECK OR M.O.
Specify Regular Shoe Size and Color
Add 50c for Postage and Handling

•

Write for Free Brochure
illustrating 10 different styles.

THE SQUARE STORE

in Black
or White

Comment: Music is well played and dance patterns are interesting. Tune is quite bouncy and
has rather wide range. Rating:**

PUT MIR ARMS AROUNDME — Blue Star 1712
Range: High HB
Tempo: 126
Key: C
Low LB
Caller: Al Brownlee
Music: Western 2/4 — Piano, Accordion, Guitar,
Bass-Guitar, Drums
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — rollaway — circle
thar star — slip clutch, allemande
— do paso
— pass one, swing next — promenade. (Figure)
Head ladies chain right — new side ladies
chain — heads up and back — do sa do — star
thru — rollaway — substitute — corner swing

sprin8g
17fiettat9e,

— promenade.
Comment: Music is well played in a good voice
range. Dance patterns are conventional. This
one could be a sleeper ...good callers will put
it over. Rating: *-1-

DIXIELAND SWING — Flip 117
Key: B flat
Tempo: 132
Range: High HD
Caller: Art Matthews
Low LE
Music: Standard 2/4 — Piano, Trumpet, Clarinet,
Drums, Guitar, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — forward two and
thar star — shoot star to right and left grand —
right hand turn — go back two, box the gnat
— do sa do — allemande — promenade. (Fig-

LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS
"The records produced on the labels listed herewith are for the promotion of square and
round dancing and there is no restriction on their use, with the following exception.

They may not be reproduced for profit either by taping or other means of reproduction."

BLUE STAR:

BOGAN:

1719 — Blue Moon Of Kentucky

1166 — I Like Your Kind of Love
Caller: Billy Dittemore, Flip Inst.
1167 — Jelly Bean Stompers Ball
Caller: Bob Radford, Flip Inst.
1168 — Baby Doll
Caller: Darrel Slocum, Flip Inst.
1169 — I'll See You In My Dreams
Caller: Bob Radford, Flip Inst.
1170 — Talk Back Trembling Lips
Caller: Billy Dittemore, Flip Inst.

Caller: Marshall Hippo, Flip
1720 — Someday
Caller: Bob Fisk, Flip Inst.

Inst.

1721 — After She's Gone
Caller: Andy Andrus, Flip Inst.
1722 — Dew Drop, Key F, Flip;
Rumpus, Key G, Hoedowns
1723 — Don't Let The Stars Get In
Your Eyes
Caller: Al Brownlee, Flip, Inst.

MUSTANG:
105
Square Dance March
—

Caller: Snookey Brasher, Flip Inst.

106 — Take It Off
Caller: Cal Lambert, Flip Inst.
107 — What This Old World Needs
Caller: Gene McMullen

SWINGING SQUARE:
2315 — Big Rock Candy Mountain
Caller: Al Mallory, Flip Inst.

LORE:
1057 — Many Doats
Caller: Dick Kenyon, Flip Inst.

1058

—

Forty Shades Of Green
Caller: Dick Kenyon, Flip Inst.

1059 — Moments To Remember
Caller: Bob Augustin
1060 — Yankee Doodle Dandy
Caller: Red Bates, Flip Inst.
1061 — Down At Papa Joe's
Caller: Bob Augustin, Flip Inst.
1062 — Makes No Difference Now
Caller: Bob Augustin, Flip Inst.
1063 — Home Sweet Home
Caller: Johnny Creel, Flip Inst.

ROCKIN "A":
1312
Take Me Back To Colorado
—

Caller: Bruce Welsh, Hip Inst.

KEENO:
2290 — When You And I Were Young

1313 — Liberty, Key F; Gray Eagle,
Key A (Hoedowns)

We carry all square and round dance labels — Write us if your dealer cannot supply you.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, 323 W. 14th St., Houston, Tex.
SETS in ORDER, APRIL, '64

Phone UN 27077
73

PRAIRIE PRESENTS FOR APRIL .. .
a new singing call PR 1003

"HOWDY NEIGHBOR HOWDY"
Music by the Prairie Hornets ... And have you heard?

OUR NEW HOEDOWN "KANSAS CITY RAG" PR 2002
OUR LATEST SINGING CALLS .
PR 1001 "FREIGHT TRAIN"
PR 1002 "GUITAR POLKA"
• • take a listen • •

Al Horn Calls

PRAIRIE RECORDINGS

1502 ALEXANDER CIRCLE, PUEBLO, COLORADO

ure) Heads up and back — lead right, circle to
a line — up and back — pass thru — wheel
across — star thru — do sa do — ocean wave —
double swing thru — pass thru — corner swing
— promenade.
Comment: Tune is "Washington and Lee March"
done in a good "Dixieland" style. Dance patterns are busy and close timed. Caller and/or
club likes will determine this one's acceptance.
Word meter is exceiient. Rating: '+

I'LL ALWAYS CARE — Mustang 104
Key: C
Tempo: 128
Range: High HA
Caller: Boots Lewis
Low LA
Music: Western 2/4 —Accordion, Guitar, Clarinet,

Piano, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — swing — promenade — heads wheel around — star thru —
eight chain four
partner do sa do — star
thru — cross trail — allemande — promenade —
swing. (Figure) Heads promenade half — lead
right, circle half — dive thru — pass thtu —
right and left thru — dive thru — star right
once and a half — allemande — do sa do —
corner swing — promenade.
Comment: Tune is good and recorded to the low
side. Music is adequate. Dance patterns are
interesting and well timed but words lack interest and meter needs some adjustment.
Rating: 5'-'+
—

91leg SitinhinJ
Everything for the Square Dancer
VERY VERY FULL
SHOW OFF THE BEAUTY OF
YOUR BOUFFANT SKIRTS
TRIPLE TIERED PETTICOAT
ALL BOTTOMS BOUND
Nylon Lace over two nylon net underskirts.
• .L b
=u
VT er ruri,;+,„
White/Multi-Color Binding
Black/Black Binding
Black/Multi-Color Binding
Yellow/Yellow Binding
Red/Red Binding
$5.95
Mint/Mint Binding
NEW . Rainbow Colored Lace over
two white nylon net underskirts.
Vivid multi-colored binding on
$6.95
all skirts
Sizes: Petite-Small, Small, Medium,
Large, X-Large and Tall-Large
(Please give height, waist and hip
measurements)
LL

V L.

■■

Meg Sintiin3
74

Order by Mail
Add 35c for handling

119 Allen Street, Hampden, Mass.
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ROUNDS
HECKSAPOPPIN — Windsor 4694
Music: (Lofthouse) Piano, Clarinet, Trumpet, Bass,
Guitar, Drums, Trombone
Choreographers: Al and Mary Brundage
Comment: Music has a march flavor but is well
played and lively. Dance is a couple mixer
worked in a progressive circle. The flip side
of record has the same dance with voice cues
by Al Brundage.

Hi Hat 801
HILLBILLY TWO STEP
Music: (Vaughan) Saxophones, Clarinets, Trumpet,
-

—

-

Trombone, Piano, Guitar, Bass, Banjo, Drums
Comment: A Dixieland version of the "Beverly
Hillbilly" theme played with a big band. Dance
is fast moving and very easy.

AKRON AREA
4th Annual Spring Festival
Sat., May 23, 1964 • Akron, Ohio
CALLERS GALORE!
RON
SCHNEIDER

ROUNDS BY ES AND JOE TURNER

Write for Reservations:

AKRON AREA SQUARE & ROUND DANCE
FEDERATION
Box 641, Akron 9, Ohio

DECALS
3 COLORS as illustrated

—

$.35 each 3 for $1.00

Flute, Trombone, Guitar, Piano, Drums, Bass
Comment: Well played music in a slight "Latin"
flavor. Dance is an easy two-step with one
gimmick using a "double scissors." Routine is
not long.

Napkins Bev. or Lunch.
Dancing Couple
.5Q & .75
Snak Pak
.50
Party Pak
1.00

HOEDOWNS

ity recordings No definite melody.
Rating: **

JULIDA — Rockin' A 1311
Tempo: 131
Key: G
Music: (Whirlwinds) Banjo, Piano, Drums, Bass
SHADOW — Flip side to the above
Tempo: 131
Key: A
Music: (Whirlwinds) Piano, Guitar, Drums, Bass
Comment: Chord pattern hoedowns with a steady
beat. No actual melody but yet they are a
Rating:**
little melodious.

CALLER'S
MATERIAL AVAILABLE
Revised Figures and Terms
Caller's Roster (1963)
Training Manual
Caller's Guide
Subscriber Membership

$1.00
$1.00
$3.00
$3.00
$6.00

HOWARD
LIFFICK

GLORIA RIOS—BERN AUBUCHON —BOB YERINGTON

Flip side to the above
C'EST MAGNIFIQUE
Music: (Vaughan) Saxophones, Clarinets, Trumpet,

CHATTAHOOTCHEE —
Top 25073
Tempo: 132
Key: C
Music: (Russel) Piano, Drums, Guitar, Bass
YELLOW CREEK — Flip side to the above
Tempo: 132
Key: C
Music: (Russel) Piano, Drums, Banjo, Bass
Comment: Chord pattern hoedowns. Good qual-

RALPH
PAVLIK

LLOYD
LITMAN

Write for Brochure
Box 1065
Manchester, Conn.

SQUARE SPECIALTIES

"BUILD YOUR HASH"
$4.50 will get you this compact, handy manual
(opens flat). The SSZUU method shows how to
call versatile hash, use workshop material, cut
memorization to a fraction.
Send check or money order—includes postage
& handling — air mail add $1.12 — Canadians
add current rate of exchange Ohioans add
3% sales tax—Add 50c for your name goldstamped on cover.

ED MICHL
1601 Hay Avenue, Coshocton, Ohio

BEVERLY
HILL

Name only 60c
Name & Town
or Design &5c
Name & Town
& Design 75c

ANYTOWN, USA

ANY
STATE
SHAPE
$1.25
EACH

We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any
Color — Black, White,

Blue, Green, Brown, Red,
Yellow, Walnut, Birch.

Send Check, We Pay Postage

Order from

Square Dance Callers Assn. of So. Calif.
P. 0. Box 1024, South Gate, California

SETS in ORDER, APRIL, '64

PAT'S PLASTICS
BOX 847

RIFLE, COLORADO

75

a brand new

approach ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

FORA SUMMER
SQUARES

+

ROUNDS

+ MORE
Much More!
Have you DANCED

YIELD
RIGHT
Or

WAY

ROAD SIGN reminders
of square dancing's
Golden Triangle-angles for your enjoyment:

The NEW APPROACH to a dancer's perfect vacation adds
all round holiday activities to the best in continuously available morning
to night dancing. S-m-o-o-t-h dancing led by top notch square dance
callers and round dance leaders in c-o-o-1 airconditioned ballrooms,
PLUS . . .
And we don't mean just the "plus" of luxury vacationing in
a 7 million dollar, 14 story Miami-beach-type hotel, with delicious food,
sumptuous twin-bedded rooms all airconditioned and with as many TVs
and big mirror-wall baths as there are room numbers. This is good,
but MORE!

Tata gowt, set ot petamott

"Squares, Rounds, and More,

Sand, sun, surf. Ocean swimming at famous Virginia Beach
or fresh water in a crystal pool (even at midnight!). Sightseeing, by
chartered buses, alone worth your summer. See the historic "oldest":
fabulously re-created Colonial Williamsburg and Jamestown Fort. The
exciting "newest": warships concentrated in the world's largest Naval
Base. As special guest of the U. S. Navy, board an amphibious assault
ship. Dance on a giant aircraft carrier (the U. S. S. Forrestal in '63).
See, hear, an amphibious "invasion" (full scale at landing beach in '62;
model demonstration especially for square dancers in '63).

FROM
beff kik

MORE in '64! Dance, relax, swim, golf, go places. Choose!

Lazy fun, lively fun, all kinds of fun
When you see the familiar yellow "Yield Right of Way" sign
on the highway, think of the Golden Triangle, MORE fun and
Happy Vacationing! Because (ask those who've been there)--

there is nothing
quite like the

GOLDEN TIANGLE

TWENTY STATES t DANCERS AT THE ONE ' 69 VACATION WEEK "ISTERED

vacation ato e

dee/

BOB BRUNDAGE - Danbury, Conn.
CHUCK DONAHUE-Alexandria, Va.
LINC GALLACHER - Falls Church, Va.
LOUIS CALHOUN- Shelby,

N. C.

JULES and DOTTIE BILLARD
Washington, D. C.
BUD and L IL KNOWLAND
Tucson, Ariz.

THE EXTRA HOLIDAY INGREDIENTS
IN THE VACATION HUB
OF HISTORIC TIDEWATER VIRGINIA

ON AN AIRCRAFT CARRIER?

Don't just

sit thee and dream

FOR DETAILS WRITE —

RAY JAGER

7402 MEADOW LANE,
CHEVY CHASE, MD.

BETTER YET,
WHY NOT REGISTER RIGHT NOW?
APPLICATION FOR THE

Third Annual

GOLDEN TRIANGLE SQUARE DANCE VACATION
Complete Vacation-Aug.9 dinner
thru Aug. 14 lunch.

Adults, two to a room
Adults, four to a room
Children, 13 and older
in room with parents
Children, 12 and under
in room with parents

Each
Person

$ 94:50
$ 84.50

LI

$ 74.50 [1]
$ 54 . 50

DEPOSIT $10. per person Amt. Encl. $
GOLDEN TRIANGLE S/D VACATION

Checks Payable

AUG

lit

Adults

-141964

Names as
desired on

badges

His

Hers

Last

Hers

Last

Address

Couple sharing
room, if any

His

Address

FROM 20 DIFFERENT STATES AND CANADA!

Children

SQUARE DANCE VACATION
NORFOL K, VA.

First

Mail To

RAY JAGER

Last

Age in Aug. '64

7402 MEADOW LANE, CHEVY CHASE, MD.

A basic is a necessary movement with a short, clear call that
cannot otherwise be given descriptively in the time needed.
The call should not be confused with the _sound of other calls.
The movement itself should not be one that could be called just
as well with existing basics. The movement should be smoothflowing (not erratic or awkward) and should lend itself to rapid
teaching. Last, to be considered a basic, a movement must prove
its ability to withstand the test of time through continued usage.

F

to the north, we get this contribution to experiment with. It's a flowing movement that combines a cast off with a
wheel and deal, changes direction and moves the dancers from a line
position into double pass thru position.
ROM OUR NEIGHBORS

Cast Off Like a Wheel and Deal

by Margaret Huggins, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
From two facing out lines of four, each line will break in the middle and
the couples on the left will start a three-quarter cast off, turning counterclockwise. Simultaneously, the couples on the right end of each line will
cast off three-quarters, turning clock-wise. As the three-quarter cast off is
almost completed, the couples will work as though they were doing a wheel
and deal. The couples on the right will end in front and the couples on the
left will finish behind them. When completed, the dancers will be in starting double pass thru position.

We had plans of running some examples of this in the Workshop this
month but perhaps we'll be able to do it in May. In the meantime, you
might try working out some examples of your own. Following our square,
the two lines of four have just passed thru (1). Breaking in the center,
both couples start a cast off (2). The couple on the left end of the line
wheels to the left and moves a little wider than the couple coming from
the right, which wheels in front of them (3). When completed the
couples will be set up for a double pass thru (4).
Remember, the purpose of this Experimental Lab is to present material that needs further study before being put into general usage. The
small workshop groups are best suited for this purpose.

9

9 Iota
ACI4Cee#tePt4

ESTES PARK, COLORADO

presents

FRANK LANE ...
calling
the very finest ... modern, western ...

7,

SQUARE DANCING
4 DAYS EACH WEEK—JUNE 12 THROUGH LABOR DAY

EACH WEDNESDAY,
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
8:30 P.M. 'til 11:30 P.M.

SUNDAY MATINEE
2:30 'til 5:00 P.M.

LABOR DAY WEEKEND
FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY
8:30-11:30
MONDAY 2:00-5:00

FOR ACCOMMODATIONS WRITE ESTES PARK CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

78
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8th
Year

1 9 6 4

2 BIG

Sessions

9D4arte&ra-Cade
June 28-July 3 (6 Days, 5 Nights)
AND

PRE-CADE
June 26-27-28 (3 Days, 2 Nights)
SUMMIT (MT.) RESORT HOTEL
Atop the Alleghenies—COOL
(6 Miles South of Uniontown, Pa.)

On Route 40—Pittsburgh Area

A Festival-sized Staff Yet Registration
Is Limited to Just 90 Couples!
JOE & ES TURNER
(Directors) (Md.)

WHAT IS SO SPECIAL ABOUT
DANCE-A-CADE?

HARLEY SMITH
(& Ruth) (So. Calif.)

• SQUARE DANCE WORKSHOPS daily—not "just
another dance," but worthwhile help on figures
and styling.

• R/D WORKSHOPS—three daily "split" sessions
with rotating leadership—plus review sessions
daily.

• R/D TEACHERS' and CALLERS' CLINICS

DOT & DATE
FOSTER (III.)

• PARTIES— Every night a thrilling dance featuring the calling of HARLEY, BOB and JOE.
Rounds?— at DAC we have ALWAYS done "2 and
2" and EVERYONE dances!

BOB PAGE
(& Nita) (No. Calif.)

• DIEHARD BALL (1 1:30-12:30)—for those wanting still more dancing.

• IS THERE MORE? Swimming and sunning at
the large hotel pool—Golf—Tennis. RELAX and
visit on the lawns or the spacious veranda with
its sweeping view of the Alleghenies. A truly
beautiful spot.

FORREST & KAY
RICHARDS (Calif.)

OUTSTANDING CHILDREN'S PROGRAM
Special Rates

JOE TURNER
(Md.-D.C. Area)

PRE-CADE RATES start at $34; DANCE-A-CADE at $84 —and are all inclusive
(meals, lodging, tuition, gratuities, etc.)
Write to DANCE-A-CADE VACATIONS, 6318 Poe Road, Bethesda, Md., for free brochure

"No sense traipsing around the square . . we'll end up right here anyway."
.

AT YOUR -DEALER

NEW ROUND DANCES

SINGING CALL

"QUE SERA, SERA"

"FALSE HEARTED GIRL"

A waltz by Merl and Delia Olds.
If you like waltzes you will want this one.

Bill Green originated this dance and calls

"YOU'RE THE REASON"

the flip side. A routine that offers that lit-

Great music and an easy routine by
Chuck and Betty Moore.

tle bit "extra." The music by the Ragtimers
makes a caller really sound great.

HI-HAT #305

HI-HAT #802

HI HAT

PRODUCED BY

DANCE
RECORDS

MERL OLDS
1123 1/2NO. SWEETZER
LOS ANGELES 69 CALIF.

